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Executive Summary
In the fall of 2006, the Operational Service Division identified the need for an
overall recreation facility plan as a result of issues such as the ongoing operation
challenges of paddle pools, the operating decision regarding the Recreation
Center and the community dialogue regarding the role the City should play in
the Brandon University (BU)/ YMCA partnership continued to surface. It was
determined that an overall plan was needed in order to allow Council to make
informed, and forward-thinking decisions on facilities that would have a major
impact on the future of recreation in Brandon.
1. Father and Daughter at Playground
(Courtesy of S+M+M)

The City of Brandon Operational Services Division proceeded to meet with each
recreation facility user group in Brandon to examine their facility needs now and
in the future.
Further, a joint survey between the City of Brandon, the Brandon InMotion
Committee, the Brandon Family YMCA, and the Arts and Recreation Committee of
the Community Strategic Plan was conducted to develop a general understanding
of the resident’s attitudes and opinions regarding Recreation Services in the City
of Brandon.
From this research a detailed list of recommendations has been prepared related to
each of the users groups specific needs and then assembled under seven general
categories as follows: Field and Pitch Recreation; Diamond Recreation; Racquet
Recreation; Water Recreation; Ice Recreation; Specialty Recreation and General
Leisure Recreation.
In December of 2006, Scatliff+Miller+Murray Inc. was hired to assist and support
the efforts of the City of Brandon Operational Services Division with the completion
of a Recreation Facilities Master Plan. Their expertise in this field has allowed
them to validate the recommendations, to provide expansive information around
the trends in recreation and how recreation facilities are being handled in other
communities and to provide the rough order of magnitude costing for the plan.
The plan is being prepared to guide the future development of recreation facilities
in Brandon over the next ten to fifteen year period.
A community open house was held on January 30th, 2007 to review the issues
and ideas that had been developed to date. Following the public forum, the final
report was completed.
Many issues related to facility development in Brandon are interrelated and
complex. Future plans need to consider the impact a decision in one activity area
will have on decisions related to other facilities. Guiding principles (as identified
within this document) direct decision-making in both the short and long-term
related to recreation-facility decisions. These principles will then guide individual
project decisions, priorities, long-term cost implications, staged implementation
and potential development partnership agreements.
The Brandon Facilities Recreation Master Plan is intended to be a plan which, in
conjunction with the Greenspace Master Plan (2002), defines physical facilities to
be “programmed” by service groups, individuals, private industry, or the City as
required to ensure that recreation needs are being met.
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In general, the City of Brandon will not be actively involved in the programming
of facilities, but will potentially work with community and service groups in order
to facilitate access to programmed recreation for all. A number of agreements
are currently in place with these community and service groups, allowing for city
resources to support activities already in place.
Funding for the development of facilities may come through a variety of
means, including government funding, fund-raising, service group support, and
donations.
I.

General Findings
1. Residents of Brandon are proud of the extensive trail system and the
new Ice Skating Oval and make extensive use of these facilities. There
is considerable support for an extension and expansion of these types
of facilities. The demand for these types of facilities nation-wide is large
and current trends indicate the demand will continue to grow.
2. There is a need to develop “guiding principles” for recreation facility
development in the City of Brandon to facilitate policy and partnership
agreements, as well as the role the City will play in long-term recreation
facility development.
3. There is a pressing need for a coordinated centralized booking system
for field, pitch, diamond and ice users in the City of Brandon. The logical
authority responsible for this service would be the Operational Services
Division. This system would be able to better monitor and assess the use
vs. capacity of facilities and develop efficiencies in facilities-use so that
maintenance and operations resources can be better spent.
4. All recreation-oriented service groups would benefit from the City of
Brandon developing a Steering Committee of stakeholders to establish
and promote prudent stewardship of all facilities as well as programming
multi-use recreation facilities where the opportunity arises.

2. Scenic Walkway in Brandon
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/tkfinearts/218807663/)

5. The City of Brandon, like so many other Canadian communities, is faced
with aging infrastructure. However, in Brandon existing facilities continue
to meet the needs and demands of most of the recreation facility user
groups. The evolving and changing interests and activity patterns of
Canadians means that new facility types are in demand and communities
are challenged to modernize and improve their existing facilities or build
new components in response to growing public demand. Brandon is
faced with this problem and this plan sets out suggestions about how to
most effectively deal with these issues.
6. Discussions with every recreation-based group in the City of Brandon
has been encouraging; in order to create a more effective and open
“recreation dialogue” for Brandon, it is encouraged that these discussions
continue.
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II.

Priority Areas
The recommendations outlined in this document cover a wide variety of recreation
facilities in the community but, as part of this summary, we will highlight the
recommendations specifically as they relate to the Golf and Recreation Centre,
Aquatics and Recreation Hubs.

(a)

Golf and the Recreation Centre
Introduction
The existing municipal golf course (the Brandon Recreation Centre – BRC) has
been the focus of growing concern. The golf course is the only municipal course
in the City and it is linked with the curling club, tennis courts, ski trail system and
toboggan hill.
The golf course has been plagued with water run-off problems and flooding that
has limited the season during wet years. The course needs extensive upgrading
to return it to a premier facility and capital improvements over the past few years
have been insufficient to keep pace. The number of rounds played at the course
has declined over the past ten years but this trend is consistent with other golf
course facilities in Manitoba. The proliferation of new golf courses combined with
the changing nature of the game and core demographics have all had an impact
on participation.

3. Wheat City Golf Course, Brandon Manitoba
(Image Courtesy of Economic Development Brandon)

The course was managed on a leased basis over the past six years and results
have been disappointing. However, over the past sixteen years, although capital
improvements have fallen behind, the course has actually generated a profit on
year-to-year operations (excluding capital costs).
There is a pressing need to deal with the issues at the golf course. Several options
have been considered including selling the facility, city-operation and long-term
lease.
In looking at each of these options, consideration was given to the value of
the property, the overall strategy regarding the protection of the river corridor,
motives of potential purchasers, the viability of a long-term lease option (as it
relates to this course and others in similar situations in other communities), public
consultation information and the future of the associated amenities (curling, tennis,
tobogganing).
Following extensive consultation and debate the following recommendations are
proposed in the best interest of the City of Brandon.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
•

Maintain the agricultural zoning for the Recreation Centre property
including the golf course, now and in the long-term. If there is any future
consideration for sale of the golf course, it is to be contingent on retaining
the existing zoning and maintaining the site as a golf course

•

Circulate a call for proposals to operate and maintain the golf course
independent of the City of Brandon on a long-term lease. The proposals
to lease the facility should include plans for capital improvement, detailed
monitoring and reporting of all golf operations and detailed financial
considerations
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(b)

Aquatics
Introduction
The City of Brandon currently owns one indoor pool at the Sportsplex, two outdoor
pools, ten wading/paddling pools and one spray park. There is also an additional
outdoor pool operated by a private owner. While the Sportsplex pool is operated
by the City, the wading and outdoor pools are maintained by the City / YMCA
and with programming contracted to the YMCA. In addition, the YMCA owns and
operates one indoor pool at their downtown location. The other outdoor pool is
exclusively maintained by the private owner.

4. Brandon Sportsplex Pool
(Image Courtesy of Sandy Black)

All of the pools in Brandon were developed some time ago and all have issues
related to aging infrastructure such as aging plants, outdated operating systems
and designs, and a growing need for significant remedial maintenance. All aquatic
facilities are in need of upgrading and modernization.
While the wading and outdoor pools are used during the summer season, some
of these facilities attract only a small fraction of their potential user capacity and
are under-utilized in areas of the community. The two indoor pools are both used
extensively for swim lessons, water safety programs, fitness activities, public
swimming and competition. It is estimated that both pools operate in the range of
80-90% of capacity during (prime-time) evening and weekends and approximately
70% overall. It is concluded that the existing pool supply and available swimming
capacity currently meets the demand and could absorb some additional uses as
the community continues to grow. To remove one of the existing indoor pools
would create a serious short fall of aquatic space in the community.
The other component of the aquatic program that is lacking in the community is the
availability of leisure pool space which includes zero-depth pool entry, water play
features, slides and related components. As a result, there may be some “pentup demand” in the community that would emerge if new or modernized aquatic
facilities were developed.
There are a number of discussions and concepts currently underway in the
community as a result of the development of this Recreation Facilities Master Plan;
1. One alternative under consideration is to decommission the Sportsplex
pool and convert it to an indoor field house space. Discussions with
potential user groups for an indoor field house have yielded a positive
response regarding the programming and usage that this type of space
would receive in the community.
2. Brandon University and the YMCA have announced their interest in jointly
developing a new facility on the Brandon University property and have
invited the City to consider a three-way partnership in the development.
3. Assiniboine Community College has expressed an interest in discussing
future use of the Sportsplex and the potential for a partnership that could
involve joint-use, ownership or redevelopment of the facilities at the
Sportsplex if the pool is decommissioned.
4. Consideration is being given to downsizing or eliminating existing wading
and outdoor pools in order to be replaced by outdoor community activity
hubs that would include spray parks (to replace wading pools) and an
outdoor leisure pool facility (to replace the outdoor pools).
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The negotiations are complex and are interlinked in developing a final solution.
The successful negotiations regarding the potential for a partnership between
BU / YMCA (or a variation of this partnership) and the City is the starting point in
developing an overall plan for both aquatics in the City and final decision regarding
the redevelopment of the Sportsplex. In the event that these negotiations are not
successful, then the recommendation would be to redevelop the existing facility
to enhance and improve the aquatics at the Sportsplex to complement the plans
at the BU / YMCA and to ensure that adequate aquatics space is available in the
community.
Aquatics Principles
When evaluating the various aquatic facility options the following principles must
be considered:
1. Decisions regarding future aquatic facilities must ensure that, at a
minimum, the current square footage of aquatic space and user capacity
available in the City of Brandon be maintained now and in the future and
available at comparable user rates and fees to those in other communities
with similar economic situations.
2. Joint development of aquatic and recreation space with Brandon
University and the YMCA must ensure that the goals and principles
related to public use and access be maintained and that any agreement
include, but not the be limited to, the following issues and conditions:
(a) Ownership of the land and building
(b) Portion of capital costs contributed by each partner
(c) Responsibility for long-term capital upgrading, repairs and
improvements
(d) Annual operating costs and revenues
(e) Governance, management and operation of the building
(f) Space and facility requirements including exclusive, joint and
shared space for each party to the agreement
(g) Public access to space and programs and proposed user rates and
fees
3. Aquatic facilities at the Sportsplex will be maintained until such time as
replacement aquatic space is available.
4. Negotiations and decisions with Assiniboine Community College will
follow rather than precede completion of negotiations and decisions
regarding the joint YMCA and Brandon University project.
5. The City will explore the feasibility of an outdoor leisure aquatic facility
in the future in another strategic location in order to slowly phase the
existing outdoor pools out of service.

5. Circular Spinkler at Spray Park
(Courtesy of Brandon Economic Development)

6. Phasing out existing paddling pools will be scheduled based on overall
usage numbers and to coincide with the opening of the proposed spray
pads will be incorporated into the strategically located activity Hubs.
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(c)

Community Outdoor Activity Centres (Hubs)
The way in which people use parks and recreation facilities today are different
from how they have been used in the past. Citizens are willing to travel further
if amenities are exciting, well-maintained and provide variety to the recreational
experience. This can be best demonstrated locally by the overall usage that
areas such as the Riverbank Corridor and Stanley Park experience, but it can also
be seen in our citizen’s willingness to travel to locations such as Island Park in
Portage la Prairie or Thunder Mountain in Winnipeg to be able to have an exciting
recreation experience.
The City of Brandon is contemplating the development of strategically located
community outdoor activity centres (Hubs) to consolidate facilities and playgrounds
located throughout the community. Many of these existing facilities are aging and
outdated and require extensive upgrading and maintenance.

7. Multi-Use Sportzone (at St. Louis Daycare)
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/stlouisbasketballcourts/303458623/)

The proposal to create these activity hubs will provide new, modern, exciting
and dynamic spaces where children and their families will have greater variety
of activities in one place, thus providing a safer and more appealing recreation
environment. They will be more economical to develop due to economies of scale
and more cost effective to maintain.
The Hubs will provide significant opportunities for the community to engage
in participatory planning of the components and the ongoing operation of the
sites. Each site may have different features based on available land, community
interests and site capacity. The components are located to encourage access by
walking or cycling and will be linked to the emerging city trail system.
These Hubs will primarily focus on: Spray Parks, Beach Volleyball, Basketball,
BMX, Skateboarding, Tennis Courts, Lawn Bowling, Tennis, and Play Structures,
with the idea to focus operations and maintenance support into these areas.
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Develop five additional HUBS upon existing greenspace already in use
for open space purposes, following the model already established at
Stanley Park

•

Maintain the present Hub at Stanley Park
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1.0

INTRODUCTION:
The City of Brandon currently owns and operates a significant number of sport,
recreation and cultural facilities serving both the indoor and outdoor recreation
needs of its citizens.
Like many communities across western Canada, changing patterns of facility use
and aging infrastructure have prompted the City of Brandon to evaluate its current
supply of recreation facilities and its role in future facility development.

8. Aerial View of Eleanor Kidd Gardens
(Courtesy of Economic Development Brandon)

The roles that local government plays in the provision of parks and recreation
facilities and services are based on a number of factors including the vision the
City has for its future, the expectations of citizens, and the availability of resources
to meet community expectations and demand.
The challenge for the public sector in recreation development is to ensure that
services are provided through a balanced approach that recognizes the diverse
needs of its citizens and ensures equity and access so that everyone shares
equally in the benefits that result from participation in recreation and leisure.
The Recreation Facilities Master Plan is a companion document to the Brandon
Greenspace Master Plan (2002) and outlines the goals and principles for
future facility development as well as the priorities and strategies necessary to
successfully meet the changing recreation needs and interests in the community.

1.1

Rationale for Local Government Involvement in
Parks & Recreation
The Province of Manitoba, through enabling legislation (The Municipal Act),
provides the authority for municipalities to pass by-laws governing and regulating
parks and recreation services along with the ability to collect taxes and assess
fees for the operation of these services. Authority to regulate parks and recreation
services in Brandon is outlined in by-law number 5268/37/84 amended 6383/29/96.
Parks and recreation services are acknowledged to be essential tools in the
development of healthy people and healthy communities. With this in mind,
local governments establish principles and policies governing the development
and distribution of parks and recreation services with the goal of ensuring that
everyone has an opportunity to participate.
The community recreation system has three participating partners in the
comprehensive delivery of recreation and leisure services. Partners include the
public, private and non-profit sectors, each with unique motives, services and
responsibilities. The system works best when the three service providers cooperate
to build a comprehensive system of programs, facilities and services. Inevitably,
there are areas of overlap but communication and cooperation can ensure that
competition and duplication is minimized for the benefit of the community.
The mandate of the public recreation sector is to ensure access to recreation
opportunities for people who might otherwise go without. As a result, facilities
and services may need to be subsidized to ensure that access for all is achieved
and everyone in the community shares in the benefits of participation. While
the types of programs and facilities that local governments provide differ from
one community to the next, traditionally, they have focused on “basic services”.
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Most municipalities provide parks, trails, playgrounds, fields, pools, arenas and
community centres while the private sector supplies movie theatres, bowling
alleys, billiard halls, restaurants and health clubs.

9. Red Shale Pathway Through Forest - An Amenity
Typically Created by the Public Sector and Easily
Accessed by All (Courtesy of S+M+M)

1.2

Each municipality develops a unique definition of basic services based on the
availability of resources and the role that private and non-profit organizations play
within the community. Local governments provide leadership in the community but
also serve as a resource to fill gaps left by other partners in the delivery system and
support communities of interest to meet the needs of special interests groups.
Benefits of Recreation
The parks and recreation field in Canada has endorsed and supported a benefitsbased approach to the development and delivery of parks and recreation services.
This approach represents a dramatic shift from program-based to outcome or
benefit-based planning over the past decade. The change in focus was necessary
to demonstrate the important role that parks and recreation plays in preventative
health, social development, environmental stewardship, economic development
and community building. These benefits provide a sound rationale and justification
for public support for recreation.

10. Community Park Space Provides
Many Opportunities for Recreation
and Social Development
(Courtesy of Economic Developoment Brandon)

A national study (Harper, J. et.al, 1997) on the use and benefits of local government
recreation and parks services clearly indicated that the vast majority of Canadians
(91%) use these services. Both users and non-users alike (87%) attach significant
benefit to these services and 80% indicated that the parks and recreation services
they now receive were worth as much or more than they currently pay in taxes
to support these services. The results of this and other studies provide strong
evidence that the public views recreation as a means to better health, provides for
public safety by giving kids things to do, builds stronger communities, is a source
of civic pride and makes the community a better place to live. These benefits alone
suggest that the public appreciates the role the parks and recreation plays in the
community and supports these efforts.
The Benefits Catalogue (1997), developed by the Canadian Parks and Recreation
Association, provides a comprehensive review of the benefits of parks, recreation
and leisure services. This document provides statistical evidence of the many
benefits associated with personal, social, economic and environmental categories
of benefit. It further defines eight key marketing messages and forty-four benefit
or outcome statements that enabled the CPRA to conclude that recreation is an
essential service.
Table 1
Benefit of Recreation Categories & Key Outcome Messages
Outcome Messages
1. Essential to Personal Health
2. Key to Human Development
3. Essential to Quality of Life
4. Reduces Anti-Social Behaviour

Personal

Social

*
*
*
*

5. Builds Families and Communities
6. Pay Now or Pay More Later
7. Significant Economic Generators
8. Essential to Ecological Survival

*
*
*

Economic

*
*
*
*

Environmental

*

Source: The Benefits Catalogue, (1997)
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1.3

Vision
The City of Brandon’s vision for the future is articulated in its strategic development
plan “Shaping Tomorrow Together”.
VISION
“Brandon will be a vibrant and collaborative community that builds
upon success to shape a solid foundation for the future.”
The strategic plan outlines nine key goals related to achieving the vision. They
include:
1. Brandon will be an agricultural community of excellence.
2. Brandon will be recognized as a city which values & promotes cultural
diversity.
3. Brandon will be an economic & social environment which is supportive,
sustainable, innovative and providing equal opportunity for all.
4. Brandon will be a recognized centre of education & training excellence.
(Locally, Regionally, Nationally and Internationally)
5. Brandon will be a recognized leader in environmental stewardship.
6. Brandon will be a healthy community.
7. Brandon municipal government will be influentially leading locally,
provincially and nationally, formally engaged with the full diversity of the
community.
8. Brandon will be alive with recreation, leisure & arts.
9. Brandon will be an attractive place for youth to live, learn, work and play.
(Source: The Brandon Community Strategic Plan)

1.4

Mission and Facility Planning Principles
The Community Services Department believes that participation in leisure and
recreation activities leads to improved health and strengthens communities. This
belief has led to the development of their mission statement.
Mission:
To ensure that all citizens have opportunities to engage in a broad
range of cultural, social, environmental and physical recreation
activities that lead to improved quality of life and living for all
citizens of the City of Brandon.

11. Outdoor, CommunityYoga Classes Can Provide
Recreation and Social Opportunities
(http://www.eclecticyoga.com/images/sunsetpark7.jpg)

The following guiding principles help to define how recreation and leisure services
will be delivered and the role the City of Brandon will play in the development of
recreation facilities that is the focus of this report.
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES GOVERNING RECREATION FACILITY
DEVELOPMENT
1. Basic Recreation Services
The priority for sport, recreation and cultural facility development by the
City of Brandon should focus on ensuring that the broadest range of
basic recreation needs of community residents are met.
2. Complimentary
The primary focus for public recreation facility development is to
compliment rather than compete with private and non-profit facility
development.
3. Partnerships and Strategic Alliances
In an effort to maximize available resources and minimize duplication, the
City will explore appropriate partnerships with the private and non-profit
sectors in the planning, management and development of recreation
facilities.
4. Civic Engagement
The City of Brandon is committed to the process of civic engagement and
community participation as a means to assess community interest and
relevance, establish priorities and ensure that sufficient demand exists to
warrant development.
When contemplating new or improved recreation facility development,
community organizations and citizens play an important role in the
planning and decision making process and will be consulted.
5. Accessibility and Affordability
Facility development should emphasize both accessibility and affordability.
Facilities should be barrier free in design, strategically located to serve
the public and operated in an efficient and effective manner with user
rates and fees structured to ensure that everyone can participate.
6. Facility Classification System and Development
12. New Recreation Facilities,Such as Play
Structures, Should be Universally Accessible
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/46091020@N00/244990569/)

Recreation facilities should be classified and developed on the same
basis and as developed within the parks and open space outline in the
City’s Greenspace Master Plan (2002).
i)
Neighbourhood
ii)
Community, and
iii)
City
7. Efficiency and Effectiveness
The City will ensure that, before new facility development is contemplated,
existing facilities of a similar nature are used to their capacity. Priority
for facility development will be for flexible facilities that accommodate
changing leisure needs over time and integrated (multi-use) facility
development to realize economies of scale.
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8. Sustainability
In the development of new facilities, the City will encourage efficient
design to capitalize on low maintenance requirements and employ lifecycle maintenance management systems to extend the life expectancy
of the facility.
9. Design
The design of new facilities will comply with environmental standards
(LEED Gold Certified) and aesthetic design principles appropriate to
the neighbourhood they are located in. The design will ensure security
issues are minimized, and participant comfort and customer service are
maximized as per CPTED principles.
1.5

Issues Regarding Recreation Facility Development
in Brandon
This report identifies a long-range plan for the development of recreation facilities
in the City of Brandon and the role that local government will play in this process.
During the data collection and public consultation phase of the planning process,
a number of key issues emerged that must be considered in the development of
the Recreation Facilities Master Plan.
1. The role and function of Community Services Department in the development
of recreation services and facilities
2. The quality, supply and capacity of existing facilities to meet the needs and
demands of the community now and in the future
3. The impact of aging recreation infrastructure
4. The location and accessibility of facilities to adequately and conveniently
serve the public
5. The relevance of existing facilities to serve the changing demographic profile
and leisure interestsof community residents
6. The long-term cost and benefit of recreation facility development and
maintenance by the City of Brandon
The plan that follows takes into consideration each of these issues and
recommends both strategic and economical strategies to meet the recreation
facility needs and demands of the community now and in the future.

1.6

Trends and Probable Futures
An important component of planning is an assessment of future trends and the
impact they may have on long-range plans and strategies. There are international,
national and local trends, events and issues that will have an impact on decisions
regarding the development of recreation facilities in the City of Brandon.

13. Skateboarding is Quickly Growing to be a
Maintstream Recreation Activity
(Courtesy of Sandy Black)

Trends are affected by many variables and some are easier to predict than
others. For example, the predicted growth rate in Brandon must take into account
changes in the local economy, social policy, environmental conditions, business
relocation, employment opportunities, national immigration policies and birth and
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death rates. It is therefore important to understand the underlying assumptions
and principles that form the basis for future predictions. As decisions are made,
it will be necessary to monitor the assumptions on which predictions are made in
order to minimize error and adjust plans accordingly.
1. Organization of Service Delivery
A decade ago, most local governments in Western Canada had stand-alone parks
and recreation departments but the current practice is to integrate human service
functions into a Community Services Department. This holistic approach facilitates
improved communication across all departments providing direct service to the
public. It has also led to a more responsive community development approach to
service delivery.
The downside of this approach is that recreation has been absorbed into a
larger departmental structure and there is a danger that it could lose its profile
in the community. A parallel development in many communities is to separate
the recreation program function from parks and facility operations. There is an
important relationship between program, operations and maintenance that needs
to be maintained so that service is not affected. If no formal communication
mechanism exists between the program, operation and maintenance functions,
coordination relies on the interest and goodwill of senior management.
2. Provider to Facilitator
The role that local governments have played in the delivery of parks and recreation
services have changed over time. The traditional basis for recreation development
has always relied heavily on community voluntary initiative. During the 1950-1970’s,
local governments took a more active leadership role in recreation development
largely due to increase demand for programs and facilities. During this period it
is estimated that approximately 80% of the indoor pools, arenas and community
facilities in Canada were developed. In recent years, due to diminishing resources
and increased demand, local governments have had to become more creative
and collaborative in their approach. This has led to a fundamental shift in service
delivery from direct provider to facilitator.
In essence, this approach is based on community development principles
that rely heavily on volunteer initiative and community engagement. The skills
necessary to successfully carry out this strategy are different from those used
in direct delivery of programs and services. Some communities believed that the
role of a facilitator was to respond only when approached by the community. In
this model, active neighbourhoods and well-organized special interest groups are
better able to access public services than low-income residents, youth at risk and
neighbourhoods in transition. The irony is that these are the target markets to
which core public services should be directed.
The City of Brandon has developed a strategy for community engagement.
This strategy is designed specifically to create a dialogue with neighbourhoods,
mobilize their resources, build networks and invest in social capital. Given the
recent downturn in volunteerism across Canada, programs which encourage
community participation are becoming increasingly important.
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Implications and Strategies
While the program is not specific to recreation there are important ways it could be
used to improve recreation service delivery.
1. Develop a representative community-based steering committee to assist
in the implementation of recommendations in the Recreation Facilities
Master Plan and support fundraising initiatives
2. Develop community roundtable discussion sessions with special-interest
groups affected by the recommendations in the plan (ex. field users, ice
users, aquatic users, etc,)
3. Monitor the community grants program and direct resources to services
that meet the recommendations outlined in this plan
3. Economic Trends
Local governments are faced with a number of economic challenges as they deal
with competing demands for limited tax dollars. The reality of aging infrastructure
has prompted governments to rethink traditional funding models. There has been
a gradual shift from bureaucratic to entrepreneurial strategies that rely on creative
and innovative ways to do business. Municipalities have shifted their emphasis
from a reliance on tax dollars to a reliance on partnerships to make the most of the
available resources. The current interest in P3’s (Public-Private Partnerships) is
one example of strategies that communities are examining to cope with economic
pressures.
With respect to the development of recreation facilities, it is important to recognize
that these amenities meet a number of service objectives and should be seen
as an investment. In addition to providing activity spaces for local residents,
recreation facilities and parks can be economic generators in the community,
preventive health venues, as well as environmental and aesthetic amenities.
Recreation facility development and operation can benefit from strategic
partnerships and cooperative agreements. The City of Brandon has many
examples of joint recreation facility development and cooperative management
agreements. The YMCA currently operates the City-owned outdoor and wading
pools on an agreement, the golf course has been operated on a contract over the
past five years and many community organizations receive city grants to fund their
operations.
There are opportunities presented in the Recreation Facilities Master Plan to
further develop strategic partnerships and cooperative agreements. Care must
be taken however, to ensure that public services objectives are preserved in any
joint-use or development agreement and that the public is well served by these
initiatives.
Implications and Strategies
1. Investigate the feasibility of a joint-facility development with the YMCA
and Brandon University so that “value added” services are developed for
the benefit of residents of the City of Brandon.
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2. Initiate discussions with the school division regarding the allocation
and use of fields, diamonds, pitches and gymnasiums for after-school
recreation.
3. Initiate discussions with the Keystone Centre regarding the allocation
and use of the four indoor arenas in Brandon with a view to generating
more efficient use of existing facilities.
4. Develop a closer relationship with Community Centres to examine
opportunities to improve neighbourhood facilities and programs.
5. Explore opportunities with Assinibione Community College for the
cooperative operation and use of the Sportsplex
4. Demographic and Social Trends
Demographic characteristics are important predictors of leisure participation. Age,
gender, education, ethnicity, marital status and economic status all affect intensity,
frequency and choice of activities. Experts like David Foot (1998) believe that
demographics represent 75% of all behavioural determinants.
In Brandon, there are a number of population trends that will have an impact
on recreation program and facility needs in the coming years. Manitoba Health
(2004) predicts that between 1998-2025 there will be a decline in the percentage
of children and youth in Brandon (-27%) and an increase in the population of
seniors (+38.8%).
Table 2
Population Distribution 1998-2005
Age

Brandon

Manitoba

0-14

-27%

-17.0%

15-64

+0.4%

+4.1%

65+

+38.8%

+46.9%

In addition, the overall population experienced a 6.2% increase between 1996
–2001 from 40,338 to 42,939. Much of the growth is attributed to a shift from rural
to urban dwelling as people retire and an increase in population due to immigration
and job creation.
(i) Aging Population
While the population is aging, it does not mean that children and youth will not
continue to represent an important component of the community still requiring
programs, facilities and services. Seniors are predicted to live longer, healthier
lives, therefore placing more demand on all services. It is unlikely that seniors will
be looking for arenas (as an example) to meet their recreation needs.
14. Seniors are Quickly Becoming a Larger User Group
of Recreation Facilties (Image Courtesy of S+M+M)

(ii) Widening Gap Between “Have’s” and “Have-Not’s”
Another apparent trend across Canada is the growing gap between low and
middle-income Canadians. Statistics Canada defines low income a family of four
in an urban area with a combined net after tax income of $27,000 or below. A study
by Winnipeg Harvest concluded that 18% of households in Brandon-Souris fell
below the low-income threshold. One of the key goals of the Community Services
Department is to ensure that everyone has access to recreation opportunities.
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However, people who describe themselves as experiencing difficulties financially
only represented 8.6% of the respondents on the survey recently conducted
in conjunction with the Recreation Facilities Master Plan. This suggests that
the needs, interests and views of low-income residents in Brandon were
underrepresented in the survey.
Implications and Strategies
In order to ensure that low-income residents in Brandon are receiving access to
recreation opportunities some pro-active strategies might be needed.
1. The Canadian Parks and Recreation Association has recently released a
community tool kit called “Everybody Gets to Play” (2006), a Canadawide initiative that is helping communities remove barriers to recreation
opportunities for children and youth living in low-income families. There
are many helpful strategies to deal sensitively with engaging low-income
Canadians in recreation.
2. Examine fees, charges and strategies to make facilities and services
accessible to all.
3. Monitor and consult with the senior community to ensure that their needs
are being met as they continue to grow as a percentage of the population
in Brandon.
5. Facility Trends and Innovations
Sport, recreation and cultural facilities are going through a renaissance of sorts
as the needs of consumers change and technology creates opportunities that
previously didn’t exist. It is now possible to swim in the winter in Canada and skate
in the summer through technological innovation and design. Built environments
allow us to create experiences we might not otherwise be able to have and
technology allows for virtual experiences that previously didn’t exist.
(i) Facility Development to Facility Maintaining
Communities across Canada have been faced with the dilemma of aging
infrastructure and a large percentage of public recreation facilities are well over
twenty-five years old. Most communities did not create reserve accounts for facility
replacement and are now faced with expensive retrofitting, renovation and repair
costs. Many of these facilities are also outdated and are unable to serve the
changing recreation needs of the community.
(ii) Competitive Facilities to Leisure Amenities

15. Competitive Swimming During the 1997 Canada
Summer Games; The Pool is Now Used for a
Number of Recreation and Leisure Activities
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/namullim/311984550/)

Modern facilities concentrate on leisure amenities rather than competitive
requirements. For example, the trend in leisure pool development serves a
broader range of users and interests resulting in longer stays, increased revenue
streams and better service. Arenas are now adopting these concepts and
integrating irregular “leisure ice surfaces” into their design.
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(iii) One Stop Service Centres
The new trend in facility development is to create “one-stop service centres” or
integrated, intergenerational facilities. These leisure malls are often developed
in partnership with other service providers such as libraries, schools and social
service centres to capitalize on economies of scale, more efficient operation, lower
impact facilities and increase convenience for the public.
The integrated leisure centre complex also reflects another trend toward multipurpose spaces rather than dedicated, single activity space. This allows for
more flexibility in use and the components can be adapted to accommodate new
activities as leisure needs change.
(iv) Green Facilities
With the increasing awareness of the environmental impact of major facility
development, the trend is toward “green” facilities that are environmentally
sensitive employing energy efficient design, low consumptive use, minimum
impact on the community, reduced land use, and attractive aesthetic design to
blend with the community.
(v) Recreation Facilities as Destinations

16. Splash Island in Portage la Prairie
(http://www.city.portage-la-prairie.mb.ca/community/splashisland.asp)

Many communities now recognize the value of recreation facilities as economic
generators. Unique, well-designed facilities can attract visitors and tourists who
want to experience something different and will travel further to have these
experiences. For example, the outdoor leisure pools in Winkler and Portage la
Prairie attract visitors who travel to the community to experience something they
don’t have locally. The visit might include an overnight stay or visit to a restaurant.
The Keystone Centre is an excellent example of a facility that could be considered
as a destination recreation facility catering to fairs, tournaments, sports events and
meetings. When contemplating the development of new facilities, opportunities
should be explored to include unique amenities that would serve as an attraction.
(vi) Adaptive Reuse of Recreation Facilities
A new trend in recreation facility development is the adaptive reuse of existing
spaces. This approach is an economical way to develop facilities to meet new
demands without the expense of new construction. Care must be taken to ensure
that the planned use of the facility doesn’t represent too great a compromise in the
real needs of the facility users, safety standards and playability requirements.
In Brandon, indoor soccer is now played in the former curling space of the
Keystone Centre and the current YMCA occupies the former space of Canadian
Tire. Under-utilized spaces such as racquetball courts have been converted to
climbing walls and many flat competitive pools have been adapted as leisure
pools. Opportunities for adaptive reuse of existing spaces should be pursued
providing they adequately meet the requirements of the user groups.
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6. Activity Trends
Recreation participation patterns and preferences affect the demand for, and
supply of, recreation facilities. There are both internal and external activity
trends that need to be considered when contemplating changes in the supply of
facilities locally. The challenge is to be able to predict, with some accuracy, the
sustainability of activities over time and avoid the “build it and they will come”
approach. Balancing the needs of competing interests and groups is extremely
difficult when multi-million dollar facilities are at stake. The challenge for local
governments is to balance the demands of special interest groups against the
overall recreation facility needs of the community.
17. BMX is Quickly Growing in
Popularity with Youth
(Courtesy of S+M+M)

Changes in participation rates in local programs are one signal that facility use
might have to change. Innovations in program and facility design occurring
outside the community may eventually have an impact on facility development
locally. The other challenge for local governments is to define what their goals
and responsibilities are for facility development and then proceed with caution to
ensure the sustainability of facilities that are developed.
There are many activity trends that will have an affect on facility use now and in
the future.
(i) Program Planning Issues
The focus on program planning and development has shifted from programbased to benefit-based planning. Recreation program planning used to take the
form of the “cafeteria approach” to choice where many programs were offered
and demand was measured on the basis of registration levels. Today, planners
research and anticipate the benefits people seek from recreation participation and
ensure that these benefits are available through the programs that are offered.
(ii) Accumulated to Targeted Services
Municipal governments recognize that, with limited resources, they can’t be
all things to all people. Several decades ago, the approach was to try to offer
everything and accumulate services. Today, priorities are set and core services
defined to ensure that people with the greatest need receive the services they
require. Most local governments target basic services to people who would not
otherwise be served and leave more sophisticated recreation activities to the
private sector. Defining what core services will be supported is the challenge for
program planners.
(iii) Fitness to Health and Wellness
The trend in physical activity programming is to place an emphasis on health
related outcomes rather than on narrow measures of fitness. In this approach,
improved health through fitness is the objective rather than fitness as the end
product. Improved health can be achieved in a variety of ways and it represents
one of the critical benefits of engaging in recreation.

18. Touch Football Provides Health Benefits in
Terms of Fitness and Social Well-Being
(Courtesy of Economic Development Brandon)

Recent studies have highlighted the importance of physical activity in the lives
of Canadians. Increases in sedentary lifestyles, growth in spectator sports,
computer-usage and TV viewing, limited exercise opportunities in the school
system, poor nutrition and the growing cost of participation have resulted in what
some refer to as a health care crisis for our youth. Increases in obesity and Type
Two diabetes are well documented.
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What is surprising is that a recent study (Gardiner, 2007) indicated that, while
only 10% of Manitoba children and teens get the recommended amount of daily
physical activity, 94% of parents thought their kids got enough exercise. This gap
between perception and reality illustrates the task ahead. The health of Canadians
is everyone’s problem and solutions will not come from one source. Municipalities
have an important role to play in that they provide facilities, leadership and
opportunity.
The Canadian Fitness and Lifestyle Research Institute recently released the
results of a study (2004) that examined aspects related to local policy and the
creation of supportive social and physical environments to promote physical
activity among residents. It provides useful suggestions regarding the important
role of municipalities in dissemination of information, support to targeted groups,
program development, low-cost facility alternatives, transportation initiatives,
subsidies for low-income residents, facility access and creative partnerships.
“When asked, about the number one thing they could do to improve their health
80% of Canadians say they should be more physically active” (Physical Activity:
for the Health of Canadians, 2002) and over 50% of Canadians intend to be more
active, a strong predictor of future behaviour. When they do, it is unlikely they will
look to facilities such as arenas to meet their needs. They will however, look to
local governments and community support systems for help.
(iv) Team Sport to Lifetime Individual Pursuits

19. Soccer, Traditionally a “Team” Sport, is now
seen as more of a Lifetime Sport
(Courtesy of Economic Development Brandon)

Over the past twenty years there has been a real shift from team sport to life sport
activities. Recent surveys that track the participation patterns of Canadians all
report that the trend has been away from organized, structured recreation toward
individual, life-sport activities.
(v) Indoor to Outdoor Focus
Another trend in participation is from a focus on indoor activities to outdoor
pursuits. While we rely on indoor facilities for many activities because we live in a
cold climate country, outdoor pursuits have become very popular. In Brandon, the
use and popularity of the skating oval, cycling, walking and cross-county ski trail
system, snowmobile areas, parks and outdoor areas are a major growth area.
Over the past ten years, survey after survey (CFLRI, 2000) of participation
preferences have identified walking, gardening, hiking, home exercise, swimming,
social dance, bicycling, golf and other outdoor pursuits in the top ten. In Brandon,
the top six activities on the recent survey were walking, cycling, golf, fitness,
gardening and swimming.

20. Brandon’s Skating Oval is a Popular
Winter Recreation Destination
(Courtesy of Economic Development Brandon)

The implication for local governments is to focus on ensuring the availability of
trails, parks and open spaces. Brandon has done an excellent job in this area and
the creation of the outdoor activity nodes will further enhance this area.
(vi) Risk and Adventure Recreation
Combined with the interest in outdoor recreation is a growth in “risk” or “adventure”
recreation. Activities including skateboarding, snowboarding, climbing and
mountain biking have all grown in popularity in recent years. These activities are
important areas to nurture because they work so well with youth programs and
those not interested in organized and regulated activities.
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Table 3
Favourite Recreation Activities (1981-2000)
Rank
2000

Rank
1996

Rank
1992

Rank
1988

Rank
1981

Golf

2

2

3

3

2

Camping

3

3

2

1

1

Bicycling

4

n/a

4

6

15

Craft/Hobby

5

10

10

8

n/a

Gardening

6

8

27

13

26

Swimming

7

6

6

5

8

Read books/ magazines

8

5

7

7

7

Hiking/ backpacking

9

13

16

19

23

Fishing

10

4

5

4

4

Running/ jogging

11

9

21

25

16

Downhill skiing/ snowboarding

12

14

17

11

3

Performing arts

13

32

19

37

n/a

Ice hockey

14

27

8

9

5

Aerobic/fitness/aquasize

15

7

11

12

n/a

Softball/ baseball

16

11

9

14

12

Curling

17

17

12

10

10

Soccer

18

29

n/a

54

35

Dancing

19

16

13

18

13

Hunting/ shooting

20

20

15

16

11

TV/movies

20

31

n/a

41

21

Walking for pleasure

21. Pleasure Walking Remains One of the
Favourite Recreation Activities
(Courtesy of Linda Boys)

22. Cycling is Second (only to Walking) as
One of the Top Recreation Activities
(Courtesy of Economic Development Brandon)

1

1

1

2

6

Source: A Look at Leisure #41-(2000)
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2.0

SURVEY OF EXISTING RECREATION GROUPS
& FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS
In late 2006, The City of Brandon Operational Services Division went out to the
various service groups of recreation and leisure to undertake an inventory of:
• Future Growth,
• Facility Requirements,
• Present Facility Locations / Amenities,
• Existing Partnerships, and
• Challenges.
This survey was compiled by the City of Brandon into an inventory grouped into
seven categories related to facility similarities:
• Field and Pitch Recreation,
• Diamond Recreation,
• Racquet Recreation,
• Water Recreation,
• Ice Recreation,
• Specialty Recreation, and
• General Leisure Recreation.
From this survey, a series of recommendations were made based on discussions
with the various service groups as well as with the Consultant Group in accordance
with Guiding Principles as identified in section 1.4 Mission and Facility Planning
Principles. The following inventory and recommendations have been developed
with the community and the Consultant Group and provides a direction for
recreation facilities in Brandon over the next ten to fifteen years.

2.1

General Recommendations for Recreation
Facilities
Communication with the community via service groups brought to light the
need for general policies and principles to standardize discussions, contracts,
use-monitoring, and regular communication between the City of Brandon and
each service group. Throughout all discussions, a number of common issues
and opportunities had come forward that will work towards enabling both the
community and the City to better service the general population:
1. Funding
There are currently a number of different funding arrangements with the City of
Brandon in terms of the operation of these facilities. In some cases, the facilities
and groups are provided grants through the Grants Review Committee and / or are
given tax offsetting grants and / or provided with in-kind support from operations
and / or are not supported by the City. This inequity has caused confusion and
frustration between the various groups and has resulted in some groups being
more successful than others.
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop and implement a funding model for publicly owned / non-profit
owned recreation facilities.

•

Establish standardized booking fees

•

Explore appropriate partnerships that encourage strategic alliances
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•

Reduce facility inventory and channel the dollars from sale of property
directly into recreation

•

Reinstate the past “joint-use facilities maintenance agreement” between
the Brandon School Division and the City of Brandon

2. Naming
There are a number of facilities that are named for partnerships that existed at
the time of development. However, there is no ongoing policy that outlines how
facilities are named, how long the name stands on the facility, ongoing repair costs
of signage, etc.
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop a policy for the naming of facilities that includes timeframes,
signage, duration, funding levels, etc.

3. Signage
There are a number of different types of signs in the community related to facility
naming, rules, directional signs, etc. There needs to be a recognizable image
for signage in the community in order to allow users, especially those new to
the community, to understand the amenities available to them, to understand
the group responsible for the operation and maintenance and the rules of use
(timeframes, bylaws, etc.).
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop a signage standard and apply these to all publicly-owned
recreation facilities

4. Efficiencies
Many of the recreational groups desire assistance in the booking and registration
of their sport. The City of Brandon currently has Class software that is used for
booking the Sportsplex, school grounds and cemetery. The software has the
capacity to be expanded further to accommodate on-line bookings.
RECOMMENDATION
Upgrade the Class Software in order to accommodate on-line bookings and
make this available to recreational groups
5. Community Participation and Advisory Panel
Through the information gathering procedure for this study many issues were
uncovered and diagnosed based on simply having the community participants
around the table with the City.
RECOMMENDATION
•

Initiate an annual meeting with one representative from each of the seven
categories of Recreation Facility types (as identified in 2.0) in order to
review the Recreation Facilities Master Plan’s recommendations. This
meeting is intended to engage the community to identify opportunities
and constraints within the overall Master Plan as well as provide
feedback on changes within their user groups that may affect future
recreation facilities decisions.
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2.2

Field and Pitch Recreation (Refer to Map 1A, Page 29)
Field and Pitch Recreation combines: Football, Rugby, Soccer, Field Hockey,
Track and Field, and Indoor Field Houses. These facility-related activities have
been developing in isolation despite having similar facility requirements that may
be able to work together to create efficiencies in resources spent. Of these six
types of recreation, both Soccer and Football are experiencing substantial growth
(in terms of interest) throughout the community.
An inventory of existing facilities indicates a large number of fields in varying
states of “playability”. As in most other communities, the ability to spend sufficient
resources on these large, resource-dependant facilities is often inadequate to
maintain quality. Monitoring usage on these facilities via a centralized booking
system and continuing discussions with the user groups will enable the City to
more effectively direct resources to maximize, while not over-extending, the use
of any given facility.
A number of groups have identified the need for a single “Class One” field for
important events (ie. playoffs, visiting games, etc.) It is encouraged that a jointuse facility be contemplated for this need.
1. FOOTBALL (F)
User Groups
• High School League
• Westman Youth League
• Senior League
Future Growth
• There appears to be a significant level of growth related to the younger
players in the community
• Current facilities are not anticipated to meet participation levels without the
need for expanded facilities
Facility Requirements
• 3 – Regulation Fields - preferred to be centrally located
• 1 – Formal Field
• Spectator Bleachers
• Lighting
• Change Room Access
• Equipment Storage Access, heated (maximum need)
• 3 – practice fields
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 3 – Practice Fields – Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School, Neelin
High School, Vincent Massey High School, Change Room Access and some
Equipment Storage
• 1 – Formal Field – Kinsmen Stadium / Change Room Access
Existing Partnerships
• The existing practice fields are maintained by the School Division in
conjunction with the Football Leagues
• The formal field is in part maintained by the Football Leagues
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Challenges
• The existing formal field will need to be relocated if the development of a
multi-purpose fitness Centre takes place on the existing site
• The significant overuse of the facilities is partly due to the unsafe and
therefore unusable conditions of the others
• In its current state, the booking/scheduling system does not service the user
groups, or the facility, well
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

In the event that the current formal field is required to be relocated from
18th St. and Victoria Ave., then consideration should be given to the
Canada Games Soccer Field

•

Improve safety & playing conditions at all three high school
facilities; significant infrastructure investments need to be made in
regard to site development

•

Improve the current booking process by implementing a centralized
booking system

•

Initiate an active partnership agreement between with the Brandon
School Division and the City of Brandon (part of this funding
could be acquired through reinstating the past joint use facilities
maintenance agreement between the BSD and the City of Brandon)

•

Involve the City of Brandon as a stakeholder in the planning process
for football development within the community

2. RUGBY (R)
User Groups
• Brandon Barbarians
• Youth Rugby
• Women’s Rugby
• High School Rugby
Future Growth
• There appears to be some growth related to the rugby in the community.
There may be a need to expand on current facilities in the future but field
space could be shared with football or soccer.
Facility Requirements
• 2 – Fields
• Lighting (minimal need)
• Change Room Access
• Equipment Storage (minimal need)
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 2 – Fields located in Canada Games Park
Existing Partnerships
• The existing fields are maintained by the Barbarians in conjunction with
Westbran Employment Solutions and the City of Brandon
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Challenges
• Parking area
• Lack of change room, washroom and storage facilities
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Facilitate discussions between the Rugby, Football and Soccer
Associations to identify where fields could be cross-scheduled to
meet future needs

•

Provide change room/washroom facilities at Canada Games Park
to be shared by all of the user groups of the multi-use facility

•

Continue with the maintenance agreement currently in place
between the Brandon Barbarians and the City of Brandon

•

Involve the City of Brandon as a stakeholder in the planning process
for rugby development within the community

3. SOCCER (S)
Indoor User Groups
• Brandon Youth Soccer Association
• Dave Bebbington
• Scott Blyth
• Women’s Indoor Soccer
• BU Hot Shots
• Winter Academy
Outdoor User Groups
• Brandon Youth Soccer Association
• Brandon Senior Soccer League
• High School Soccer
• Ladies Soccer
• Salvadorian Soccer League
Future Growth
• Youth registration has been 1200-1500 over the last few years but, in the
past, has been 2000+. For adult play, with the addition of a large number of
immigrants to our community, and their passion for the sport, we anticipate
the need for soccer facilities to increase significantly over the next few years.
Facility Requirements
• Outdoor fields, minimum of 11 fields
• Parking
• Washroom / change rooms
• Storage rooms
• Indoor facility
• Equipment room (for balls, mini-nets, goals)
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Optimist Soccer Park (11 fields)
• Canteen
• Parking
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•
•
•

• 2 washrooms (holding tanks)
• 4 dressing rooms
• 3 storage rooms
Canada Games Park (1 field) – Senior Soccer
School Grounds
Keystone Centre – sport court floor

Existing Partnerships
• Brandon Youth Soccer and Brandon Senior Soccer currently work together in
sharing field time
Government Funding
• The land that belongs to Brandon Youth Soccer Association (BYSA) was
given to them for $1.00 with an agreement that it would be returned to the City
if, at any point, it was divested by this group
Challenges
• In order to grow the sport there is a need to have fuller access to a properly
constructed and maintained indoor facility
• The Optimist soccer fields are subject to flooding and there is a need to
improve the level of the dyke around the facility
• BYSA is overwhelmed by registration process
• Tots are playing at Dinsdale Park and this is unsafe for parking and children
crossing 1st Street
• BYSA has difficulty with volunteer recruitment for the ongoing maintenance of
the facilities
• Some specialty equipment is required for field maintenance at Optimist that is
not currently available
• The requirement of BYSA to pay taxes on the land means that those resources
are not available for the ongoing maintenance of the facility. In this fashion
they are treated differently from other recreational groups in the community
• To maintain this site as the central location of all soccer in the community,
research needs to conducted into the acquisition of addition land for future
development
• Affordability of registration at all levels needs to be addressed
RECOMMENDATION
•

Establish additional fields (if required) at a centralized location (i.e.
Optimist Park)

•

Establish a senior field at Optimist Park to replace the Canada
Games field which could then be developed into a formal football/
rugby/soccer venue

•

Build six tot fields at the Sportsplex (inside the running track)

•

Indoor soccer facilities should be considered

•

The City of Brandon should become involved as a stakeholder in the
planning process for soccer development within our community
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4. FIELD HOCKEY (FH)
User Groups
• High School Athletic Program
• Brandon Field Hockey Club
Future Growth
• There appears to be a stable level of participation
Facility Requirements
• 1 Field
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 1 Field – Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School – Access to Change rooms
Existing Partnerships
• The current field is operated and maintained by the Brandon School Division
Challenges
• The future cost of maintaining the field as it relates to capital investment
RECOMMENDATION
•

Establish a long-term plan for maintenance and future
development

5. TRACK AND FIELD (TF)
User Groups
• Regional Schools
• Brandon School Division
• Sport Manitoba
• Local running club
Future Growth
• There appears to be a stable level of participation
Facility Requirements
• 1 Formal Running Track
• 2 Formal Sand Pits
• Stop Boards / Pitches
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 1 track complete with field amenities at the Sportsplex – access to change rooms
• Various amenities available at the high schools
Challenges
• There will continue to be a need for these types of facilities, however, the high
cost of capital investment as compared to the level of use is not in balance
• Track and field facilities located on school grounds are unsafe and therefore
unusable
Government Funding
• The Sportsplex is funded by the City of Brandon
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RECOMMENDATION
•

To explore the feasibility of modifying the inner field of the track
so that other sports can take advantage of the area (example: tot
soccer pitches)

•

Explore opportunities for joint-use facility agreements to improve
facilities

•

Involve the City of Brandon as a stakeholder in the planning process
for track and field development within the community

6. INDOOR FIELD HOUSE (IF)
User Groups
• Recreational Use
• Brandon University
• Brandon School Division
• Soccer
• Football
• Baseball
Future Growth
• A field house could allow for increased programming opportunities throughout
the winter. Some of these programs could include:
• Baseball training – off season
• Football training and indoor league
• Golf driving range in winter season
• Walking track for seniors recreation program
• Indoor competitions – wrestling, volleyball, badminton, floor hockey
• Martial Arts Competitions – Local, Regional, Provincial & National
competitions
• Volleyball – Local, Regional, Provincial & National competitions
Facility Requirements
• An indoor field house component would feature a playing surface similar in
size to the Sportsplex pool and housed in a building structure similar to a pool
enclosure
• Change rooms, spectator viewing, restaurant/lounge,
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Keystone Centre – sport court
• School Gymnasiums
Existing Partnerships
• None
Government Funding
• The Keystone Centre is partially funded through government funding
• Brandon School Division operates schools and gymnasiums
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Challenges
• Public desire to have multi-disciplined complexes with an increase exposure
to retail component, including pro shops, enhanced food and beverage
components to accommodate local users groups and professional services
such as physiotherapy/sports therapy centres
• There is an increased need to develop a fiscally responsible facility and
service provision that address the ever increasing needs of the community
• There has been an increase in youth soccer programs and there is not a
desired indoor location available
• Martial Arts groups often have to go outside the City to host competitions
• Brandon University and the YMCA are planning to build a field house that will
meet at least a portion of the need in the community however due to existing
and expanded programming by these groups, it will not allow for all the needs
to be met
• In some cases existing teams are required to travel out of the City to rent
indoor field house space (Winnipeg)
• Due to limited Manitoba facilities, the competitive levels of soccer travel to
Saskatoon, Minneapolis, and Edmonton to compete
• There is not enough facilities in Brandon to host major indoor soccer events
RECOMMENDATION
•

Convert the existing pool space in the Sportsplex to an indoor
field house

•

Involve the City of Brandon as a stakeholder in the planning process
for indoor field house development within the community

•

Discuss the opportunity of partnering with Assiniboine Community
College to have their recreation programs offered in the field house
rather than having a new facility created at the new campus
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2.3

Diamond Recreation (Refer to Map 1B, Page 35)
Diamond Recreation combines: Youth Softball, Minor Baseball, Senior
Men’s Baseball, and Senior Softball. These facility-related activities have been
developing in isolation despite having similar facility requirements and may be
able to work together to create efficiencies in resources spent. In general, the
number of facilities presently meets or, in fact, exceeds the demand.
As with Field Recreation, an inventory of existing “diamond” facilities was
conducted and reveals large number of fields in varying states of “playability”. As
in most other communities, the ability to spend sufficient resources on these large,
resource-dependant facilities is often inadequate to maintain quality. Monitoring
usage of these facilities via a centralized booking system and continuing
discussions with the user groups will enable the City to more effectively direct
resources to maximize, while not over-extending, the use of any given facility.
Existing, private facilities should receive priority for bookings in order to reduce
competition between the City and private industry.
1. YOUTH SOFTBALL (SB)
User Groups
• Westman Softball League
• T-Ball League
Future Growth
• The participation in this sport fluctuates year to year. Current facilities
are anticipated to meet participation levels without the need for expanded
facilities
Facility Requirements
• 8 – Softball Diamonds - preferred to be centrally located
• 6 – T-Ball Diamonds – preferred to be centrally located
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 8 – Softball Diamonds located at Canada Games Park
• 6 – T-Ball Diamonds located at Canada Games Park
Existing Partnerships
• The existing diamonds are maintained by the Westman Softball League in
conjunction with the City of Brandon
• Current discussions between Brandon Minor Ball and Westman Softball
regarding merging and operating with one executive, coordinating resources
and manpower
Challenges
• The administration and booking of all the diamonds in the city appears to be
a challenge for the various groups
RECOMMENDATION
•

Facilitate a discussion between the various groups to review options
related to combined administration activities

•

Establish a standardized booking fee for all diamonds in order to:
• Encourage play at the private diamonds in order to keep them viable
• Allow for collected funds to be channeled back into reserve for the
maintenance and upgrading of existing diamonds
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•

Explore the option of having a centralized booking system in place

•

Involve the City of Brandon as a stakeholder in the planning process
for youth softball development within the community

2. MINOR BASEBALL (MB)
User Groups
• Brandon Minor Baseball League
Future Growth
• The participation in this sport fluctuates year to year. Current facilities
are anticipated to meet participation levels without the need for
expanded facilities. The issue of access to a senior diamond will need to
addressed.
Facility Requirements
• 8 – Minor Ball Diamonds
• 1 – Senior Ball Diamond – access for some senior youth play
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 8 – Minor Ball Diamonds located at Millennium Park
• 1 – Lion’s Lot (Coronation Park)
• 2 Diamonds – Park Avenue & Grant Boulevard
• 1 Diamond – Brandon Avenue
• Rural access to a senior ball diamond
Existing Partnerships
• Current discussions between Brandon Minor Ball and Westman Softball
regarding merging and operating with one executive, coordinating resources
and manpower
Government Funding
• The City provides an off-setting tax grant to Millennium Park
Challenges
• The development of Millennium Park has resulted in a dramatic decline in
usage of existing minor ball diamonds throughout the community, creating a
surplus of unused diamonds
• The cost of maintenance and development of the existing park has increased
pressure on the operating group
• Access to a senior diamond is required; however lack of availability has
prevented play on in-city diamonds
• The City needs to work with Brandon Minor Ball and Senior Ball
RECOMMENDATION
•

Facilitate a discussion between the various groups to review options
related to combined administration activities

•

Explore the option of having a centralized booking system in place

•

Establish a standardized booking fee for all diamonds in order to:
• Encourage play at the private diamonds in order to keep them viable
• Allow for collected funds to be channeled back into reserve for the
maintenance and upgrading of existing diamonds
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•

Involve the City of Brandon as a stakeholder in the planning process
for youth softball development within the community

•

Investigate the need and opportunity to develop another diamond at
Millennium Park that could accommodate the midget program

And to remove play from the following diamonds:
• 2 Diamonds – Park Avenue & Grant Boulevard (remove back stops and
evaluate the need for the greenspace)
• 1 Diamond – Brandon Avenue (remove back stop and evaluate the need
for the greenspace)
3. SENIOR MEN’S BASEBALL (SMB)
User Groups
• Senior Men’s Baseball League
• Brandon Marlins
• Brandon Cloverleafs
Future Growth
• The participation in this sport is capped by participation levels in the league.
There is a need to develop another diamond with the anticipated loss of the
Kinsmen Stadium venue.
Facility Requirements
• 2 – Senior Ball Diamonds
• Lighting
• Spectator Seating
• Change room Access
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 1 – Westbran Stadium
• Lighting
• Spectator Seating
• Change room access
• Score board
• Sound System
• Washrooms
• Office space
• Canteen
• 1 – Kinsmen Stadium
• Lighting (minimal)
• Spectator Seating (minimal)
• Change room access
• Canteen
Existing Partnerships
• The existing diamonds are maintained by the Senior Baseball League in
conjunction with the City of Brandon
Government Funding
• The City and Brandon University provide funding under an operating
agreement to Kinsmen Stadium
• The City provides funding under an operating agreement to Westbran Stadium
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Challenges
• The existing diamond at Kinsmen Stadium will need to be relocated if the
development of a multi-purpose fitness centre takes place on the site
RECOMMENDATION
•

Discuss the option of having a centralized booking system in place to
maximize use of each facility

•

Establish a standardized booking fee for all diamonds in order to:
• Encourage play at the private diamonds in order to keep them viable
• Allow for collected funds to be channeled back into reserve for the
maintenance and upgrading of existing diamonds

•

In the event that the Kinsmen Stadium diamond is required to be
relocated, consideration should be given to developing a senior
diamond adjacent to Westbran Stadium in order to capitalize on
synergies between organizations & facilities, (shared washrooms,
change rooms, canteens, and sharing of equipment and resources)

•

Involve the City of Brandon as a stakeholder in the planning process
for senior men’s baseball development within the community

4. SENIOR SOFTBALL (SSB)
User Groups
• Linament League
• Mixed Leagues
• Slow Pitch Leagues
• Special Olympics
• Christian Women’s League
Future Growth
• The participation in this sport fluctuates year to year. Current facilities
are anticipated to meet participation levels without the need for expanded
facilities
Facility Requirements
• 20 Softball Diamonds
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 4 Diamonds - Curran Park
• 8 Diamonds – BMHC Grounds
• 1 Diamond – Research Station – (Consideration being given to removing this
site – decision pending)
• 1 Neelin High School
• 1 Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School
• 1 Vincent Massey School Ground
• 1 Green Acres School Ground
• 1 Earl Oxford School Ground
• 1 Harrison School Ground
• 1 North End Community Centre
• 1 Coke Plant (13th Street East & Victoria Avenue)
• 1 Patmore Park
• 1 Riverheights School
• 1 Riverheights Park (retain back stop – poor site lines)
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Existing Partnerships
• The City provides centralized booking for these fields except for those owned
privately
Government Funding
• None
Challenges
• The diamonds are in varying degrees of condition
RECOMMENDATION
•

Facilitate a meeting with the various groups to have play focused on
the following diamonds:
• 4 Diamonds – Curran Park
• 8 Diamonds – BMHC Grounds
• 1 Diamond – Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Ground
• 1 Diamond – Neelin High School Ground
• 1 Diamond – Vincent Massey School Ground
• 1 Diamond – Green Acres School Ground
• 1 Diamond – Earl Oxford School Ground
• 1 Diamond – Harrison School Ground
• 2 Diamonds – North End Community Centre (second one needs to be
established)

And to remove play from the following diamonds:
• 1 Diamond – 13th Street East & Victoria (removal of back stop - site
to be used for alternate recreation)
• 1 Diamond – Patmore Park (removal of back stop - site required for
retention pond)
• 1 Diamond – Riverheights Park (retain back stop – poor site lines),
remove from City booking system
• 1 Diamond – Riverheights – remove from City booking system
• 2 Diamonds – Park Avenue & Grant Boulevard (remove back stop
and convert to greenspace)
• 1 Diamond – Brandon Avenue (remove back stop and convert to
greenspace)
•

Establish a standardized booking fee for all diamonds in order to:
• Encourage play at the private diamonds (Curran Park) in order to
keep them viable.
• Allow for collected funds to be channeled back into reserve for the
maintenance and upgrading of existing diamonds

•

In the event that diamonds are lost in the future from the BMHC
grounds or at Curran Park, diamonds should be located at
greenspace that has been dedicated for school sites

•

Maintenance agreements should be put in place with the various
leagues as is the case with the other baseball leagues

•

Involve the City of Brandon as a stakeholder in the planning process
for senior softball development within the community
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2.4

Racquet Recreation (Refer to Map 1C, Page 38)
Racquet Recreation combines: Tennis and Racquetball. Existing use and
facilities currently meet the demand. Existing facilities are of a good quality and
provide sufficient opportunities for the user groups. There is an opportunity within
Tennis to provide more opportunities for recreational (ie. non-club based) use.
These additional courts should be considered within the Recreational Hub model.
1. TENNIS (T)
User Groups
• Wheat City Tennis Club
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There is no significant increase anticipated in this sport however due to the
low cost of entry associated with it, there will continue to be a demand for
community facilities.
Facility Requirements
• 6 – Competitive Play Courts
• Lighting
• Recreation Courts
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 4 – Competitive Play Courts – Queen Elizabeth Park
• 4 – Competitive Play Courts – Wheat City Recreation Centre
• Lighting
• Change room Access
• 2 – Recreation Play Courts – Stanley Park
Challenges
• Additional courts are needed in some areas to accommodate the recreation hubs
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop additional recreation courts to support the recreation hub strategy:
• 2 Courts - Rideau Park

2. RACQUETBALL (RB)
User Groups
• Wheat City Racquetball Club
Future Growth
• There is no significant increase anticipated in this sport
Facility Requirements
• 6 – Competitive Play Courts
• Lighting
• Recreation Courts
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 1 – Racquetball Court – YMCA
• 3 – Racquetball Courts – Sportsplex
• 2 – Squash Courts at Park Avenue Squash & Fitness Club
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Government Funding
• Government subsidized facility at the Sportsplex
• Some funding provided to the YMCA as part of an annual grant
Challenges
• The racquetball courts are under utilized and need to be considered for
alternate opportunities that will utilize the space while allowing them to be
converted back to courts for tournament play.
RECOMMENDATION
•

Convert two of the courts at the Sportsplex to multi-use courts (i.e
to also be used for indoor volleyball, dry land training, yoga, etc.)
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2.5

Water Recreation (Refer to Map 1D, Page 45)
Water Recreation combines both indoor and outdoor opportunities: Boat
Launch/Docks, Spray Parks, Outdoor Pools, and the Indoor Pool. Most facilities
are showing signs of their age and are in need of annual capital investments to
maintain service.
In Brandon, the Assiniboine River is perceived to be a great asset as a public
amenity and the City owns most of the land adjacent to the river as public reserve
land. Over the years, the focus on outdoor recreation development has shifted to
this area and, either naturally or as a result of this, activity both on and adjacent to
the river has seen a significant increase. Riverboat tours, private watercraft and
many more activities have created a need for the City to provide adequate boat
launch and docking facilities that will hopefully spin off into economic development
around them. This passive/unstructured use of the river shall be embraced and
built upon in the future.
Water recreation in both leisure and structured swimming has evolved over time.
Facilities in Brandon, like many other municipalities in Canada, were constructed
many years ago and are in need of significant, capital improvements to reflect the
changing nature of aquatic recreation. The City currently has an abundance of
outdoor aquatic facilities that are declining in use and require significant resources
in order to maintain them.
Indoor swimming facilities currently meet the demand for programmed and
public-access swimming; the facilities themselves do not significantly facilitate
leisure opportunities. The facilities are older and do require significant investment
of resources to adapt to the growing need for zero-depth entry and leisure
opportunities.
1. BOAT LAUNCH / DOCKS (BLD)
User Groups
• Rowing Club
• Water Ski Club
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• The use of the river for recreation use will continue to be popular
Facility Requirements
• 2 – Launch Sites
• Multiple Docks
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 3 – Launch Sites
• Dinsdale Park
• Kirkcaldy Drive
• Queen Elizabeth Park – new in 2006
• 3 – Docks
• Riverbank Discovery Centre – Kayak and River Boat (Commercial)
• Dinsdale Park – Waterskiing and Rowing
• Queen Elizabeth Park – new in 2006
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Government Funding
• City provides gift in kind support for the removal & installation of docks on a
yearly basis
• Riverbank Inc. is supported through a contract/grant from the City (contract
expires 2008) and matching capital contribution from the City (expires 2007)
Challenges
• There is a need to develop new docks in order to accommodate fishing
enthusiasts
RECOMMENDATION
•

To formally close the boat launch at Kirkcaldy Drive due to the poor
condition of the site

•

Explore opportunities to have a minimum of two additional docks
established along the corridor (potentially further east) so that
recreation use such as fishing can take place

2. SPRAY PARKS (SP)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
• Daycare Operators
Future Growth
• Access to no admission water play continues to be in strong demand in
the summer months.
Facility Requirements
• Spray Park
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 1 – Spray Park – Stanley Park
• 10 – Paddle Pools
• Argyle Courts
• East End
• Green Acres
• Kinsmen Kiddies Corner
• Kirkcaldy Heights
• Patmore Park
• Riverheights
• South End
• Valleyview
• Westridge
Existing Partnerships
• Currently there is a partnership with the YMCA to operate and program all the
existing paddling pools and spray parks. The City of Brandon is responsible
for the startup, shutdown and maintenance activities
Government Funding
• City provides yearly maintenance of the paddle pools (start-up, seasonal, and
winterizing)
• City provides programming funding to the YMCA to operate the paddle pools
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Challenges
• The existing paddle pools are in deplorable condition, many with significant
safety concerns
• There are astronomical costs associated to maintaining and programming the
pools, and in some cases the facilities are grossly under-utilized
• The existing spray park is heavily utilized and there is pressure by the
community to have additional facilities of this nature implemented in other
areas of the community
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop additional spray parks as multi-use & multi-generational
greenspace to support the recreation hub strategy:
• 1 Spray Park - Rideau Park
• 1 Spray Park – 3rd & Aberdeen
• 1 Spray Park – Valleyview
• 1 Spray Park – Sir Winston Churchill Park
• 1 Spray Park - Westridge

•

Closing under-utilized paddle pools and channel those operating
funds into the removal of those infrastructures

•

As the additional spray parks are developed, close the paddling
pools and remove the infrastructure in the hub catchment’s area

•

Before a spray park is developed at Sir Winston Churchill Park,
consideration should be given to whether or not, in the long term plan,
the major outdoor water park will be located at the Riverbank Discovery
Centre, thereby fulfilling both needs

3. OUTDOOR POOLS (OP)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There is a high demand for access to these facilities in the summer and as the
City continues to grow there will continue to be a high demand for this type of
facility
Facility Requirements
• 1 Large Community Pool / Water Park or 2 Smaller Community Pools /
Water Parks
• A new facility would combine the latest in innovative water recreation and
would include water spray amenities, swimming pool, paddle pools, change
rooms, washrooms, large play structure, and lighting. This facility would not
only serve the residents in our community but also the surrounding rural
community. The water park would include a fee for service but the fees could
be set up to be affordable for everyone in the community
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Keystone Pool – Keystone Centre Grounds (Keystone Centre owned facility
but operated through City of Brandon operating funds)
• Kinsmen Pool – Rideau Park (City owned)
• Curran Park - privately owned
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Existing Partnerships
• The YMCA currently operates the existing outdoor pools for the City of Brandon
Government Funding
• The City of Brandon funds the operation of these two pools
• The City of Brandon provides grass-cutting, start-up, seasonal and winterizing
of pools
Challenges
• New government regulations which control the lifeguard/swimmer ratio for the
pool area, however, at the outdoor pools the people are often sunbathing and
are not actually in the pool
• High maintenance costs associated with operating aging pool facilities
• Substantial capital costs are required to upgrade the facilities
• Vandalism increases at park sites that have poor site lines
• The community needs for this type of recreation are changing. Trends in
other communities indicate that citizens want large modern facilities. There
are some residents that are going outside of the community in order to visit
outdoor water attractions in other communities (i.e. Splash Island in Portage
la Prairie)
• Demographics change in neighbourhoods contributing to changes in the use
of these facilities
RECOMMENDATION
•

Begin the process of investing funds to build a multi-use outdoor
water park within the next 10 years

•

Before a spray park is developed at Sir Winston Churchill Park,
consideration should be given to whether or not, in the long term plan,
the major outdoor water park will be located at the Riverbank Discovery
Centre, thereby fulfilling both needs

4. INDOOR POOL (IP)
User Groups
• Swim Lessons / Water Programming (YMCA)
• Swim Lessons / Water Programming (Sportsplex)
• Brandon Bluefins Swim Club
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There is a strong demand for swim lessons in our community. Growth in
this area is expected from growth in the community. There is, in addition, an
increasing demand for recreational water where participants can enjoy the
water without specific programming (i.e. lap swimming, free swim, etc.)
Facility Requirements
• 1 Large Community Pool (8 lanes – 25 meters)
• 1 Indoor Community Recreation Pool
• Family Change rooms
• Zero Entry Water
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Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Sportsplex – 6 Lane – 50 meter pool
• General Change rooms
• Lifting Capability
• YMCA – 4 Lane – 25 meter pool
• General Change rooms
• Lifting Capability
Government Funding
• The City of Brandon operates the Sportsplex and provides a tax off-setting
grant to the YMCA
Challenges
• The YMCA requires a new facility in order to meet the needs of their
membership
• The Sportsplex Pool will require some significant capital improvements over the
next few years to replace the waterslide, the pool liner and the filtering system
• There is duplication in costs associated with operating two pools in the
community and these costs are continuing to escalate for both facilities due to
the aging infrastructure and older technologies employed at both facilities
• The existing pools do not meet the overall recreation needs of the community
however they more than exceed the requirements for swim lesson capacity /
speed swimming needs
• The Brandon Blue Fins use the 50 meter pool once a year for a swim meet.
Other than this, there is no requirement for a 50 meter pool in the community
• The Sportsplex meets the needs of the community beyond just the pool and
as a result the entire facility offerings need to be considered in making a
decision regarding the pool
RECOMMENDATION
•

To explore the opportunity of partnering with Brandon University
and the YMCA in building and operating a joint pool facility

•

Convert the existing pool space into an indoor field house to
support the recommendation in that area

•.

Ensure that, at a minimum, the current square footage of aquatic
space and user capacity available in the City of Brandon be
maintained now and in the future and available at comparable user
rates and fees to those in other communities with similar economic
situations

•

Ensure that the goals and principles related to public use and
access be maintained in a joint development of aquatic and
recreation space with Brandon University and the YMCA and that
any agreement include, but not the be limited to, the following
issues and conditions:
• Ownership of the land and building
• Portion of capital costs contributed by each partner
• Responsibility for long-term capital upgrading, repairs and improvements
• Annual operating costs and revenues
• Governance, management and operation of the building
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• Space and facility requirements including exclusive, joint and shared
space for each party to the agreement
• Public access to space and programs and proposed user rates and
fees
•

Maintain Aquatic facilities at the Sportsplex until such time as
replacement aquatic space is available

•

Negotiations and decisions with Assiniboine Community College
will follow rather than precede completion of negotiations and
decisions regarding the joint YMCA and Brandon University
project

•

Explore the feasibility of an outdoor leisure aquatic facility in the
future in another strategic location in order to slowly phase the
existing outdoor pools out of service

•

Phase out of existing paddle pools - schedule based on overall
usage numbers and is to coincide with the opening of the proposed
spray parks incorporated into the strategically located Recreation
Hubs
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2.6

Ice Recreation (Refer to Map 1E, Page 51)
Ice Recreation combines both indoor and outdoor opportunities: Curling,
Leisure Skating and Ice Hockey. In general, the number of facilities presently
meets or in fact, exceeds the demand from a programmed point of view.
Using a centralized booking system will enable the City to monitor use and be
able to make decisions about where to place resources more effectively. A
similar situation exists for Curling although the amount of use based on capacity
is unknown at this time, but should be investigated through monitoring use in the
future. If, however, the City wants to ensure this capacity is maintained for eventspecific demand fluctuations, this can be accommodated while still allocating
resources to be used more efficiently.
1. CURLING (C)
User Groups
• Wheat City Curling Association
• Riverview Curling Association
• Brandon Curling
• Curlettes
• High School Curling League
• Super League
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There has been some decline in participation in some of the leagues however
participation in the sport remains relatively stable
Facility Requirements
• There are two bonspiels held annually that require the full compliment of ice
located in the facility based on current scheduling
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 8 Sheets – Brandon Curling Club
• 4 Sheets – Riverview Curling Club
• 6 Sheets – Wheat City Recreation Centre
Existing Partnerships
• Leasing arrangement between the Brandon Curling Club and the Keystone
Centre.
• Leasing arrangement between the Wheat City Curling Association and the City of
Brandon for the operation of the Wheat City Curling Club in 2006 / 2007
Government Funding
• Funding provided to the Keystone Centre
• The City owns the Wheat City Curling Rink and in turn subsidizes the losses
occurred at the facility and the general maintenance and operating costs
Challenges
• The overcapacity of ice in the community has resulted in some of the clubs
being less viable than the others
• Duplication of services between the groups resulting in higher costs in the sport
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RECOMMENDATION
•

Facilitate a discussion about the scheduling of the two major
bonspiels and determine that actual number of sheets that are
required

2. LEISURE SKATING (LS)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There has been a significant increase in the number of people skating in the
community with the addition of the skating oval / path skating down in the
Riverbank Corridor.
Facility Requirements
• One major outdoor skating facility to service the entire community
• Up to five community sites that have outdoor recreational ice
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 1 – Skating Oval / Path Skating
• 9 – 12 Hockey / Recreation Ice sites at the community centres with varying
degrees of amenities
Existing Partnerships
• Limited partnerships between the City, Westbran Employment Solutions and
community centres
Government Funding
• City maintained Skating Oval / Path Skating
• Community Centre operated ice with some funding from the City
• Central Council of Community Centres applies for Provincial funds each year
through the Community Places Program
• City provides funding for the Festive Lights Legacy Project in the Riverbank
Corridor – expires in 2010
Challenges
• The introduction of the Skating Oval / Path Skating has increased the number of
people skating, but it has also drawn people away from the community centres
• Community centres continue to struggle to find volunteers to install and
manage the ice
• Availability of parking at the outdoor skating oval site to accommodate the
incredible amount of traffic
RECOMMENDATION
•

Facilitate a discussion between all the community centres to
identify locations to combine and direct resources towards informal
pickup hockey games and leisure skating and how that could be
best promoted to the community
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3. INDOOR HOCKEY ICE (IHI)
User Groups
• Youth Groups - Sportsplex
• Brandon Youth Hockey
• Brandon Blades
• Brandon AAA Midgets
• 3 on 3
• Westman Speed skaters
• Dale McKay PWA Hurricanes
• Ice Dogs
• High School Hockey
• Tournament of Champions
• AAA Challenge
• Teetaert’s 3 on 3
• Wildcats
• Skate Brandon
• Impact Hockey
• Trevor Robins Goaltending
• Vandenberghe Defensive Clinic
• Dave Lewis Hockey Factory
• Director’s Cup
• Pee Wee Wolves/Darryl Lamb
• Krzyzaniak Dawgs
• Patty Hole Figure skaters
• Adult Groups - Sportsplex
• Renter Centre
• Shell Used Oilers
• Westman Winter League
• Westman Summer League
• Brandon Pioneers
• Sunglass Centre
• Brandon Teachers
• Walt’s Old Dogs
• Investors Hockey
• Thunder Hockey
• Whetters Group
• Firefighters Hockey
• Remax Hockey
• BRHA and Friends
• Lisitza Hockey/Orlando’s
• Williamson Hockey
• Polecats
• North 40 Old Timers
• Ice Clients – Keystone Centre
• Tournament of Champions
• Source for Sports AAA Challenge
• Skate Brandon
• Wheat Kings
• Crocus Plains Hockey
• Vincent Massey Hockey
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rising Stars Hockey School
Westman Summer Hockey
Westman Winter Hockey
Brandon Genesis Hockey Tournament
Brandon Ringette
First Nations
North 40 Annual Tournament
North 40 (recreation team)
Boyd Bruins Hockey
Cam Plante
Flames Hockey
Kommandos Hockey
Los Diablos Hockey
O.V’s Hockey
Re/Max Scavengers
Wart Hogs Hockey
Hockey Manitoba
Mike Sirtonski
Peter Gerlinger
Dave Lewis
Brad Wells
Laura Lawrence
Brandon Lady Huskies
Brandon Youth Hockey Assoc.
Girls Elite Training
Neepawa Natives MJHL Hockey
Dale Coulter
Assiniboine Community College Hockey

Future Growth
• Hockey enrollment has been relatively stable for the past five years – so some
decline followed by some resurgence.
Facility Requirements
• The existing facilities are overall meeting the demand in the community for
prime time ice requirements.
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Keystone Centre – 3 ice surfaces
• Sportsplex – 1 ice surface
Challenges
• Keystone Centre has no ice available for approximately five weeks of the
hockey season. Users book elsewhere – Sportsplex and surrounding
communities
• Keystone Centre’s main arena will need capital improvements within the next
10 years (ice plant, additional seating).
• Current facilities are maxed during peak times but are often empty during the day.
• As the Keystone continues to work on attracting events to the facility the
availability of ice maybe impacted
• Keystone Centre has at least one sheet of ice available for 40 weeks of the year
• The Sportsplex has ice available for 48 weeks of the year
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RECOMMENDATION
•

Closely monitor the existing usage of the ice surfaces and if
necessary when a new ice surface is required twin or group
together with other like facilities to support economics of scale and
expanded use of opportunities
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2.7

Specialty Recreation (Refer to Map 1F, Page 55)
Specialty Recreation combines: Skateboarding, Snowboarding, and BMX
Riding. All of these recreation types have specific facility requirements that in
the absence of a formal facility are being performed in areas potentially unsafe,
if not illegal for the user. As the motto for the organization “Skaters for Public
Skateparks” suggests: “If your City does not have a skatepark, it IS a skatepark”,
the demand around the world for these facilities is now stronger than ever.
Participation in each of these activities is hard to measure as they are not
regulated, or conducive to membership or registration. Despite this fact the
demand for facilities has become apparent both in Brandon and in every
municipality in Canada in order to provide both safe and affordable opportunities
for our youth to be active.
1. SKATEBOARD FACILITIES (SK)
User Groups
• Wheat City Skateboard Association
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There is some increase anticipated in this sport. Due to the low cost of entry
associated with it, there will continue to be a demand for community facilities
and when not provided, informal areas will be used
Facility Requirements
• 1 – Multi-skill Level Park
• Lighting
• 2 Recreation Parks / Opportunities
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 1 – Modular Skateboard Park – Queen Elizabeth Park
• 1 – Skateboard Modules (for young children) - Keystone Habitat for Humanity
Playground site (by Brandon General Hospital)
• Numerous informal public and private sites
Existing Partnerships
• Land provided by the City for development of the modular skateboard park by
the Wheat City Skateboard Association at Queen Elizabeth Park
Challenges
• There is currently a request by the Wheat City Skateboard Association to
expand the size of the land that is currently available at the modular park
• To find formal locations throughout the City that will accept this type of
recreation opportunity
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RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop skateboard park downtown at 9th and Princess Avenue

•

Develop additional smaller scale skateboard opportunities to
support the recreation hub strategy:
• 1 Park – Sir Winston Churchill Park
• 1 Park – Rideau Park

•

Incorporate skateboard elements into the existing pathway network to
encourage the use of path systems between more formal locations in
order to improve safety to both the riders and general citizens.

2. BMX FACILITY (BMX)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There is some increase anticipated in this sport. Due to the low cost of entry
associated with it, there will continue to be a demand for community facilities
and when not provided informal areas will be used
Facility Requirements
• 1 – BMX Park
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Small informal hills located at Coronation Park
• Larger informal hills located at North End Community Centre
Challenges
• To find formal locations throughout the City that will accept this type of
recreation opportunity
RECOMMENDATION
•

Provide additional formal development to the BMX facility at the
North End Community Centre

•

Develop additional informal BMX hills to support the recreation hub
strategy:
• 3rd and Aberdeen
• Sir Winston Churchill Park

3. SNOWBOARDING (SN)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There is some increase anticipated in this sport. Due to the low cost of entry
associated with it, there will continue to be a demand for community facilities
Facility Requirements
• Sculptured snow facilities
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• For the 2007 season, attempt to create a snowboarding opportunity at
Riverbank Discovery Centre
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Challenges
• To find formal locations throughout the City that will accept this type of
recreation opportunity
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop additional small informal hills to support the recreation
hub strategy:
• 1 – Riverbank Discovery Centre
• 1 – Sir Winston Churchill Park
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2.8

General Leisure Recreation (Refer to Map 1G, page 64)
General Leisure Recreation combines: Walking/Running, Fitness Stations,
Tobogganing, Volleyball (Outdoor), Basketball (Outdoor), Playground Structures,
Lawn Bowling, Ski Trails, Golfing, and Picnic Areas. The following recommendations
identify additions and improvements to an already well-established set of general
leisure activities. There are many successes within these activity facilities that
shall continue to be built upon while maintaining sufficient resources to maintain
and operate that which is existing.
Of these, one of the local Golf facilitie, the Brandon Recreation Centre or Wheat
City Golf Course, is in need of major renovations to alleviate poor site drainage,
insufficient dyking and deteriorating overall playing quality to meet current trends
and needs in the golf course industry. The last five years have seen a lease of
operations that indicates a decrease in rounds played; the decline is relatively
consistent when compared with golf courses throughout Manitoba.
Despite a number of years when rains and flooding have significantly shortened
the golf season, the course has managed to maintain a profit on operations.
Capital improvements over this time have been simply emergency measures to
patch larger issues. To be consistent with its control over riverbank land, it is
important for the City to retain ownership of the land, where taxes on the land
(according to present zoning) would spin off very little economic input. Further,
the course is used significantly for other community-based uses (Ski Trails, Tennis,
Tobogganing) proving itself to be a significant community asset.
1. WALKING / RUNNING (WR)
User Groups
• Brandon Running Club
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There is an ever increasing demand for walking / running opportunities as
users become more aware of the health benefits of partaking in this type of
recreation. Due to the low cost of entry associated with it, there will continue
to be a demand for community facilities
Facility Requirements
• Walking paths located throughout the community
• Outdoor walking / running track
• Indoor walking / running track
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Walking paths located throughout the community
• Outdoor walking / running track located at the Sportsplex
• Varying indoor walking opportunities at the Brandon Shoppers Mall and the
Keystone Centre
Government Funding
• City owned facility – Sportsplex / walking trails
Challenges
• To find the funding to expand the pathways throughout the City at a rate that
is being demanded by the community
• To find an indoor walking / running facility that will meet the actual needs of the
user, rather than by convenience
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RECOMMENDATION
•

Expand the existing pathways as per the Greenspace Master Plan
and to connect the various recreation hubs to the neighbouring
communities

•

Convert the pool portion of the Sportsplex to a multi-use recreation
floor incorporating running and walking opportunities for the public
for a minimal user fee

•

Create visitor information boards throughout the City illustrating
layout, attractions and activities

2. FITNESS STATIONS (FS)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There is an ever increasing desire to have fitness stations located along
the pathways that provide both direction and equipment for stretching of
arms and legs.
Facility Requirements
• Modular stretching equipment and pads
• Signage
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• None

RECOMMENDATION
•

To consider the introduction of this type of leisure equipment for
adults along the pathways in the community

3. TOBOGGANING (TB)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• This will continue to be a strong winter activity for families
Facility Requirements
• A large hill with no obstacles along its run or near the bottom that is accessible
by both vehicle and foot traffic
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Wheat City Recreation Centre – trees located along the side and near the bottom
• Rideau Park – trees located at the bottom of the run
• 34th Street – small run for little children
• Parkdale Park – medium run
Challenges
• The location of the current hills limits the amount of users due to the need for
vehicle transportation
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Government Funding
• City owned facilities
• City installs snow fencing at the Wheat City Recreation Centre at the bottom
of the toboggan hill
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop additional toboggan hills to support the Recreation Hub
strategy:
• Sir Winston Churchill Park
• 3rd & Aberdeen

•

Reconfigure and remove some of the trees at the bottom of the hill
at in Rideau Park

4. VOLLEYBALL – OUTDOOR (V)
User Groups
• Outdoor Volleyball League
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• Beach volleyball is a growing sport in Brandon and is expected to
continue to be strong based on the low cost of entry.
Facility Requirements
• Proximity to washrooms
• Grass/shaded area to relax in
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• 1 - Stanley Park
• 1 - Keystone Centre
• 1 - Vincent Massey
• 1 - Harrison Middle School
• 2 - Curran Park
Existing Partnerships
• Some of the courts are maintained by the user groups under an informal
arrangement, while others are maintained by the City of Brandon or the
School Division
Challenges
• No central multi-court location in close proximity to amenities available
for tournament play
Government Funding
• City owned facility at Stanley Park
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop additional beach volleyball courts to support the Recreation
Hub strategy:
• 1 - 3rd & Aberdeen
• 1 - Sir Winston Churchill Park
• 1 – Westridge Park/Linden Lanes School
• 4 courts along the Riverbank Corridor
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5. BASKETBALL – OUTDOOR (B)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
• School Division Use
Future Growth
• Pickup basketball continues to be a popular recreation opportunity because of
its low cost entry into the sport
Facility Requirements
• Asphalt pad and net
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• School Grounds
• A few neighborhood parks
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop and / or improve basketball pads to support the Recreation
Hub strategy:
• 3rd & Aberdeen
• Valleyview
• Westridge
• Stanley Park
• Rideau Park
• Sir Winston Churchill Park

6. PLAYGROUND STRUCTURES (PS)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
Future Growth
• There will be a continual demand for these throughout the community in
greenspaces. The location of these structures is outlined in the Greenspace
Master Plan and will continue to be implemented in support of that plan
Facility Requirements
• Basic equipment will be incorporated in conjunction with the Greenspace
Master Plan.
• Expanded and/or larger sized and/or new play components will be
incorporated in conjunction with the Recreation Hub strategy
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• School Grounds
• Greenspaces
Existing Partnerships
• Brandon School Division
• Parent Councils
• Service Groups
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Challenges
• There is still a lot of equipment throughout the community that requires
upgrading
• There are community groups that want to see their equipment upgraded in the
short term even though there is equipment that requires upgrading more urgently
Government Funding
• City owned greenspace
RECOMMENDATION
• Develop, relocate and / or augment playground structures to
support the Recreation Hub strategy:
• 3rd & Aberdeen
• Valleyview
• Westridge Park
• Sir Winston Churchill Park
• Stanley Park
• Rideau Park
•

Continue to replace playground equipment in support of the
Greenspace Master Plan

7. LAWN BOWLING (LB)
User Groups
• Wheat City Lawn Bowling Association
• Stanley Park Lawn Bowling Association
Future Growth
• Participation rates have remained stable over the past five years and there is
no indication that there will be an increase in demand
Facility Requirements
• None
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Two facilities;
• Rideau Park
• Stanley Park
Existing Partnerships
• Wheat City Lawn Bowling Association
• Stanley Park Lawn Bowling Association
Government Funding
• City owned greenspace
RECOMMENDATION
•

None
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8. SKI TRAILS – RECREATION TRAILS (ST)
User Groups
• Recreational Use
• Westman Wilderness Club
Future Growth
• There is an ongoing desire to have these trails located in the Community
• There is not anticipated to be a large amount of growth in this area
Facility Requirements
• Groomed formal trails
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Wheat City Recreation Centre Golf Course
• Groomed Trail
• Lighting
• Brandon Hills
• Groomed Trails
Government Funding
• The trails located at the Recreation Centre are groomed by the City of Brandon
Challenges
• The trails located at the Recreation Centre are groomed by the City of Brandon
RECOMMENDATION
•

Develop groomed trails along the River Corridor in conjunction with
the Winter Lights and skating trails so that multiple activities are
available in the area

9. GOLFING – RECREATION CENTRE (G)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
• Numerous Golf Leagues and Tournaments
Future Growth
• The sport of golf is growing nationally and, locally, there appears to be a
strong participant base
Facility Requirements
• There is a need for courses in the community that have:
• Differing skill levels
• 9 and 18 hole configurations
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• The Wheat City Golf Course – 18 Holes – City owned
• Deer Ridge Golf Course – 9 Holes – Privately owned
• Glen Lea Golf Course – 18 Holes – Privately owned
• Sunny Side Golf Course – 18 Holes – Privately owned
• Twin Pines Golf Course – 9 Holes – Privately owned
Government Funding
• The Wheat City Golf Course is City owned and funded
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Challenges
• The Wheat City Golf Course will require a substantial amount of capital
investment in order to resolve the drainage issues on the course
• The public consultation surrounding the Wheat City Golf Course indicated that
many would like to see the facility remain under the ownership of the City but
be completely operated and maintained through a long term lease situation
• In discussions with groups who have entered into long term lease
situations for golf courses, they have unanimously advised us that in
order to enter in a sustainable agreement, the drainage issue would need
to be resolved
• The public consultation clearly indicated that a majority of citizens do not want
to see the City operate and maintain the course
• Losses at the course are funded through general revenue of the City
• The public consultation indicated that a majority of citizens want the course to
be protected against housing developments and want it to remain a 18 hole
golf course
• The Brandon Recreation Centre has other amenities (curling, tennis,
tobogganing and cross country ski trails) that need to be considered in the
making a decision on the facility
RECOMMENDATION
•

Circulate a call for proposals to operate and maintain the golf
course independent of the City of Brandon on a long-term lease.
The proposals to lease the facility should include plans for
capital improvement, detailed monitoring and reporting of all golf
operations and detailed financial considerations

•

Maintain the agricultural zoning for the Recreation Centre property
including the golf course, now and in the long-term. If there is any
future consideration for sale of the golf course, it is to be contingent
on retaining the existing zoning and maintaining the site as a golf
course

10. PICNIC AREAS (PA)
User Groups
• Recreation Use
• Event Planners
Future Growth
• This continues to be a popular attraction in any community.
Facility Requirements
• Picnic tables and garbage containers
Present Facility Locations / Amenities
• Canada Games Park - Public
• Curran Park - Private
• Dinsdale Park - Public
• Eleanor Kidd Park - Public
• Princess Park - Public
• Queen Elizabeth Park - Public
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•
•
•
•

Rideau Park - Public
Stanley Park - Public
Riverbank Discovery Centre - Public
Most of the existing facilities are located in publicly owned and operated
greenspaces

Challenges
• Picnic tables and garbage containers often face vandalism and damage, so
there is an ongoing cost of upkeep and maintenance
• At times these areas are not used due to loitering by groups that are not using
the areas for picnicking activities
• Newcomers/visitors often don’t know where the picnic areas are and what
amenities are available in each one
Government Funding
• City funds public parks
RECOMMENDATION
•

Display the names of each park at key entrance locations

•

Create visitor information boards - setting out the layout, attractions and
activities

•

Complete an analysis of each park as they relate to CPTED principals
and implement the necessary improvements to improve visibility in
each park

•

Develop and fund a picnic area equipment replacement plan

•

Establish picnic areas at all Recreation Hub locations
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2.9

Proposed Recreation Hubs (Refer to Map 2, page 67)
Based on the success of the Stanley Park model and the desire to upgrade
recreation opportunities for the City of Brandon, a series of six community
Recreation Hubs have been proposed. These Hubs are based upon publicly held,
available green space that is central to a population within a 15-20 minute walk.
The Hubs each have a specific program attached to its location, centered on the
design and construction of a water spray park.
The intent of the Recreation Hubs is to bring together communities in an active
and varied recreation environment to create a long-term destination. The Hubs
will pool available City resources to a single development as opposed to stretching
resources throughout the City. The six proposed Recreation Hubs are:
• 3rd and Aberdeen
• Westridge
• Rideau Park
• Valleyview
• Sir Winston Churchill Park
• Stanley Park
The Hubs will be phased into development based on available funds and
community organization. Once established, paddle pools within the catchment
area will be taken out of service in order to focus operations and maintenance
budgets on individual Hub activity.
Each of these Hubs will be designed and built as a single development in coordination with local community groups. The community groups and designers will
develop ideas based on the following scope for each Hub:
HUB #1 - 3RD AND ABERDEEN
• Spray Park
• Washrooms
• Volleyball Court
• Toboggan Hill

•
•
•
•

BMX Trail
Basketball Pad
Play Structure
Picnic Area

HUB #2 - WESTRIDGE
• Spray Park
• Washrooms
• Volleyball Court

•
•
•

Basketball Pad
Play Structure
Picnic Area

HUB #3 – RIDEAU PARK
• Spray Park
• Washrooms
• Volleyball Courts (2)
• Tennis Courts (2)
• Lawn Bowling

•
•
•
•
•

Tobogganing
Skateboard Obstacles
Outdoor Pool (present)
Play Structure
Picnic Area

•
•

Play Structure
Picnic Area

HUB #4 - VALLEYVIEW
• Spray Park
• Washrooms
• Basketball Pad
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HUB #5 – SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL PARK
• Spray Park
• Skateboard Obstacles
• Washrooms
• BMX Trails
• Volleyball Court
• Play Structure
• Tobogganing
• Picnic Area
HUB #6 – STANLEY PARK
• Spray Park
• Washrooms
• Volleyball Court
• Lawn Bowling

•
•
•

Tennis
Play Structure
Picnic Area

Table 4
Recreation Facility Continuum
Regional
Facilities

Specialty
Facilities

Community
Facility

Neighbourhood
Facility

Geographic Service Area
General Characteristics

Acceptable Travel Time
• Walking / biking
• Public Transit
• Private Vehicle
Examples of Facility
Component

• Highly specialized
• Designed for competitive or
large spectator use
• Serves the entire city, and
often has a regional or
national focus
• Responds to organized
and formal activities and
interests

• Targeted activities and
specialized interests
• May be one or a few of a
particular type of facility
depending on market
demand.
• Respond to specific
markets and organized /
structured groups

• High market demand
• Provides for a continuum of
skill levels from introductory
to advanced
• Can accommodate local
competition but designed
with recreational use in
mind
• Responds to organized and
informal interests
• Provides for multiple activity
opportunities in one area

• High local demand
• Developed through
partnerships with
Community Groups and the
School Division
• Respond to local needs

• over 30 minutes
• over 30 minutes
• over 20 minutes

• 20 - 30 minutes
• 30 - 45 minutes
• 10 - 15 minutes

• 15 - 20 minutes
• 15 - 30 minutes
• 5 - 10 minutes

• 10 - 15 minutes
• 10 - 15 minutes
• 5 - 10 minutes

• Major spectator stadium
• Major heritage or
entertainment site
• A theatre of performance
facility with seating over
1,000

• Inground skateboard park
• Multi-field site
• A theatre or performance
facility with seating under
1,000
• One of a kind facility in the
community

• Spray park
• Youth large scale play
structure
• Arena
• Fitness Facility

•
•
•
•

School gymnasium
Community Center
Toddler play structure
Outdoor hockey ice

Note: This table represents the future state and is not intended to reflect the allocation of existing facilities.
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3.0

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY & CAPITAL COST
BUDGET PLANNING
The following implementation strategy and order of magnitude budget estimating
is based on a strategy for improving recreation facilities for the City of Brandon. A
number of significant projects have been identified that will stretch out this timeline
if/when they move forward. The implementation strategy shall be reviewed on an
annual basis (at a minimum) to assess need and available resources. This budget
is based on capital costs; operations budgeting will address general maintenance,
upkeep and minor modifications to existing facilities.
All budgets are based on current market pricing (to accommodate for capitalization
rates and inflation, an additional percentage has been added per year). The
annual improvements have been based on an implementation strategy that follows
the recommendations listed herein. The implementation is based on moving
towards taking significant, maintenance-reliant facilities (that have declining usage
numbers) out of use by replacing them with improved, new facilities (ie. Paddle
pools to be replaced by spray parks).
In summary the annual Capital Budgeting for new Recreation Hub facilities and
Capital Improvements is as follows:
2007:
2008:
2009:
2010:
2011:
2012:
2013:
2014:
2015:
2016:
2017:
2018:
2019:
TOTAL:

$154,000.00
$1,023,000.00*
$514,212.50
$468,730.40
$309,952.50
$797,687.50**
$53,600.00
$408,059.00
$294,022.50
$791,163.00***
$65,156.00**
$436,126.50
$234,960.00
$5,550,669.90

*Skateboard Plaza currently desired to be built in 2008 may be delayed based on
funding.
**Hub development in 2012 and 2017 may be required to phase development over
the subsequent year based on available funds.
***The Sir Winston Churchill Park Hub may not be home to a spray park if a largescale outdoor aquatics facility is developed at the Riverbank Discovery Centre
(this annual budget will be reduced by $387,825.00).
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3.1

Project Priorities & Phasing
The following facilities have not been identified within the overall budget as they
are integral to new or established discussions/negotiations with private industry as
a way to pool resources for public amenities.
Of the four priority projects, it is recommended that the Wheat City Golf Course
improvements be undertaken immediately with extensive analysis and design in
2007 in order to effectively enter negotiations with a long-term lease proponent.
All budgets are listed in current market pricing, to accommodate capitalization
rates and inflation add 5% per year within the first 7 years.

1. Outdoor Aquatics Facility ($3,000,000 - $5,000,000)
•

Facility to accommodate existing needs/capacity for swim programs, and
additional leisure capabilities including zero-depth entry

•

Pursue potential partnerships to share long-term capital costs and
maintenance

2. Wheat City Golf Course ($1,000,000 - $2,000,000)
•

Engineering (Geo-tech, hydologic, civil and hydraulic) analysis and design for
drainage improvements to deal with water from both the City and the River by
the City of Brandon.

•

City of Brandon to perform necessary drainage improvements to course
using a combination of retention/detention ponds, overland drainage, and
mechanical systems as required.

•

Long-term capital improvements to the course design to work with drainage
improvements and improve playability in keeping with recent trends in golf
course design and usage to be negotiated into the lease holder’s contract.

3. Indoor Field House ($500,000)
•

If / when the Canada Games Sportsplex pool is no longer necessary (and has
been replaced elsewhere), convert the pool area into an Indoor Field House.

4. Outdoor Aquatics Facility ($2,000,000)
•

3 examples of this (for budgeting purposes) are:
• Carman, MB - $750,000
• Altona, MB - $1,500,000
• Winkler, MB - $2,500,000
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3.2

Project Timeline
2007
Centralized Booking System: ($15,000)
• Upgrade Class software
BMX: Develop Full Park at North End Community Centre ($15,000)
• Soil based trail (improvements on existing
• Provide adequate drainage
Senior Softball: ($50,000)
• Remove diamond on Brandon Avenue
• Remove South End Community Centre diamond
• Remove diamonds at Park and Grant
• Remove 13th Street and Victoria Avenue (replace with Dog Park)
Paddle Pools ($24,000)
• Remove Meadows and Westridge Paddle Pool
Playground Structures: Annual Upgrades ($40,000)
• Riverheights Playground
• Park Avenue Playground
• Wascana Drive Playground
2008
Hub #1 – 3rd and Aberdeen: ($498,000)
Begin planning in 2007
1. General
• Provide overall master plan c/w planting plan, lighting plan, circulation plan, etc.
2. Spray Park
• Provide Concrete Pad sufficient to minimize “ponding”, with light broom finish.
Coloured concrete to be used to provide aesthetic quality,
• Provide “dry” seating areas for observers (seating opportunities)
• Provide variety of water experiences for all ages
• Provide fencing around site
• Provide Shade opportunities
3. Sand Volleyball Court
• 50’x80’’’ sand pit, perch site so as to allow surface drainage and minimize
ponding”
• Provide appropriate net and support structure,
4. Toboggan Hill
• Use retention pond as hill
5. Basketball Pad / Tennis
• 84’x50’ asphalt pad c/w painted lines for Basketball (not full-size)
• Provide 2 basketball hoops as required
6.
•
•
•

Site Development
Land Drainage Sewer allowance
Parking Pad (2000 sq.ft. sufficient for 20 cars) asphalt
Landscaping allowance
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7.
•
•
•

Picnic Areas
6 tables
3 waste receptacles
3 barbeque pits

8. BMX Trail
• Soil based trail
• Provide adequate drainage
9. Washroom Facilities
• 3 stalls for each gender c/w adequate change room facility
• Provide for potential structural requirements (ie. piles)
Skateboard Park: ($525,000.00)
• Develop Princess and 9th Downtown Plaza
2009
Fitness Stations: Along Existing Trail System ($88,200.00)
• Install 8 opportunities
Playground Structures: Annual Upgrades ($244,100.00)
• Dinsdale Park Playground
• Windsor Churchill Playground
•

Canada Games Park Playground

•

Queen Elizabeth Playground

Softball / Baseball: ($77,175.00)
• Relocate senior men’s diamond if required c/w stands
Snowboarding ($27,562.50)
• A small informal hill at Sir Winston Churchill Park and Riverbank
Track and Field: At Sportsplex ($16,537.50)
• Remove and relocate existing pits, stop boards and pitches at Sportsplex to
the outside of track infield
Boat Dock: Along River Corridor ($60,637.50)
• Timber Accessible Floating Dock
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2010
Hub #2: Westridge ($440,948.00)
1. General
• Provide overall master plan c/w planting plan, lighting plan, circulation plan, etc.
2. Spray Park
• Provide Concrete Pad sufficient to minimize “ponding”, with light broom finish.
Coloured concrete to be used to provide aesthetic quality,
• Provide “dry” seating areas for observers (seating opportunities)
• Provide variety of water experiences for all ages
• Provide fencing around site
• Provide Shade opportunities
3. Upgrade Play Structure
• Install new structure
4. Washroom Facilities
• 3 stalls for each gender c/w adequate change room facility
• Provide for potential structural requirements (ie. piles)
Paddle Pools: ($27,782.40)
• Remove Argyle Court and Kiddies Corner Paddle Pool including buildings
2011
Fitness Stations: Along Existing Trail System ($48,620.00)
• Install 4 opportunities
Playground Structures: Annual Upgrades ($97,240.00)
• Westridge and Meadows Playground
Senior Softball: ($24,310.00)
• Remove Patmore Playground diamond
• Remove Crocus Neighbourhood diamond
Paddle Pools: ($58,344.00)
• Remove Green Acres, Patmore (with building), South End (with building),
Meadows, and Valleyview Paddle Pools
Boat Dock: Along River Corridor ($66,852.50)
• Timber Accessible Floating Dock
Football: ($19,144.50)
• Develop 1 Junior Field at Vincent Massey High School (160’ x 360’)
Soccer: ($14,586.00)
• Develop 6 mini soccer pitches interior to track at Canada Games Sportsplex
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2012
Hub #3: Rideau Park ($778,543.00)
1. General
• Provide overall master plan c/w planting plan, lighting plan, circulation plan, etc.
2. Spray Park
• Provide Concrete Pad sufficient to minimize “ponding”, with light broom finish.
Coloured concrete to be used to provide aesthetic quality,
• Provide “dry” seating areas for observers (seating opportunities)
• Provide variety of water experiences for all ages
• Provide fencing around site,
• Provide Shade opportunities.
3. Sand Volleyball Court
• 50’x80’’’ sand pit, perch site so as to allow surface drainage and minimize
“ponding”
• Provide appropriate net and support structure
4. Toboggan Hill
• Take out trees for safety
5. Skateboard Obstacles
• Design / build four cast-in-place concrete skateboarding opportunities along
walking path
• Provide appropriate pedestrian / cyclist-safe upgrades to allow multi-use
6. Upgrade Play Structure
• Relocate structure
7.
•
•
•

Tennis Courts (2)
108’x120’ asphalt pad with line painting
Provide 8’ perimeter chain link fence
Provide appropriate net and support structure

8. Washroom Facilities
• 3 stalls for each gender c/w adequate change room facility
• Provide for potential structural requirements (ie. piles)
Football: ($19,144.50)
• Develop 1 Junior Field at Neelin High School (160’ x 360’)
2013
Playground Structures: Annual Upgrades ($53,600)
• Parkdale Park Playground
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2014
Hub #4: Valleyview ($408,059.00)
1. General
• Provide overall master plan c/w planting plan, lighting plan, circulation plan, etc.
2. Spray Park
• Provide Concrete Pad sufficient to minimize “ponding”, with light broom finish.
Coloured concrete to be used to provide aesthetic quality
• Provide “dry” seating areas for observers (seating opportunities)
• Provide variety of water experiences for all ages
• Provide fencing around site
• Provide shade opportunities
3. Upgrade Play Structure
• Install new structure
2015
Football: ($22,162.50)
• Develop 1 Junior Field at Vincent Massey High School (160’ x 360’)
Paddle Pools: ($35,460.00)
• Remove River Heights and East End paddle pool and building
Fitness Stations: Along Existing Trail System ($118,200.00)
• Install 8 opportunities
Playground Structures: Annual Upgrades ($118,200.00)
• Patmore, Empress Bay and Westridge Community Centre Playground
2016
Hub #5: Sir Winston Churchill Park ($1,091,363.00)
1. General
• Provide overall master plan c/w planting plan, lighting plan, circulation plan, etc.
2. Spray Park
• Provide Concrete Pad sufficient to minimize “ponding”, with light broom finish.
Coloured concrete to be used to provide aesthetic quality
• Provide “dry” seating areas for observers (seating opportunities)
• Provide variety of water experiences for all ages
• Provide fencing around site
• Provide shade opportunities
3. Sand Volleyball Court
• 50’x80’’’ sand pit, perch site so as to allow surface drainage and minimize
“ponding”
• Provide appropriate net and support structure
4. Skateboard Obstacles
• Design / build four cast-in-place concrete skateboarding opportunities along
walking path
• Provide appropriate pedestrian / cyclist-safe upgrades to allow multi-use
5. Upgrade Play Structure
• Install new structure
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6. Toboggan Hill
• Use on site fill, additional fill will be required to achieve adequate slope for use
7. BMX Trail
• Soil based trail
• Provide adequate drainage
8. Washroom Facilities
• 3 stalls for each gender c/w adequate change room facility
• Provide for potential structural requirements (ie. piles)
2017
Playground Structures: Annual Upgrades ($65,156.00)
• Green Acres School Playground
2018
Hub #6: Stanley Park ($436,126.50)
1. General
• Provide overall master plan c/w planting plan, lighting plan, circulation plan, etc.
2. Spray Park
• Provide Concrete Pad sufficient to minimize “ponding”, with light broom finish.
Coloured concrete to be used to provide aesthetic quality,
• Provide “dry” seating areas for observers (seating opportunities)
• Provide variety of water experiences for all ages
• Provide fencing around site
• Provide shade opportunities
3. Upgrade Play Structure
• Install new structure
4. Tennis Court (Resurface)
• 108’x120’ asphalt pad/sport court with line painting
5. Washroom Facilities
• 3 stalls for each gender c/w adequate change room facility
• Provide for potential structural requirements (ie. piles)
2019
Playground Structures: Annual Upgrades ($142,400.00)
• George Fitton School, Garwod and South End Playground (City w/School
Division)
Paddle Pools: ($21,360.00)
• Remove Kirkcaldy Paddle Pool
Fitness Stations: Along Existing Trail System ($71,200.00)
• Install 8 opportunities
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4.0

IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING
There are numerous variables that are inherent to the structure of the Brandon
Recreation Facilities Master Plan, along with a number of large unknowns that
could change the course of how it unfolds both physically, programmatically and
financially. The Master Plan should act as a guide over the next ten to fifteen years
by using the Guiding Principles, as adopted herein, when any decisions on the
future of recreation facilities in Brandon are made.
By continuing to involve the community in the overall Recreation Facilities Plan
(through ongoing discussions with the service groups), the education of those
groups and the City will highlight many potential opportunities and, quite possibly,
identify deficiencies much earlier. The best method to involve the community and
make decisions about recreation facilities will be the centralization of a booking
system for recreation programs in Brandon, as recommended. By doing this, the
City will be able to monitor usage of all facilities, and be able to adjust decisions
about those facilities based on actual demand. There should be a premium placed
on peak hours availability and field quality to ensure efficient use of facilities. This
monitoring process will be able to help redirect operations focus to where the
demand truly is.
It is important that the City of Brandon enter into discussions already begun
between the Brandon University and the YMCA as soon as possible as the results
from this potential partnership may have many impacts on the Master Plan that are
beyond financial investment. Depending on which direction negotiations between
the three parties go, there will be a need to proceed with caution to ensure that
decisions on this facility do not negatively impact the overall Recreation Facilities
Master Plan.
The City of Brandon is currently on a positive move towards recreation
opportunities for its general population. Principles have identified the need to
provide for accessibility and affordability to all to maintain a healthy and growing
community. With a steadily increasing population and changing demographic, it
will be essential that the City of Brandon continue to meet with the community
and reference this Master Plan to stay informed about both increased recreation
needs and emerging trends in order to continue to improve the health of all of its
citizens.
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INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY
The Community Leisure and Recreation Survey 2006 for the City of Brandon, MB is a
co-operative effort between the Brandon: In Motion Committee; the Brandon Family
Y.M.C.A.; Brandon’s Community Strategic Plan Committee; and the City of Brandon:
Community Services Department. The City of Brandon was responsible for the
coordination, design and analysis of the resulting data which will be included with the
city’s current development of a Recreation Plan for 2007.
The Community Leisure and Recreation Surveys were inserted with the Water Bills of
approximately 13,000 households throughout the community; as well, handed out during
2 Public Consultations; and was available upon request through the Community Services
Department.
December 10th, 2006 was the deadline for the surveys to be returned and a total of 697
household responses were received (approximately 5.4%) of the targeted community.
Reading Data Tables
The data tables represent the number of respondents and associated percentage of the
sample who answered each of the survey questions.
Several questions on the survey asked for more than one answer or allowed for the
respondents to provide additional responses in the category of “Other, please specify”.
Each question will identify the number of responses for the purpose of analyzing the
results as shown.
Full details on all of the responses related to “Other, please specify” is included in an
Appendix.

QUESTION 1 (out of 697 responses)
Please indicate the NUMBER OF PEOPLE in your household who took part in each of
the following leisure or recreational activities during the PAST 12 MONTHS.

ACTIVITY
Walking for pleasure (side walks)
Walking for pleasure (pathways)
Gardening
Attending a fair or festival
Attending sports events as a spectator
Doing a craft or hobby (e.g. photography,
woodwork, sewing)
Golf (other than driving range or mini-golf)
Cycling (pathways)
Cycling (streets)
Visiting a museum, art gallery
Attending live theatre (not movies)
Playing video, computer or electronic
games
Swimming (indoor pool)
Attending educational courses
Ice Skating (Oval)
Aerobics / Fitness / Aqua size / Yoga
Bowling
Dancing (e.g. social, folk, jazz)
Jogging / Running
Taking part in the arts (e.g. drama, music,
drawing, writing)
Fishing
Tobogganing / Sledding
Picnicking (within the city)
Swimming (outdoor pool)
Ice Skating (Community Centers)
Curling
Cross-Country Skiing
Motor Boating
Ice Skating (Indoor)
Soccer
Playing bingo, casino games
Ice Hockey
Volleyball
Swimming lessons
Tennis
Softball
Basketball
Water Skiing

# of people
participating
1447
1361
850
1101
1071

# of households
with at least 1
participant
634
618
507
481
473

% of
households with
at least one
participant
91%
89%
73%
69%
68%

813
672
834
804
634
665

458
383
378
363
337
337

66%
55%
54%
52%
48%
48%

606
673
478
599
357
478
393
352

319
287
288
258
247
235
225
221

46%
41%
41%
37%
35%
34%
32%
32%

395
404
548
493
476
344
229
261
405
332
202
182
173
181
209
183
156
163
192

221
212
209
197
190
162
159
151
149
138
124
119
116
114
108
96
95
94
93

32%
30%
30%
28%
27%
23%
23%
22%
21%
20%
18%
17%
17%
16%
15%
14%
14%
13%
13%

Track and Field
Snowboarding
Baseball
Badminton
Skateboarding
Shooting (Trap / Skeet / Target)
Wall Climbing
Football / Rugby
Martial arts (e.g. Judo, Karate)
Gymnastics
Lawn Bowling
Archery
Squash
Racquetball
BMX Biking
Orienteering
Field hockey
Ringette

125
108
116
97
81
79
95
69
66
56
65
59
43
42
32
30
20
9

83
67
66
61
57
53
52
48
44
41
37
36
26
25
23
20
12
6

12%
10%
9%
9%
8%
8%
7%
7%
6%
6%
5%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%
2%
1%

QUESTION 2 (out of 697 responses)
Please LIST your own personal (3) favorite leisure or recreational activities and indicate
how many times you participated in EACH activity during the PAST 12 MONTHS.

ACTIVITY
Walking for Pleasure (sidewalks/pathways)
Cycling (streets/pathways)
Golf (other than driving range or mini-golf)
Aerobics / Fitness / Aqua size / Yoga
Gardening
Swimming (outdoor pool/indoor pool/lessons)
Curling
Doing a craft or hobby (e.g. photography,
woodwork, sewing)
Jogging / Running
Attending a sports event as a spectator
Cross-Country Skiing
Ice Hockey
Fishing
Attending live theatre (not movies)
Taking part in the arts (e.g. drama, music,
drawing, writing)
Dancing (e.g. social, folk, jazz)
Ice Skating (Community Centers/indoor/oval)
53 - Other - reading
Baseball

#1
FAVORITE
172
44
89
42
20
28
30

#2
FAVORITE
112
63
54
32
34
25
24

#3
FAVORITE
101
61
22
21
36
29
11

T0TAL #
of
responses
385
168
165
95
90
82
65

18
29
9
3
11
8
2

18
15
21
15
10
13
12

27
13
24
18
11
11
17

63
57
54
36
32
32
31

9
8
4
5
3

9
10
11
14
10

11
11
13
5
7

29
29
28
24
20

Bowling
Motor Boating
Tennis
Softball
Soccer
Playing video, computer or electronic games
55 - Other - camping
Volleyball
Playing bingo, casino games
Snowboarding
Visiting a museum, art gallery
51 - Other - rollerblading
Basketball
Lawn Bowling
Martial Arts (e.g. Judo, Karate)
Football /Rugby
Tobogganing / Sledding
Squash
Racquetball
56 - Other - horseback riding / equestrian
Picnicking (within the city)
Badminton
Attending a fair or festival
Shooting (Trap / Skeet / Target)
Attending educational courses
Water Skiing
52 - Other - floor hockey
Gymnastics
Skateboarding
Track and Field
Field Hockey
Ringette
BMX Biking
Wall Climbing
Orienteering
Archery
57 - Other (specify)
99 - no answer

1
3
8
7
5
1
5
7
4
4
0
5
6
2
3
1
0
3
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
45
49

11
8
5
6
5
2
2
3
2
2
0
2
1
5
3
3
0
0
3
2
0
0
2
2
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
47
76

7
7
3
1
4
11
7
3
6
3
8
1
0
0
0
2
6
2
1
1
4
3
2
1
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
37
121

19
18
16
14
14
14
14
13
12
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
129
246

QUESTION 3 (out of 514 responses)
List the top (2) leisure / opportunities that you believe that Brandon needs to have in
order to provide a good quality of living.

Leisure facility/opportunity needed…
Walking, cycling, jogging paths
Swimming / Aquatics
Fitness centers/Recreation
facilities/Gyms
Golf Course
YMCA
Ice Skating Surfaces
Parks / Green spaces
No Answers
TOTAL

# of Respondents
205
110

% of
Respondents
20.00%
10.70%

81
62
56
54
46
82
514 (x2)

7.90%
6.00%
5.40%
5.3^%
4.50%
8%
67.8% of 100%

QUESTION 4 (out of 697 responses)
People have many reasons for taking part in leisure activities. Based on your favorite
leisure activity, how IMPORTANT are EACH of the following reasons to you? (Please
circle ONE number for EACH.)
Not
Important
To compete with others
To show others I can do it
To learn / improve my skills or knowledge
For a challenge
For excitement
To keep busy
To help my community
To be creative
For physical health or exercise
To be with my family
To do things with my friends
To meet new people
To relax
For pleasure
To do something different from work
To enjoy nature
To be away from my family

#
399
410
84
89
111
99
167
200
10
104
67
112
18
8
79
52
460

%
57%
59%
12%
13%
16%
14%
24%
29%
1%
15%
10%
16%
3%
1%
11%
7%
66%

Somewhat
Important
#
135
138
120
141
144
124
195
182
22
93
97
205
74
32
93
75
113

%
19%
20%
17%
20%
21%
18%
28%
26%
3%
13%
14%
29%
11%
5%
13%
11%
16%

Important
#
69
62
264
240
219
253
194
165
138
200
262
205
264
224
213
245
31

%
10%
9%
38%
34%
31%
36%
28%
24%
20%
29%
38%
29%
38%
32%
31%
35%
4%

Very
Important
#
39
30
186
175
167
176
74
86
506
248
235
122
297
401
240
293
25

%
6%
4%
27%
25%
24%
25%
11%
12%
73%
36%
34%
18%
43%
58%
34%
42%
4%

No
response
#
55
57
43
52
56
45
67
64
20
51
35
52
44
32
72
32
68

%
8%
8%
6%
7%
8%
6%
10%
9%
3%
7%
5%
7%
6%
5%
10%
5%
10%

QUESTION 5 (out of 697 responses)
Is there a leisure or recreational activity that you DO NOT take part in now, but you
WOULD LIKE to start doing regularly? (Please check ONE box only)
*(NOTE-if answer is NO-go to Question 8)
New activity
No
Yes
No answer
TOTAL

# of Respondents
392
252
53
697

% of Respondents
56.2%
36.1%
7.6%
100%

QUESTION 6 (out of 252 responses)
Please specify which leisure or recreational activity you would MOST LIKE TO START.
(Name ONE activity only)

Activity MOST LIKE to START
Fitness (e.g. yoga, Pilates, aerobics,
etc.)
Swimming (e.g. aqua sizes, lessons,
etc.)
Running (e.g. outdoors, indoors)
Dancing (e.g. lessons, ballroom, etc.)
Ice skating (e.g. indoors, oval, speed,
etc.)

# of Respondents

% of
Respondents

36

14.30%

23
15
9

9.10%
6%
3.60%

9

3.60%

QUESTION 7 (out of 337 responses)
People have many reasoning for NOT taking part in leisure or recreational activity. Based
on the activity you listed in Question 5, how IMPORTANT are EACH of the following
reasons for not starting this activity? (Please circle ONE number EACH.)
Not
#
Admission fees or other charges for
facilities or programs
The cost (rental or purchase) of equipment,
meterial or supplies
The recreational facilities or areas are
overcrowded
The recreational facilities or areas are
poorly kept or maintained
I don't know where I can take part in this
activity
There is no opportunity for me to do it in the
community

%

Somewhat
#
%

Important
#
%

Very
#

No
%

#

%

92

27%

87

26%

83

25%

61

18%

14

4%

108

32%

78

23%

82

24%

51

15%

18

5%

95

28%

89

26%

72

21%

50

15%

31

9%

88

26%

65

19%

78

23%

68

20%

38

11%

142

42%

43

13%

68

20%

46

14%

38

11%

141

42%

52

15%

47

14%

57

17%

40

12%

The cost of transportation

211

63%

49

15%

30

9%

13

4%

34

10%

Too busy with my family

110

33%

71

21%

77

23%

42

12%

37

11%

Too busy with my work

105

31%

65

19%

78

23%

53

16%

36

11%

I am physically unable to take part

234

69%

28

8%

18

5%

18

5%

39

12%

QUESTION 8 (out of 697 responses)
Have you done volunteer work connected with culture, recreation, sports or parks in the
PAST 12 MONTHS? (Please check ONE only)
*(NOTE-if answer is NO-go to Question 12)
Done volunteer
work in past 12
months
Yes
No
No answer
TOTAL

# of Respondents
402
251
44
697

% of Respondents
57.70%
36.00%
6.30%
100%

QUESTION 9 (out of 402 responses)
With what kind of group did you work as a
volunteer?
(Note)-the % of respondents is based on the (402) people who said “yes” to question 8.
Group
Conservation, parks, ecology
Community league or association
Youth group (e.g. Scouts, Guides,
Cadets)
School
Cultural group
Service club
Local sport team or club
City (Communities in Bloom, Strategic
Plan, Community sweep, etc.)
Special sport/recreation event (e.g.
tournaments, Special Olympics, etc.)
Other (please specify)

# of Respondents
45

% of Respondents
11.20%

84

20.90%

43
115
47
102
128

6.20%
28.60%
11.70%
25.40%
31.80%

57

14.20%

119
148

29.60%
36.80%

QUESTION 10 (out of 402 responses)
What job(s) did you do as a volunteer? (Please check ALL boxes that apply.)
Job
Volunteer worker
Committee member
Executive
Coach, Manager or Instructor
Other (please specify)

# of Respondents
375
160
103
85
3

% of Respondents
93.30%
39.80%
25.60%
21.10%
0.70%

QUESTION 11 (out of 402 responses)
How many hours in an AVERAGE WEEK did you spend doing volunteer work during
the PAST 12 MONTHS? (Please check ONE box only.)
Hours in a week
1 to 5 hours
6 to 10 hours
11 to 15 hours
more than 15 hours

# of Respondents
256
70
23
53

% of Respondents
63.70%
17.40%
5.70%
13.20%

QUESTION 12 (out of 697 responses)
How many times in the LAST 12 MONTHS have you left Brandon to participate in a
leisure activity (e.g. theatre, Portage Island Park, etc.)?
12 a) How many times?
How many times in PAST 12 MONTHS
1 to 5 times
5 to 10 times
10 to 15 times
over 15 times
No answer
None
TOTAL

# of Respondents
255
115
50
115
157
5
697

% of
Respondents
36.60%
16.50%
7.20%
16.50%
22.50%
0.70%
100%

# of Respondents
177
118
107
81
70
70
57
54
44
315
5
697

% of
Respondents
25.40%
16.90%
15.40%
11.60%
10%
10%
8.20%
7.70%
6.30%
45.20%
0.70%
100%

12 b) Activities / Location?

Destination or Activity
Winnipeg, MB.
Lakes / Parks / Cabins
Theatre / Concerts / Museums / Arts
Out of Province
Sporting events / Competitions
Camping / Boating / Fishing / Hiking
Water parks / Swimming
Golfing
Portage La Prairie, MB.
No Answer
None
TOTAL

QUESTION 13 (out of 697 responses)
How should recreation services and public parks be supported?
Source of funds
Through a combination of taxes & user
fees
Mainly through taxes
No answer
Mainly through fees for users
Other (please specify)

# of Respondents

% of Respondents

472
128
51
37
9

68%
18.40%
7.30%
5.30%
1.30%

QUESTION 14 (out of 697 responses)
Which Brandon parks have you visited in the PAST 12 MONTHS (e.g. Riverbank, Dog
Park, Green Acres School Park, etc.)?

Brandon PARKS VISITED
Riverbank/Discovery Center
Eleanor Kidd Park
Queen Elizabeth Park
Dinsdale Park
School Grounds (any)
Stanley Park
Dog Park
Rideau Park
Princess Park
Skating Oval
NONE
NO ANSWER

# of Respondents
525
244
159
132
88
76
61
45
38
35
19
83

% of
Respondents
75.30%
35%
22.80%
18.90%
12.60%
10.90%
8.80%
6.50%
5.50%
5%
2.70%
11.90%

QUESTION 15 (out of 697 responses)
What is your gender?
Gender
Female
Male
No answer
Answered both
TOTAL

# of Respondents
411
264
20
2
697

% of Respondents
59%
38%
2.90%
0.30%
100%

QUESTION 16 (out of 697 responses)
How old are you?
Age
18-29
30-49
50-64
65+
No answer
TOTAL

# of Respondents
91
201
228
161
16
697

% of Respondents
13.10%
28.80%
32.70%
23.10%
2.30%
100%

QUESTION 17 (out of 697 responses)
What is the HIGHEST level of education YOU have completed? (Please check ONE box
only.)
Level of education achieved
Elementary/Junior/High
School
Technical/Vocational program
College
University
Other
No answer
TOTAL

# of Respondents

% of Respondents

162
83
122
297
13
20
697

23.20%
12.00%
17.50%
42.60%
1.90%
2.90%
100%

QUESTION 18 (out of 697 responses)
Which of the following best describes your household? (Please check ONE box only.)
Best describes household
Couple with no children
Couple with children
Single person
Single parent family
2 or more unrelated single
adults
2 or more related adults
Other
No answer
TOTAL

# of Respondents
253
198
120
26

% of Respondents
36.30%
28.40%
17.20%
3.70%

27
53
4
16
697

3.90%
7.60%
1%
2.30%
100%

QUESTION 19 (out of 697 responses)
How many members of your household are in the following age groups? Please specify
the NUMBER OF PEOPLE in each AGE GROUP. (REMEMBER to include yourself.)

Age Group
(years)
Under 5 years
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 to 29
30 to 49
50 to 64
65 years and over

# of People in Households
71
80
96
136
195
405
444
276

QUESTION 20 (out of 697 responses)
In terms of your household’s financial situation, would you say that you consider yourself
to be:

Household's financial situation
Living reasonably comfortable
Living very comfortable
Experiencing difficulties financially
No answer
TOTAL

# of Respondents
470
145
60
22
697

% of Respondents
67.40%
20.80%
8.60%
3.20%
100%

Appendix B
Combined Community
Consultation Notes

City of Brandon Recreation Facilities Master Plan

City of Brandon
Recreation Facilities Master Plan
Community Consultation Notes

SUMMARY
Over the past few months, City of Brandon staff held fourteen meetings with eighteen user
groups. The groups included representatives from the Brandon School Division, Keystone
Centre and sports/recreation groups such as softball, baseball, curling, football,
playgrounds, paddlepools, rugby, soccer and tennis.
Presented are the meeting notes from these various user groups highlighting maintenance
requirements, area development, benefits of having a multi-use facility, partnership agreements,
usage of facilities and the overall challenges that these groups face.
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RECREATION PLAN - BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION
January 11, 2007, 1:30pm
In Attendance: Mel Clark, Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Esther Bryan
•

Maintenance budget from the City needs to be reinstated to assist the School Division with maintenance

•

School Division believes that public recreation is the responsibility of the City

•

The School Division is concerned with liability in having their properties used by the public in after
school activities

•

The City does the bookings for the school grounds and the school buildings – this is unique in that in
Winnipeg the School’s book their own facilities

•

There is no cost to use the school grounds only to use the school buildings

•

There is a need to establish an agreement between the City and the School for maintenance and in
order to maximize the use of the grounds

•

Groups can use the school for change rooms and washrooms if they pay the cost of the school rental

•

Rental rates for the school buildings is based on paying for the cost of the School Division staff to be on
site (two hours of overtime is minimum)

•

There is football at Vincent Massey, Neelin and Crocus High Schools

•

Youth football should be accommodate in the Middle Year school grounds

•

What is needed/or to be explored:
o Monitoring of trends and usage of football and ball to prepare for future development or reduction
in fields
o Agreement between the City and the School Division in order to address school ground
maintenance ($10,000 to $15,000 from each group is needed)
o Need to recognize the gift in kind that is done (equipment use)
o Liability issues addressed
o Need to explore the idea of installing irrigation to the fields through a natural well system
o Need an inventory and assessment of existing playgrounds/structures, fields, fences, etc
o Need a chain link fence by the ball field at Crocus Plains
o Could put new football fields on land that is currently designated for School, but in which there is
not school planned for many, many years
o Need to maximize use and explore opportunities for enhancement of recreation use and shared
costs
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RECREATION PLAN - MAJOR FACILITIES - KEYSTONE CENTRE
December 12, 2006, 1:30pm
In Attendance: Patty Griffith, Dan Robertson, Esther Bryan
•

There are three indoor ice surfaces at the Keystone

•

During the winter months (October to March) there are a minimum of 5 weeks that there is no ice
available at the Keystone due to major/special events

•

User groups go to the Sportsplex or surrounding communities when the Keystone is not available

•

Future development may push the need for another ice surface – however current demand does not
warrant another ice surface

•

There is the potential to dome an existing Community Centre – however, the Keystone Centre does not
feel their current user groups would not go to this style of rink

•

The Keystone’s biggest money maker is the adult hockey ($150.00/hour for adults - $115.00 hour for
youth)

•

Availability of ice is depended on events at the Keystone Centre i.e. curling, fairs, concerts

•

There are priority users – Brandon Wheat Kings & Provincial Exhibition are the top two

•

There is another five year option on the Brandon Wheat Kings agreement at current rates

•

Events may include the Safeway Select Curling

•

Major curling events such as the Brier can no longer be held at Keystone due to lack of seating

•

The Keystone sport court floor is well used for soccer – both adult and youth (youth rate is $55.00/hour,
adult rate is $65.00/hour)

•

The youth teams do not have any issues with the sport court floor

•

The adult teams would like to have side boards for the sport court

•

The roof leaks in the room with the sport court floor and they have a permanent poly tarp installed to
catch the rain and snow melts, City Square arena requires major renovation in heating, roofing & lighting

•

There is potential for the use of the sport court floor to grow

•

If a new sport court floor was put in elsewhere this would take away the revenue from the Keystone

•

Keystone makes approx $27,000 for sport court rentals (from November to mid March)

•

Future needs include in the next 10 to 15 years:
o Seating expansion from 5,000 to 75,000 or 10,000 seats in the main area
o Replacement of the ice plant for the north end arenas
o Repair to the roof in the sport court area
o Addition of boards and amenities to the sport court area
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RECREATION PLAN – YMCA / CITY OF BRANDON RECREATION MEETING
November 7, 2006, 12:00 Noon
In Attendance: Lon Cullen, Kerri Bridges,
Esther Bryan, Perry Roque, Kathleen Beaton, Cathy Snelgrove
Discussion:
•

The main topic for the meeting was to determine how much indoor aquatics space was required and
in what format

•

Information was shared about the current loading in both the YMCA Pool and the Sportsplex

•

Preliminary analysis was done in the meeting to understand the amount of programmed hours that
would need to be available in the pools to meet the community’s needs

•

Through preliminary analysis it was determined that the existing quantity of water in the community
was meeting the needs of participants, but that there were issues on configuration and on the
existing support infrastructure
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

No real leisure component to the existing water
There should be available leisure water on an ongoing basis and access should not be
dependant on formalized programming
Zero entry water is important as our population ages
There needs to be water available for lap and swim lesson activity
There is currently no family changerooms at either facility and there is an increase in the
demand for these
Significant funds needed at both pools to replace existing aging infrastructure
The need for a 50 meter pool configuration is minimal except for the one meet / year hosted
by the Blue Fins Swim Club

There was some discussion regarding the YMCA plans for development and whether those would
meet the needs of the community. The plans for the new development will be based on the role of
the City in the plans. If the City is going to be part of the plans, then the community’s needs will
have to be met, but if not then the development will reflect the needs of the existing and anticipated
membership

Action Items
• Combine the numbers from both the Sportsplex and the YMCA to develop an overall picture for the
capacity
•

Provide copies to both parties
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - BALL DIAMONDS
Kinsmen & Westbran Stadium Representatives
November 21, 2006, 1:00pm
In Attendance:
Brad Schoonbaert, Nate Andrews, Gillian Potter, Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
•

The Senior AA men have been approached by the Millennium Park group regarding having the
opportunity to develop a field there

•

The Jail Diamond has been considered as a possibility in the event of a short notice eviction from
Kinsmen…that would have to be checked/negotiated with the Province, as no one was playing there at
all this year (security concerns, the Province did not want anyone under the age of 18 playing there,
adults might work)

•

The absolute ideal option would be to develop Westbran #6 into a senior diamond
o it would need to be both widened and lengthened, but the fences could most likely be re-used
o the back stop would have to be tripled in height, but could be netting or some other temporary
measure in the short term
o in-field dimensions would have to be evaluated, but could be close to what is needed
o Dugouts?
o Lights: if lights were installed into #6, by having lights facing both ways from the poles, they
could also light a softball diamond, thereby making them eligible to host provincial/national
tournaments (definite opportunity for partnerships in the diamond development)
o Parking?

•

Many benefits of having a multi-use facility (baseball, softball, soccer, rugby all in river corridor area):
shared maintenance facilities, resources, costs; canteen & washrooms to service all sports

•

There is significant use of both Kinsmen and Westbran by high school teams for practices, games and
tournaments…this is something to consider and discuss with the school division, if even one of the
school facilities were upgraded, there would be much less stress on the schedules at the major
diamonds. If one of the high school diamonds was upgraded, perhaps it could even help accommodate
the needs of the midget program that is struggling to find times on diamonds in town

•

Are there any sponsorship dollar opportunities for naming rights for facilities?

•

Is there any way that the outfield of Westbran could double as a football facility? (dimensions and slope
would need to be investigated)

•

Grant money for facility developments? Partnerships between groups?
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - BALL DIAMONDS
Mixed Slow Pitch Representative
November 23, 2006, 4:00pm
In Attendance: Bill Key, Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
•

Pretty consistently 38 teams in the league

•

Insurance issues/concerns: Research Station requires it, it is assumed/expected that it is only a matter
of time before Manitoba Hydro & BMHC head in this direction

•

Concerns regarding development vs. recreation. Argyle Courts has two diamonds that were lost in the
housing development of that area. Rick mentioned that there is a real opportunity for developing a
diamond (or two?) at the 26th & Maryland location. (school site)

•

League play on school diamonds is an option….School Division liability…perhaps they will not allow it or
also get on the necessity for outside insurance bandwagon

•

It is agreed essentially across the board that May & June are the most difficult scheduling months for
everyone….everyone vying for the same facilities

•

Other areas of potential development discussed
o
o
o

Keystone Centre: unfortunately we never know how/when/where they will develop, so it would
seem unwise to begin developing any diamonds there with no long term commitments
Cornwallis Park: lots of space, used to be a diamond there….possibility of it being within City
limits now or in the future?
26th & Maryland
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - BALL DIAMONDS
Westman Softball & Brandon Minor Baseball Representatives
November 22, 2006, 1:00pm
In Attendance: Westman Softball: Jerry Stewart, Brett Turner, Rich Shadlock
Minor Ball: Faron Asham, Cal Truscott, Gerald Barr
City: Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
•

Minor Ball has really felt neglected by the City over the years

•

Booking System of senior diamonds (mostly Westbran) not at all effective, on more than a few
occasions, they’ve booked the diamond, and arrived to it being locked up. They realize that it is staffing
dependant, but if a better system was in place, there wouldn’t be so much time when the diamond was
sitting idle, just because there isn’t anyone available to open up for a group

•

There are active discussions currently between both of these organizations regarding merging and
running with one executive, coordinating resources and manpower

•

May and June everyone is scrambling for the same facilities, July to September is less hectic, with the
elevated level players training, provincial teams, traveling teams, etc.

•

All of the partnership discussions/opportunities are about maximizing resources; money, equipment
and manpower

•

Cluster facilities are really the way the groups want to go

•

SPORTSPLEX thoughts: Could there be a ball diamond built? Could football play in the centre of the
track?

•

To renovate a diamond at Millennium Park to accommodate the midget and senior level of play, would
affect 3 or 4 other diamonds. Could be done, would just need some pre-planning and design review

•

There is rumoured to be more land available at the Simplot site to further expand Millennium Park

•

Youth football could be making use of Millennium Park

•

Discussion regarding the selling of some of the city property diamonds and what would take their
place…Greenspace? Housing?

•

Why not take the initiative and get moving on establishing another senior diamond before Kinsmen is
phased out?

•

Rick made it very clear that the City is more than willing to participate in the on-going discussions and
planning of the development of whatever is needed, but the City’s involvement is not necessarily in
money…but more realistically, in-kind; manpower, equipment, expertise. He also explained that the
Recreation Plan results will not be specific or targeted directions but more generalized
recommendations
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - CURLING
January 18, 2006, 9:00am
In Attendance: Darrell Creighton, Rick Bailey,
David Sheperd - Wheat City Curling Club, Jean Pickett - Riverview Curling Club
•

Both clubs have very strong curling numbers, had lost a small percentage of curlers this season
basically due to Wheat City Curling club in question

•

All curling sheets, Riverview Curling rink has 4 sheets, Wheat City Curling Club has 6 sheets and
Brandon Curling Club has 8 sheets. All sheets are needed to fulfill all the leagues and believe if we lost
the 6 sheets at the Wheat City Curling club we could potentially lose 350 curlers that will never come
back as they will fulfill their recreational needs with another sport or hobby

•

Shilo Curling rink is no longer operating

•

Very limited with time frames when scheduling leagues. Both clubs run leagues in afternoons to
accommodate Master leagues, late afternoon for Junior leagues and early evening for regular leagues.
They find it very difficult to schedule league play after 9:00pm due to majority of these curlers work

•

One of the challenges for both clubs is getting younger curlers interested. They are faced with a large
amount of curlers in the 50-60 year range and leaving a gap in the regular leagues and junior leagues

•

Trying to bring interest into the school curriculum has also been a struggle

•

Issue of scheduling events at the Keystone has interrupted regular curling at the Brandon Club

•

What happens with the Rec Center really does affect the Wheat City Curling Club. Lots of questions will
have to be addresses with this issue. At one time the curling rink was a separate entity from the golf
course, and maybe it needs to be this way again

•

If we were to lose the Rec Center, expanding at the Keystone would definitely not be a good idea

•

Riverview Curling Club is a very secure club. It has been in operation for over 35 years. It has a great
board of directors that have been able to do a lot of fundraising to upgrade this facility. At this point, the
club has no intention of expanding. They have a volunteer base which has taken ownership of this
facility

•

Both Clubs realize that you can not run a facility on curling fees alone. Fundraising and holding big
events like the Select and the Masters had generated lot of funds

•

We are in need of a 10 or 15 year plan, where clubs don’t have to operate in the “survival mode” but
operate in a “planning mode”. Taking ownership of this plan takes commitment from all clubs and the
City of Brandon. We need to change society’s way of thinking and making sure volunteers are needed
in all aspects of running a successful club. Too many of today’s public just want to pay a fee and not do
any volunteering

•

There is a need for stability and a long term plan
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - FOOTBALL
High Schools & Westman Youth Football Representatives
December 12, 2006, 4:15pm
In Attendance: Shaun Cameron & Jason Jones (Vincent Massey), Robert Cullen (Neelin & Westman
Youth Football), City: Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
•

Football is flourishing in Brandon!
o First time in history that all three high schools have had football teams/programs
o 260 kids in the youth program, they expect 300 next season (compared to Winnipeg which has
about 2100 kids in their program, per capita, we’re way ahead)

•

Youth Football needs a facility/equipment storage area. There have been preliminary discussions at
Neelin about incorporating a building there (partnering with school). Having a centralixed location for
the program is very important…lots of kids biking to practice

•

The high schools practice on their own fields, but games are at Kinsmen (unfortunately, because
Kinsmen is so incredibly booked, they are forced to play very early, eliminating an even bigger crowd
that they already draw, because so many people are still at work)

•

Vincent Massey field in horrendous shape, Neelin is fabulous, Crocus? (there is a very real opportunity
to optimize the use of the school facilities here). Perhaps the development of a stadium like facility at
VMHS? Great location, lots of parking, they could upgrade the field, bring in bleachers, lights, really
foster the feeling of community)

•

Football is one of the most reasonably priced sports to be involved in in Brandon
o WYFA registration is only $192 and they provide all equipment
o High schools never turn a kid away because they can’t afford to play

•

Discussion about the possibility of using the inside of the Sportsplex as a football venue (we will
investigate the dimensions of the field). Encouraging discussions about the appeal of the Sportsplex
facility; lots of parking, lots of bleachers, elevated coaching tower, access to the building for bathrooms,
changerooms, canteen, etc.

•

Football seasons: Youth is April - June, High school is August - October

•

Football and soccer could partner….football seems doubtful that soccer would agree

•

What the football programs desire is one high quality field (maximum playing field measurement
150 x 65) properly prepared and crowned, access to bathrooms/ changerooms/showers, room
for bleachers

The group suggested that we contact the Westman Wild adult football league to get their feedback on the
Recreation Plan as well.
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - PLAYGROUNDS & PADDLEPOOLS
Daycare Representatives
December 12, 2006, 10:00am
In Attendance: Southwest Daycare: Barb Baumung; Fuzzy Bears: Pat; Valleyview Kidzone: Sheri;
Assiniboine Early Learning Centre: Jackie; Linden Kid’s Klub: Shelley;
City: Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
•

Most of the daycares were very clear that as far as playgrounds are concerned, they all basically had
their own, their concerns were more for the neighbourhoods themselves, so that all ages of
neighbourhood kids have somewhere to go and something to do

•

The core area has very specific needs and that is for lots of activities at no charge

•

Valleyview Kidzone use the Valleyview paddlepool every day

•

Fuzzy Bears uses Sportsplex paddlepool every day

•

It would be interesting and informative to have the attendance figures for the paddlepools for the last few
years

•

Transportation is a major concern for the daycares, getting to wherever the community pools will be
located (access to & ease of transportation, cost of transportation)

•

The hours of the pools should keep in mind the daycare regulation to keep kids out of the sun between
noon and 3pm (to limit sun exposure during peak UV times)

•

Rick made it clear that the development of Stanley Park is such a success story, that the formula for it’s
success will be followed when the next spray parks are planned & designed

•

$250,000 per park is the estimate for development (that does not include clearing/preparing a site) The
four potential sites that Rick outlined were: Linden Lanes, 3rd & Aberdeen, Rideau Park, North Hill

•

Some discussion about Splash Island in Portage la Prairie…is this something our community needs
and/or could support…it is certainly an amenity, but it is not a money maker, at this point we are looking
at free services for the community

•

Suggestions for future play structures developments, if playgrounds could incorporate structures for all
ages, that would really benefit the daycares that have age ranges from 2-10. The little kids are difficult
to accommodate on the larger structures

•

Other wishes from the group: picnic areas, shade, bathrooms

•

Small, safe toboggan areas?
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - RUGBY
Brandon Barbarians Rugby Club Representatives
December 7, 2006, 2:00pm
In Attendance: Barbarians: Sandy Donald, Kevin Teneycke;
City: Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
•

The rugby association is very open to sharing/sub-leasing to football and/or soccer

•

Rugby is looking to expand, they’ve begun the process of filling an area near their field to establish a
practice field (it could be the same dimensions as a football field…more sharing possibilities). There are
some land ownership issues that are holding this process up

•

The rugby program is thriving in Brandon right now, men’s program, women’s program, senior, colts,
youth (including the high school programs which play down at their field)

•

They are happy to allow, and fully support the concept of a multi-use facility, they would of course
expect some user/maintenance fees to be paid by other groups renting the field, since they are solely
responsible for the maintenance and up-keep

•

While the field dimensions are slightly different, there are definitely opportunities for multi-sport use of
the field

•

They are burdened with constantly having to replace their watering equipment, if the City has any
excess supplies in that regard, they could certainly be put to use

•

On the whole, they have been very, very pleased with the support and cooperation of the City
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - SOCCER
Brandon Soccer Association
December 22, 2006, 1:30pm
In Attendance: Scott Haddow, Alex McPhail, Cathy Snelgrove, Esther Bryan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

1200-1500 Youth participate during the summer months
200 to 300 of these are from the surrounding area
The Optimist Soccer Park is at capacity for development
Other fields that are used are located at Meadows and Fleming School grounds as well as Dinsdale
Park - there is an issue in regard to washrooms, parking and maintenance
Most school grounds are in too rough of shape and the goals are too small
There are nine fields at Optimist Park with two more being developed and ready for play in 2007
There is no place to expand at the Optimist Park
Dinsdale Park is not an option for development
Dyking work is needed at Optimist and the Association does not have the funds to do this
The Association pays property taxes on land based on fair market value for the land however, the land
could never be developed into anything other than sports fields
If additional land was to become available by Optimist Park there would need to be a new entrance and
parking lot to these new fields
Immigrants have not been influenced yet but potentially in the next three to four years
Right now the teams playing in the Association are mostly recreation teams
There is one competitive team in each age group
They use the Keystone Centre indoor sport court every night from 6 to 10pm (approx 120 people) and
every weekend from November to March
They would like to start in mid October and go until the end of March to early April
Rate is $50.00 an hour at the Keystone and $55.00/ hr at Yorkton
They play 12 games during the winter season
They have an equipment room for balls/mini nets/goals
There is joint use of the Senior Soccer Field and Optimist Field
They would like to have one organization so that the two could work to help each other
They currently have one paid staff person who does the booking and makes the schedule
They would like help with:
o The dyke work
o Advertising and publicity
o Office space and administration/registration
o Top dressing of fields (potentially the use of the equipment – they would do the work, however
cannot get the equipment moved)
o Recruitment of volunteers
o Oiling of roads
o Maintenance of the ditches along the bike path (cutting grass in this area)
Their building currently has:
o a canteen which is volunteer run and makes approximately $3,000 to $4,000 a season
o 2 washrooms
o 4 dressing rooms
o 3 storage rooms
If there was an indoor field house it could also be used for:
o Flag football
o Volleyball
o Baseball - Pitching clinics
The Keystone Centre’s room is 65’ x 70’
The ideal size is 65’ x 150’
They believe that it would cost approx $140,00 to $160,000 for a new floor
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - SOCCER
High School Soccer Coaching Representatives
January 11, 2007, 4:00pm
In Attendance: Geoff Milne, Dave Bebbington, Chris McLachlan, Greg Malazdrewicz,
Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
•

High School league games are played mostly at Neelin, few at Crocus (weather conditions at Crocus
field quickly move scheduled games to Neelin)

•

Vincent Massey High School (VMHS) has an incredible amount of property going to waste…none of the
teams of any of the sports practice on it because of its unsafe condition

•

VMHS administration has been approached about the issue, they suggested gathering more detailed
information, drawings and quotes, which a committee did do, (after meeting with soccer, football, rugby
and softball), at the school level, however, the project is cost prohibitive at this point (NOTE: The
quotes came in at approximately $50-60,000 for landscaping and approx $25,000 for irrigation)

•

VMHS has huge potential as being a high quality multi-sport facility

•

Rick addressed the issue of maximizing the use of school space for not only curriculum use but for
community use as well

•

Neelin has concerns of over-use, discussion of actually locking the facility so that only approved/
authorized booking groups have access (it is still public property is it not?)

•

Neelin has had discussions with the Westman Youth Football League (WYFL) regarding the possibility
of sharing the Neelin site, both Neelin & the WYFL have funds they can commit. Greg spoke to the
potential of this partnership, Neelin, from its own budget can commit X amount of dollars, if the City
comes to the table with in-kind support for the project as well, perhaps that tri-party partnership
could/would inspire the School Division to make it a priority as well? (the same is true for any of the
partnerships)

•

Lower Green Acres field was a very quality field in the past but has deteriorated

•

Use groups need to be educated to be responsible stewards of facilities, NOT just consumers

•

The overuse of Neelin is not exclusively outside users, because of the nature of the other high school
facilities, Neelin already gets double/triple the amount of school use than a field normally would (with
Crocus & VMHS playing their home games there)

•

Everyone’s goal is to maximize the partnership opportunities

•

Ladies Senior Soccer fell away completely (mostly because of costs), if the Soccer organizations
(Senior & BYSA) were restructured to make it more reasonable, they could be welcomed back (there
are 4 teams in town, playing most of their games at Shilo, some at Canada Games & Optimist
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - SOCCER
Senior Soccer Representative
January 9, 2007, 9:30am
In Attendance: Maurice Torr, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
Regrets: Jason Rowley, Senior Soccer League President
•

Senior Soccer plays at both Optimist Park and Canada Games field

•

Optimist has 2 senior fields and 1 tournament field

•

Senior Soccer league had 7 or 8 teams registered in 2006

•

Approximately 35 out of 50 games were played at Canada Games field

•

The league play schedule runs Monday through Thursday and their season runs May to September long

•

Senior Soccer paid BYSA $4,000 as part of the “partnership” agreement…for that, they played
approximately 15 games at Optimist

•

Sharing fields with other sports creates a minor challenge in that each sport has different lining
requirements/regulations, only a small complication

•

If facilities were managed and scheduled effectively, there are currently enough soccer pitches to
accommodate the amount of soccer going on in Brandon

•

Canada Games field concern: is it possible at the south end of the field to have a small gate so that
when balls go over the fence, people do not have to climb over the fence to retrieve it…safety and
liability concern
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - TENNIS
Queens Elizabeth Courts Representative
November 22, 2006, 11:30am
In Attendance: David Lockhart; City: Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton
•

Some improvement in spring maintenance, including refuse containers and their placement

•

Capital planning for the re-surfacing of the facility

•

Concern if the Recreation Centre courts become private and the impact that will have on their facility

•

Felt that Stanley Park with the new asphalt was greatly improved and allowed for a higher standard of
tennis

•

Liked the idea of partnering with the city in maintenance and fund-raising

Overall David was very happy with the cooperation the City provides to the tennis players who use this
facility
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RECREATION PLAN - COMMUNITY MEETING - TENNIS
Wheat City Tennis Association Representatives (WCTA)
December 7, 2006, 8:00am
In Attendance: WCTA: Kit Harrison, Francis Cancade;
City: Rick Bailey, Darrell Creighton, Sandy Jasper
•

Should the Recreation Centre (RC) courts become unavailable, what plans can be made? (Rick was
very clear that whatever is built will be a tax burden)

•

WCTA fundraised themselves and had courts resurfaced last year (knowing that the City wouldn’t have
any infrastructure funds available)

•

Short-term arrangements that have been made for the operation of the RC for the winter are working out
very well (curling group, Chris Kading)

•

Even with a long-term lease, the City would still be required to invest in capital

•

To replace courts, $200,000 - $300,000, WCTA would of course like to maintain interest in and access
to the RC courts

•

WCTA reps wondered if in negotiations for lease, could the City stipulate that the courts are protected
(Rick feels strongly that would not happen)

•

WCTA would like exclusive use protection (they are well aware this is a “wish list”) with the courts being
a public-owned facility (the ‘sub-lease’ agreement they negotiated with Rich allowed exclusive use, they
were responsible for monitoring this)

•

When both sets of courts were re-surfaced and RC courts starting charging, membership dwindled (they
are about 30 members right now)

•

When RC courts were being re-surfaced, there weren’t enough courts to accommodate everyone (prime
time 4pm - dusk)

•

How many courts could the City effectively run on?

•

Could courts be added at Queen Elizabeth and the whole thing re-surfaced?

•

Lights at RC completely useless, not placed in a useful way (however, lights are not a huge priority,
summer hours are so long, it’s not normally an issue)

•

Equipment security at the RC is an issue

•

If RC is sold, WCTA would request minimum 4 courts with access to bathrooms

•

Managing public vs. club time will be an issue

•

Should the City be operating the RC next season, the WCTA will request allotted club times

•

Once it has been decided who will operate the RC next season, WCTA will negotiate terms of court use
then

•

There has been a fair amount of private tennis lessons offered at the RC

•

In order to maximize the usage of the facility, perhaps Brandon School Division could be approached
about running programs during the day?
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RECREATION CENTRE – PUBLIC CONSULTATION #1
Key Concerns / Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep facility as a golf course (18 hole course) Don’t get rid of 9
If City keeps the course they need to keep regular maintenance on the grounds, dyke, building, etc.
City needs to support junior programs such as golf programs and curling programs
Could be a golf course only facility. Eliminate the curling end of things. Get rid of curling
Keep rates reasonable
Run the restaurant like a normal restaurant, open for 3 meals daily, open to the public not just golfers
Upgrade the water problems so that the golf course can fully operate as an 18 hole course all season
spring and summer
Loss of facility for general use
o Affordable family concept
o Multiuse i.e. golf, curling, tennis, ski, walking trails, etc.
o Rezoning – keep as is, guarantee zoned as is
If sold, what happens to the rec uses here now?
If City keeps, can present uses be kept? At what cost?
No matter what, quality of golf course must be better
Wants City to be main player here
If City keeps, will it be affordable to user?
If sold, what happens to present staff, any security?
Present F.M.V. needed to make intelligent decision now
Place like Brandon needs/deserves a golf course to be proud of
Is the facility going to be cost effective over time, based on improvements needed
Remain top level golf course (18 holes)
Quality of life for this community
Facility to remain (golf, curling, tennis, ski trail)
Diversion of water from 13, 17, 15, 16 from south development
Stays as a golf course
Sale or Lease? Ex. Capital versus expenses
Self sufficient – “no taxes”
Course condition and management
Should be retained as a city owned course with competitive fees
Lease arrangements should NOT stipulate that union members supply the work force (City should not
be able to hold threat of sale over heads of lessee)
No matter who owns it, the whole facility should be maintained in high professional level
Runoff water, spring flooding need to be addressed
Keeping the recreation centre opened and affordable to the public
Keeping all the amenities available

Recommended Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Above all – Permanent water fix
Proper business plan by golf pros (greens keeper) + knowledgeable staff for curling (Wheat City Club),
tennis, etc.
Lease or board run?
Visit successful clubs similar to Brandon’s i.e. Minot
Raise funds through sponsorships or naming rights
If leased – Lessee gets to run the facility according to their business model. No or limited restrictions
Partnership with ACC – culinary arts in restaurant, horticulture, tourism, trades
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sell naming rights
Promote through Fundraisers ie. Life lease options / time share
Run / operated by Board of Directors ie Fairview
Sell to private investment to redevelop Recreation Centre tomorrow i.e. RMNP
City needs to sell of lease course “free and clear” giving up control. Forces Private owner / leasor to
make improvements to be competitive in the market. Would not affect the zoning. City would have
leased income and taxes each year. It would remain affordable because free enterprise will prevail.
Sale or binding long term lease (15 year minimum)
City should leave the golf business
Private sale – no strings attached (90% of group)
o no taxpayer $
o still remain as a golf course)
Lease (10% of group)
o Generate $ to taxpayers
o Long term
o No city ties
o ++ improvements
Lease the golf course and allow the lessee total control re: staff and specific operations (restaurant)
Lease the curling rink separately – DO NOT tie it to the golf course
Spend money to do necessary repairs – use lease money to pay off debt
Taxpayers make an investment in this facility
If they would put the money back into the facility that was made at the facility
Golf course only, the city should make the financial commitment of $250,000/yr for the next 10 years to
reverse the past 15 years of neglect
Start with proper drainage so you can play from spring to fall
Make it a not for profit, money from golf course goes back into golf course
Cart trail fees should go back into cart path maintenance
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RECREATION CENTRE – PUBLIC CONSULTATION #2

Key Concerns / Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Efficient use of tax dollars
City’s role in recreation to be defined
Demographics of city and sport
Private competition / benefit to community
Affordability
Focal point for Brandon for tourism
Maintaining and expanding all aspects (trails, curling, tennis, etc)
Easy access in the City for people of all ages
Water management of the Shell Dam (dyke and run off)
City asset to attract business and residents and maintain youth
Management team has control of decisions (if leased out)
An affordable municipal golf course is an important facility for Brandon along with the Keystone &
Sportsplex
Recreation obligations of municipal government for citizens with regard to facilities
Reasons for declined revenue
o Labour costs (unionized)
o Fees
o Operating costs
Itemized costs of required improvements
o Flood control
o Ice plant
o Infrastructure repair

Recommended Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Mayor and Council have to take the lead and say this facility is an important asset to be maintained
for now and future generations
Develop a municipal recreation plan
Get specific costs for repairs
City sets up a corporation with the City as the sole shareholder
City transfers golf course worth $2,000,000? to corporation
Corporation borrows from bank $1,500,000
Corporation fixes up facility
Loan paid back by golf fees
No cost to tax payers
City still effectively own the land
Long term agreement – no city involvement
Look at alternative development onsite to offset capital costs
Fix drainage so course can be sued in the spring (includes water on course and water from south of the
tracks)
Stay as a 18 hole golf course
City hires a manager to look after the facility
Separate the restaurant and curling club
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RECREATION PLAN – COMMUNITY CONSULTATION #1
Wednesday, November 22nd, 2006
This is the first of two public consultations that have been arranged by the City of Brandon: Community
Services Division to take place. The following transcripts are the recorded notes from the first consultation
and will be shown in 3 focus areas being:
•
•
•

LEISURE
SPORT
AQUATICS

Each of the above focus areas or work groups had a facilitator/recorder which was asking 5 questions. The
5 questions being asked of each group were;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is currently working well?
What is currently not working?
Ideas on how facilities should look in the future?
Priority of work?
How do we fund these facilities?

LEISURE
Question #1: “What is currently working well?” DAY 1
• The development of pathways/trails and how they connect the neighborhoods within the community
• The perimeter and Riverbank trails/paths are well developed and utilized by walkers and cyclists
o Especially in the West end of Brandon
• The larger parks are being developed well, where there is multi-use such as paths, pools/paddle pools,
play structures, lawn bowling, etc. Example given: Rideau Park
• Another example of a larger park being well developed was Stanley Park
o Well utilized by kids of ALL ages
o Play structures/outdoor volleyball
• It is nice to have senior citizens as well using the parks and observing
• Community Centers have been a benefit to the neighboring parks as well
o Examples given were Park Community Center; East End Community Center; and North End
Community Center
• Queen Elizabeth Park is an example of an area being utilized for Leisure purposes
o Examples given were picnics and Tennis
• The Riverbank corridor having access to kayaks/canoes/paddle boats, etc. for rental is a good thing
• The outdoor skating oval was a huge hit with the community. Well attended
• Like the Dog Park!
Question #1: “What is currently working well?” DAY 2
• The bike paths/walking paths are a good thing that is working well
• Skating facilities by the river or corridor is a good thing
o The Skating Oval
• The Outdoor track at the Sportsplex
• The Spray Park at Stanley Park is a good thing
• Dinsdale Park is working well for the “Ultimate Frisbee” group
• The groomed ski trails at the Rec. Center is a good thing
• Outdoor skating rinks are good
o Community Centers & Oval
o Brings the community together
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Question #2: “What is currently not working?” DAY 1
• Some people may feel intimidated to NOT ride (cycle) on paths/trails due to having to cross traffic
o Examples given were 1st Street; 18th Street; and 34th Street
• What do people do in the winter time…? Where do they go? - Re: Leisure
• Community paddle pools (smaller ones) are not working or being used as much anymore
• 17th Street East to Maple Leaf on Richmond Avenue East. Higher traffic and they need a path. Poor
shoulders and a narrow road. Traffic is fast…!
• Condition of older play structures…need repairs or replacing
• Location of the Skateboard Park is terrible. Some kids/users are taking cars to get there
• Parking is an issue at some parks due to high usage
o Examples given were Stanley Park and Keystone Pool
o Only street parking is available
• Safety…not only the condition, but maybe the changes in the neighborhoods’ demographics. Gone, are
the days of, “go to the park and come back for supper”
• Have to walk from 14th Street to 26th Street before I can access “poop bags” when walking the dog
Question #2: “What is currently not working?” DAY 2
• Not much available in the summer
o Few options
• Community Centers and School facilities are not working well for “leisure”
o For example the hours of usage in the school grounds are limited due to regulations that are
posted. Same was said about Community Centers
• Lack of Indoor facilities in winter (walking, fitness, etc.)
• Cost of fitness centers in the community
• Need more Private and Public partnerships in the community
• Bike Paths; the “lighting” can be poor in some locations of the city.
o 34th Street was brought up as an example of poor lighting, if any at all
• Lighting on the trail/path on the west side of the Thompson Bridge in the corridor is poor
o There are no lights on in the morning or evening on that side
• Walking path maintenance (specifically on Kirkcaldy Dr.)
o Noted that the “sticky tar” substance that is used to repair cracks on this particular route is
hazardous or dangerous to Rollerblading
o Accidents have occurred. Rollerblades have gotten stuck and caused falls to users
• Lack of designated bike lanes on busy streets
• Poor conditions of some Parks and play structures
o Sir Winston Churchill Park was used as an example of poor conditions
• Vandalism was an issue for some of the leisure areas in the City of Brandon
o Parks and community centers
• Litter/garbage on trails is an issue on some trails and areas on given days
Question #3: “Ideas on how facilities should look in the future?” DAY 1
• A Health and Wellness center which includes; (*Built on partnerships)
o Indoor track
o Indoor aquatics
o Variety of court sports
o Program(s) that addresses health. An example shared was to target seniors and to include
both physical and mental health
• Attach Childcare to the above stated concept (Daycare)
• Parks that are multi-use and have programs
• Gyms that can accommodate spectator sports
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The Recreation Center was used as an example of how the “leisure” concept could work to
accommodate both seasons (Winter and Summer)
o Examples given were: Golf-Curling, Tennis-Tobogganing, Walking-Cross Country Skiing
Should develop or expand the Cross Country Skiing along the corridor (Riverbank)
o Huts or rest stops
o Winter fire pits
Multi-seasonal facilities (year round usage)
Affordable for everyone!
What are normally outdoor sports/activities (ex. Tennis), should be year round with indoor facilities
Not just ONE activity for indoor facilities, but multi-usage and cater to the changing work force and
lifestyle in Brandon to accommodate hours of operations
o Days and Nights

Question #3: “Ideas on how facilities should look in the future?” DAY 2
• Create a “HUB and SPOKE” system; divide the city into (4) quadrants
o (1) central facility (Large)
o In each of the quadrants, create or build what is needed for the area
o Encompass the entire city/community’s needs
o Get rid of facilities that are NOT being utilized in each of the quadrants
• Multi-use facility; ideally for the HUB
o Be inclusive of both Indoor and Outdoor activities
o Indoor/outdoor track
o Aquatics- pool, Water Park, etc.
o A climbing wall
• Large aquatic center in the HUB that would host a variety of uses
o Water park, pool, sport and recreation, etc.
• The HUB should serve as a destination for people to congregate and socialize
o Not only for people of Brandon, but for any visitors or newcomers to our community
• The HUB should serve the community first and foremost in the areas of recreation, leisure, health and
wellness
o Not to be confused or focused mainly on scholastic or organized sports and teams.
• The HUB should have amenities such as
o Food and beverage
o Physical/mental therapy or programming included
• The Regional Health Authority(RHA) should be a player to assist bringing “wellness” into the HUB facility
• Groups involved with the HUB need to be flexible when partnering
o i.e. Community Rec. & organized sport
(*NOTE: the above points/bullets are in reference to the HUB and SPOKE concept in particular)
•

•
•
•
•

More “connection” with the Riverbank corridor throughout, with the expansion of the walkways and bike
paths
o Connect the facilities that are outside or just outside of the corridor such as the Westbran
Stadium, Canada Games Park, Optimist Park and so on, with the path/trail system
Skating Oval needs more than a shack for users to put on their skates
o Possibly a shack for hot chocolate/coffee for users to purchase
o A place for users to relax and socialize while attending the Oval
All “green space” needs to be green…not yellow. Referring to dandelions or unwanted weeds that have
taken over some areas
Connect the future site of the Assiniboine Community College with paths and trails
o Along 1st Street, as well as Braecrest Drive
Expand on the North Hill with the bike paths and walking trails to connect with others throughout
o Was mentioned that the path/trail on Braecrest Drive was not connected and only ran from
East to West
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•
•
•
•
•
•

An “abandoned” or under utilized park/facility should be cleaned up or simply closed down
We need to find “partners” for the existing Sportsplex (possibly private), to either upgrade or renew the
facility
Indoor Soccer facility at Keystone needs boards for their indoor “pitch”
o This is standard in indoor soccer facilities
Lighting is required for the Outdoor Track at the Sportsplex
Privatize the Wheat City Golf Course
“Find” the City of Brandon’s role with sport and recreation in future partnerships and developments

Question #4: “Priority of work?” DAY 1
• #1 priority: a Multi-use facility that is accessible to everybody
o Example was a Health and Wellness Center
o Possible location was University or Fleming School site
• #2 priority: Downsize Community Parks to Neighborhood Parks
o Keep the “heavily used” parks and downsize the “under utilized” ones
Question #4: “Priority of work?” DAY 2
• Find or determine a location for the “HUB” facility concept
• Sell un-used land and facilities for recreation
• Determine the City of Brandon’s role
o City of Brandon should be a stakeholder or partner
o Should take lead in building partners (Public and Private)
• Consider future growth and needs of the community
Question #5: “How do we fund these facilities?” DAY 1
• Build partnerships. More specifically with the “big players” such as;
o Assiniboine Community College
o Brandon University
o Brandon School Division
o Brandon Y.M.C.A.
o The City of Brandon
o The Provincial government
• Corporate Partners or Sponsors
• Community based Service Groups
• Sell un-used land (recreation) and re-invest into recreation facilities
• If user fees are necessary, than work to try to keep them low. Utilize programs like the Y.M.C.A. offers
for those who cannot afford
• With larger facilities, you can host more or larger events to help costs or fundraising efforts which in turn
impacts/benefits the community economically as well
• Through partnerships, we could possibly funnel more grants or resources into the ONE facility for
example
• * Want the public to access the facility for whatever their interest or needs are
Question #5: “How do we fund these facilities?” DAY 2
• Government funds (both Provincial and Federal)
• R.H.A. should be a player (Wellness)
• Private sector
• Taxes
• User pay fees
• Partners with both the Private and public sectors
• Sale of land
• Fundraising and volunteers
• Foundations; such as B.A.C.F. or the Thomas Sill Foundation for example
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SPORT
Question #1: “What is currently working well?” DAY 1
• User fees are reasonable. Priced correctly - Sportsplex
• Spray Park (Stanley park) - No cost
• Outdoor swimming pools - Kinsmen and Kiwanis Pool
• Tennis courts - Queen Elizabeth Park, Stanley Park
• Basketball courts
• Skateboard Park
• Riverbank area/corridor (Field sports) - baseball; soccer; football; and rugby
• “Concept of” small residential parks
• Skating Oval
• Outdoor rinks - Valleyview Community Center, Linden Lanes (Westridge Community Center)
• Beach volleyball courts at Stanley Park - Park is multi-use
• Soccer pitches are working well
• Curling is affordable
Question #1: “What is currently working well?” DAY 2
• The partnership with The “Bluefins” is working well at the Sportsplex
• Outdoor Track at the Sportsplex is working well
• Optimist Park Soccer Fields is another example of working well
• The Indoor Soccer at the Keystone is something that is working
• “Ultimate Frisbee” is working at Dinsdale Park
• The amount of Indoor Arenas (Ice) is well utilized in the community, not only for the youth, but for
hosting events as well
• The Community Centers “ice” is being utilized as well for recreational purposes
• Tennis Courts in the Community are busy as well
• Golf Course(s) in and around the community are busy and being utilized
• Riverview Curling Club is a good thing
Question #2: “What is currently not working?” DAY 1
• Racquetball is under utilized
• Baseball is under utilized (specific examples were)
o Brandon Avenue & 23rd Street Ball Diamond
o Victoria Avenue East Ball Diamond
• Many facilities present are not being maintained
• Curling rinks not well utilized because of location *note: group debated this comment
• Hockey is not accessible due to costs
• Cost of High School volleyball
• Too many Lawn Bowling clubs
• Skateboard Park not meeting expectations
• Field Hockey site built for Summer Games, is not being used
• If facilities don’t get used, why put money into them?
• City Golf Course
o Not used due to flooding
o Over the years, did not fix the problem
• Issues with demographics and social changes and use
Question #2: “What is currently not working?” DAY 2
• Ball Diamonds; the condition of some of the community ball diamond are not good
o Ex. (Dandelions, gopher holes, etc.)
o In return, it was felt that these conditions make some of the diamonds unsafe to play on
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•
•
•
•

Ball Diamonds; some diamonds around the community are not even being used anymore
o Both by organizations or community recreation purposes
Lacking Indoor facilities to accommodate our activities in the “winter” months
o Ex. (jogging, walking, etc.)
Wheat City Golf Course/Curling; their conditions are not meeting the needs or their capital
Private and Public relations are not working to their best capability…yet. Need to address this more

Question #3: “Ideas on how facilities should look in the future?” DAY 1
• More Multi-use - can withstand changes in community
• More general areas
• Basic agreement with trends
• More practical
• Multi-use and multi-season
• One in each area of the City - depending on use
• Safe facility for kids near Shopping Centers
• Facility with everything, examples are: Cardio, Racquetball
• Indoor walking facility – large Dome
• Lawn Bowling – one club
• One big Curling club (facility)
• Together in ONE building (example of possible location: 1st & Rosser Avenue)
o Lawn Bowling
o Tennis
o Horseshoes
o Outdoor pool
• Building with indoor place to walk
• Four (4) main facilities
o Kiddies Corner (18th St. & Victoria)
o Expand at the Sportsplex (due to the moving of A.C.C. to the hill)
o Don’t fixate on assets
o “Maybe using what we got or not”
Question #4: “Priority of work?” DAY 1
• Get rid of facilities not maintained - example was baseball diamonds
o Sell property and put into a multi-use facility
• Build a Multi-use facility - PRIORITY
• When making decisions, balance those with less and those with more
• Take into account cost of present programs
• Need to update - but not just for kids (Adults and aging population as well)
• Multi-use and Multi-generational
• *Can wait – Soccer & Hockey
Question #5: “How do we fund these facilities?” DAY 1
• Partnerships - Private and public, Government
• User fees
• Higher taxes
• All fees from facility should go to that facility
• Advertising $$
• Long Term Planning and Budgeting vs. Centralize $$ spending (Group debated)
o Selling under utilized facilities to fund
o Example was Baseball diamonds
• Funding must be “break even” for today and in future vs. some things City of Brandon has to fund
(Group debated)
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AQUATICS
Question #1: “What is currently working well?” DAY 1
• Indoor meets - competitiveness and fitness
• Outdoor pools (Larger ones) - well used and good programming
• Spray Park at Stanley Park
Question #1: “What is currently working well?” DAY 2
• Partnerships (i.e. the Bluefins)
• The Spray Park at Stanley Park is working well
• Usage of some paddle pools and the outdoor pools
Question #2: “What is currently not working?” DAY 1
• Paddle pools
o Must be chaperoned under 12 years of age
o Safety concerns – poor locations
o Too many of them – money is being spread to too many
o Missing a wading pool at Spray Park (Stanley Park)
• Outdoor Pools not meeting needs
o Not big enough
o Some aren’t being used enough (too many?)
o Should put money to better use on larger Paddle pools
o High maintenance
• User fees are too high at Sportsplex and Y.M.C.A.
• Zero leisure
• Old facility
• Poor atmosphere
• High operating costs
• Decline in use at Sportsplex / Y.M.C.A. / and Paddle pools
Question #2: “What is currently not working?” DAY 2
• Paddle pools are poorly maintained and/or are in need of maintenance
• The condition of the Y.M.C.A. pool
• Indoor pools are not meeting needs
o Outdated & inadequate
• Need more Private/Public partnerships
The first (2) questions were recorded individually/or specific to one of the areas (Leisure, Aquatics and
Sport) due to our numbers of participants, while the remaining (3) questions were recorded as one in order
to ease facilitation.
Question #3: “Ideas on how facilities should look in the future?” DAY 1
• Only have 4 Spray Parks at existing 2 outdoor pools - replace outdoor pools with Spray Parks
• Eliminate rest of paddle pools
• (1) One regional water park
• (1) One major leisure facility
o Example given was Sherwood Park (Wpg.?)
o Possible location(s) could be Fleming School site or Discovery Center area
• In leisure center
o Zero entry pool (fee?)
o On deck facilities (ex. Concession)
o Natural light (bright)
o Lots of space
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•
•
•
•

o Greenery
o Should be a theme
o Lazy River (theme?)
o Whirlpool
o Spray park
o Areas for different age groups
o All day accessibility
Multi-purpose - pool, fitness, track, rink, wall climbing
Multi-use field house
Affordable
An Outdoor Facility
o Division of age groups
o Variety of slides
o Wave pools
o Amusement park in the area (ex. Mini-golf, go karts)

Question #4: “Priority of work?” DAY 1
• Ripping out Paddle Pools - take money saved and apply to the development of spray parks
• Planning for new Leisure Center
Question #5: “How do we fund these facilities?” DAY 1
• Sell off dysfunctional green spaces - use funds to help finance
• Partnerships
• Government funding
• Private funding
• Naming rights
• User fees
• Taxes - spread over a few years (not all at once)
• Fundraising initiatives
• Run by non-profit group
• Invest operational savings into future upgrades
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Introduction
Since 1975 the Recreation (Rec) Centre has been under the management and
supervision of the City of Brandon. Since early in the 1990s there has been discussion
on whether the City of Brandon should be in the business of operating this facility. Over
this time, there have been numerous management structures, operating arrangements
and challenges that have been faced.
This report is intended to provide a brief overview of the history, financial situation, risks /
challenges, local industry information, and potential options including pros and cons for
each.

History
The City of Brandon became the owner of the former Brandon Golf and Country Club in
1975. The operation was taken over because of back taxes owed to the City of Brandon
by the Brandon Golf and Country Club.
Since the City of Brandon took over the golf course, there have been a number of
challenges that have had to be overcome. In 1976, the flood conditions of the
Assiniboine River were similar to that of 1995 whereby the lower parts of the course
(holes one through eleven) were under water and covered with silt. This created havoc
to the operation of the course resulting in low revenues and high clean up expenses.
The irrigation system was replaced in 1982 after a season with a three man crew being
employed to just repair water line leaks. At around that time, a dyke was constructed
along the riverbank. It was felt that with this and the construction of the Shell Mouth
Dam, there was minimal risk that the Assiniboine River would reach the course. A new
golf shop and a tenth green concession were built by Westbran Human Resources
Development Program. The facility entrance and the first tee were also rebuilt to offer a
more appealing view of the golf course.
At around this time, the golf shop was being utilized during the winter months by the
cross country ski club. The fairways of the course were groomed for cross country
skiing. In 1995, the groomed trails were lit with the financial and physical assistance of
the Brandon Cross Country Ski Club, Manitoba Cross Country Ski Association, Manitoba
Sport Facility Grant and the City of Brandon. The hill at the 1st tee was also lit to
improve the use of this hill as a tobogganing area.
From 1983 to 1990 attention was diverted to rebuilding the tee boxes. The tee box size
and the design were developed to handle approximately 40,000 rounds of golf. Up until
1995, the golf course was consistently putting through close to this number and in fact in
1989 recorded over 45,000 rounds being played. Improvements were also made to the
low areas in front of the greens. The residential development south of the CPR railroad
tracks resulted in the natural terrain being turned into lawns and asphalt. The drainage
of that area, including spring run off, was diverted to the golf course through culverts
located under the tracks at 500 foot intervals. From there, the drainage was across the
golf course to the river resulting in many unplayable situations after heavy rainfall and
late spring startups. An eight inch plastic line was installed on the 17th fairway just
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below the surface to allow this area to be drained and to reduce some of the impact to
the course. Through this time, the cart path system was starting to be developed in
order to minimize the impact of motorized golf carts on the course.
In 1992, a plan was set to upgrade three greens per year to U.S.G.A. specification. Due
to budget constraints of the time, the seventh green was rebuilt in 1992 and the fourth
green in 1994. Further drainage improvements were also undertaken during this time
across fairways thirteen, fifteen, and sixteen.
In 1995, flood waters of the Assiniboine River spilled over the banks and filled the lower
area of the golf course with water. Due to the length of time the course was under water
and the amount of silt that had been deposited, the lower area of the course was totally
devastated. In order to allow some golfing at this location, the department created a
temporary nine hole course. In July it was decided to construct seven new greens to
U.S.G.A. specifications (Greens 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 11) due to the course being
unplayable. The construction started in later summer with the sod being laid the
following spring. The course reopened all eighteen holes in July of 1996. The course
was to be opened earlier in the year, but once again because of high water levels, city
staff and Westbran Human Resources sand bagged the dyke and used pumps to clear
water from the course through May and June. The river did not breach the dyke, but
because of seepage the course was unplayable until July.
In 1996 with the assistance of a Community Places grant from the province and funds
from the City, the existing dike was raised to a similar level as the dyke road between
18th and 26th Streets. The building up of the dike was completed in the spring of 1997.
Even with the elevated dyke, there continued to be water problems due to dyke
seepage, elevated water tables in the area and drainage across the course. These
issues were discussed with the golf course architect, Mr. David Grant. Mr. Grant
developed a Recreation Centre Golf Course Master Plan in November 1997 that
provided solutions to address at least part of these issues. The plan also included a
number of improvements that could be made to provide for interesting play on the golf
course. The plan was never incorporated into the capital budget planning or adopted by
council.
In 1997, as a result of the Canada Summer Games the tennis courts at both the
Recreation Centre and Queen Elizabeth Park were reconstructed. Until that point, the
Recreation Centre Courts were far superior to the surface at Queen Elizabeth Park and
as a result generated revenue for the facility through usage fees. Once both surfaces
were reconstructed, the opportunity to generate revenue at the Recreation Centre was
lost due to users being able to play at no cost at Queen Elizabeth Park. The usage fees
were eliminated as a result.
In 2000, an agreement was signed to contract out the management of the Recreation
Centre that included plans to generate funds in order to perform capital improvements
(Appendix A – Schedule B). That year electricity was run to the lower cart storage
facility in order to accommodate electric cart storage. In 2002 a new cart storage facility
was built just off the upper parking lot. In that same year, there was a minor upgrades
done to the curling rinks ice plant.
Through out the time that the City has owned the centre there have also been additional
improvements including the lighting of the tennis courts, new light and furniture in the
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curling rink, improvements to bridges and cart paths, water systems, greens, tees and
the dyke, etc.

Financial Information
Over the last fifteen years, financially the Recreation Centre has experienced a decline
in revenues. The greatest impact has no doubt been as a result of the flooding of the
golf course. In each year that the course has been unplayable, it increases the risk that
members will look to alternate courses for their play. It is difficult to encourage these
members to switch back when a level of uncertainty exists.
There has also been a trend of lower rounds of golf being played at the facility. In 1989
there were 45,000 rounds played. At that time the average was somewhere in the range
of 40,000 rounds annually. In the last five years, round play has been between 22,000
and 26,000 annually. Some of these numbers were impacted by wet conditions in a
couple of the years, but there still remains a significant drop in rounds being played in
the last 15 years.
Some of this drop can also be attributed to the increase in the amount of local courses
offering a 18 hole format with grass greens. Improvements to both the Glen Lea and
Shilo courses over this same timeframe have meant that additional options are now
available to players. At the same time improvements have also been made to courses in
the region again resulting in additional options for those participating in the sport. The
growth in participation in the sport has not matched the available offerings.

Recreation Centre Revenues 1990 - 2005
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The spin off revenue that is lost with a decline in overall use is the revenue that is
generated through the sale of food and beverages, rental of power and pull carts, and
other services. At this point the restaurant and lounges are open during busy times to
service curlers and golfers only. Initially the contract tried to operate it as a full function
restaurant, but due to the low number of patrons, they were forced to reduce the service.
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The tennis courts were providing approximately $7,000 in revenue prior to the 1997
Summer Games, when the decisions was to stop charging for their use because of the
no charge facilities located at Queen Elizabeth Park.
Expenses have also trended down over this period in order to offset the decline in
revenue and as a result there has been a profit in all but three years when only these
two factors are considered.

Year
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
Total Profit /
Loss

Revenue
$241,780
$377,041
$399,244
$395,221
$371,904
$456,628
$546,647
$521,247
$680,321
$411,539
$191,468
$546,090
$531,462
$504,590
$480,097
$532,227

Expenses
$316,564
$269,544
$278,709
$275,164
$299,067
$358,151
$483,792
$509,623
$479,954
$455,972
$356,104
$450,942
$440,053
$399,476
$387,123
$357,471

Profit / Loss
-$74,784
$107,497
$120,535
$120,057
$72,837
$98,477
$62,855
$11,624
$200,367
-$44,433
-$164,636
$95,148
$91,409
$105,114
$92,974
$174,756

Capital
$17,813
$20,420
$51,258
$59,248
$61,269
$119,600
$107,352
$43,352
$55,210
$88,607
$329,356
$108,936
$52,629
$132,230
$106,220
$101,973

Net Profit /
Loss
-$92,597
$87,077
$69,277
$60,809
$11,568
-$21,123
-$44,497
-$31,728
$145,157
-$133,040
-$493,992
$13,788
$38,780
-$27,116
-$13,246
$72,783
-$358,100

There is a difference when the cost of capital repair and replacement is considered.
When these costs are factored in the result is that the Recreation Centre has been
profitable 8 years over the past fifteen years. The concern is that the level of capital
expenses are not at a level that will sustain the facility over the long term as will be
discussed later.
Expenses
The expenses for the City related to the golf course is predominantly associated with
wages and benefits.
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There is presently 11 seasonal staff that maintains the golf course. These employees
are members of the Canadian Union of Public Employees Local 69 and are employed at
the Recreation Centre Golf Course between 6 and 8 months annually. The operation of
the Curling Club and Tennis Courts is managed and staffed by the contractor.
The Parts and Material expenses are generally associated with small parts and tools,
chemical, fuel and safety equipment associated with the maintenance of the course.
The Utilities costs are shared by both the City and the contractor based on the contract
(Appendix A). The chart above encompasses the Utility costs that the City is
responsible for.
The contractor incurs additional expenses related to the operation of the pro-shop, cart
rentals, the curling club, etc. The expenses include taxes, utilities, labor and other parts
and materials. These costs are somewhere in the range of over $1 Million annually and
are offset through the contract by a portion of the revenue.
Capital Repairs
Over the past five years much of the capital funds have been used to address drainage
issues, replace golf course equipment and to construct the cart storage building.
(Appendix B) While all of these activities were needed in order to operate the facility day
to day, there has been little capital invested in the overall structures or in doing course
upgrades to keep the course current.
The contract was set up to provide funds for capital improvements through a charge of
$2.00 per round played, the storage fees and trail fees collected. In the contract there
was an initial estimate of the available capital based on these fees. The chart below
compares the estimate to the actual dollars that have identified for capital improvements
over the five years.
Year Estimated Actual Difference
2000
$79,350 $78,323
-$1,027
2001
$98,066 $63,264
-$34,802
2002
$101,068 $71,032
-$30,036
2003
$101,368 $72,877
-$28,491
2004
$104,416 $68,372
-$36,044
-$130,400
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The Recreation Centre Master Plan outlined a number of improvements that were
recommended to be made in order to improve both the play and the maintenance
operation of the facility. The introduction to the plan is contained in Appendix D.
Appendix E outlines the capital that is required over the next 10 years in order to
maintain the course. It equates to approximately $2.45 million dollars or $245,000
annually. The Capital Improvement Plan that was originally set out in the contract
(Appendix A) has not been achieved and as a result the level of capital funds allocated
to the Recreation Centre has been adjusted accordingly.
This trend of diminishing capital funds is in essence creating a downward spiral related
the health of the facility. The less capital being spent, the lower the course appeal,
resulting in lower revenues, which ends up full circle with even less capital being spent.
Course Appraisal
An appraisal of the course is currently being conducted and this information will be made
available to Council upon completion.

Risks / Challenges
The greatest risk to the Recreation Centre is the threat of flooding or heavy rainfall
resulting in unplayable holes due to the over course drainage. In 2005, the need to
sandbag the dyke resulted in a cost of $30,540. These costs were offset by a reduction
in the other services provided by the Operational Service Division in order to balance the
overall operating budget. This problem could be solved through a number of
improvements. Additional drainage pipes could be laid in across the course to take
water that presently flows overland, through a structured channel to avoid heavy water
conditions on the course. A second enhancement could be the creation of a water
feature / retention pond that would channel the water into a planned specific area.
Finally the dyke could be heightened, reconstructed and repaired to limit the risk
associated with flooding, while dealing directly with the current seepage issue.
At one time the Recreation Centre was the premier course in the area, but as a result of
the level of capital invested in the facility over time and due to the unreliable play as a
result of the issues describe above other courses in the area has surpassed it in quality
and popularity. This issue as well will be resolved with the improvements that are
outlined above. The course continues to remain a beautiful and challenging course that
is a favorite by many golfers. The more reliable the play the greater chance for
consistent play.
In the case of the tennis courts and curling, there is capital improvements required in
both areas. The ice plant, while in good repair, is original to the facility and over time will
need to be replaced. The tennis courts are needed to be resurfaced and while a
partnership exists with a local tennis group that will assist with some of the cost of
resurfacing, there are still funds required to be expended in this area. This challenge is
not dissimilar to the ones above. If additional funds are expended in both these areas,
there will continue to be the opportunities for use and participation at these facilities.
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The other challenge has been in the operation of Toboggan Hill. In the last five years,
$42,000 in liability claims have been paid as a result of citizens being injured while using
the hill. We have placed new signage, erected snow fence in various areas and
changed our maintenance practices to try and limit some of the risk, but this continues to
be an area of concern. The hill has been used for countless years as a toboggan hill
and while there is options around restricting use, administration has and will continue to
look at means to limit liability while allowing access to the hill for this purpose.

Local Industry Information
In this section, we will discuss local industry information related to the facility.
Golf Course
A survey of local golf courses provided the following information:
Local Golf Courses
Deer Ridge Golf Club (9)
Glen Lea Golf Course (18)
Northern Pines Golf Course (9)
Sunnyside Golf & Country Club (18)
Wheat City Golf Course (18)

18 Holes
$22.50
$25.00
$17.50
$22.00
$28.00

Area Golf Courses
Bob's Bunker Par 3 Golf Course (9)
Boissevain Golf Club (9)

Location
Erickson
Boissevain
Riding
Mountain
Riding
Mountain
Gladstone
Glenboro
Hamiota
Hartney
Killarney
Shoal Lake
Onanole
MacGregor
Minnedosa
Neepawa
Oak Lake
Belmont
Reston
Rivers
Carberry
Sandy Lake
Shilo
Souris

Clear Lake Golf Course (18)
Elkhorn Resort Golf Course (9)
Gladstone Golf Course (9)
Glenboro Gold and Country Club (9)
Hamiota Golf Club (9)
Hartney Golf Course (9)
Killarney Lakeside Golf Course (18)
Lakeside Golf Club (9)
Lakewood Hills Golf Course (9)
MacGregor Golf Club (9)
Minnedosa Golf Course (18)
Neepawa Golf and Country Club (18)
Oak Lake Golf Club (9)
Pleasant Valley Golf Club (18)
Reston Golf Club (9)
Riverdale Golf and Country Club (9)
Sandhills Golf and Country Club (9)
Sandy Lake Golf Course (9)
Shilo Country Club(18)
Souris & Glenwood Community Golf Club
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Distance
80
74

18
Holes
$17.00
$21.40

100

$42.00

100
107
80
80
84
101
105
88
88
48
75
50
100
100
40
45
90
28
47

$23.00
$17.00
$22.00
$18.00
$20.00
$28.00
$17.50
$17.00
$17.00
$29.00
$32.00
$15.00
$28.00
$17.00
$22.00
$22.00
$18.00
$25.00
$22.00
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(9)
Virden Golf Course (9)

Virden

76

$17.00

It is important to note that the Contractor for the Recreation Centre has the sole authority
to set the rates for the golf course (Appendix A). The rates are adjusted based on the
time of year and the condition of the course.
In conducting this review, the average price being charged by courses that have 18
holes in the general area is $28.78. The Recreation Centre is the highest charging
course in the local area, however they are on par with a number of the other 18-hole
courses in the area. The average price for playing 18-holes whether on a 9 hole or an
18-hole golf course in the area is $22.21.
Curling
There are three curling rinks in the City of Brandon; Riverview Curling Club, Brandon
Club (operated out of the Keystone Centre) and the Wheat City Curling Club (Recreation
Centre). The three rinks have struggled over the years to attract membership in their
individual facilities due to a slight decline in participation in the sport. The Wheat City
Curling Club has a membership of approximately 500 members with ages varying from 5
to over 70.
The Wheat City Curling Club is home to the Super-League of Curling that is periodically
televised through Westman Communication. They have also continued to try and
promote the sport through various youth curling initiatives including the Little Rocker
Program. Rates are generally set by the various leagues depending on the level of
participation and target group.
The City of Brandon has been recognized as a curling community which has hosted a
number of national curling championships over the years. There are a number of
recognized curlers using these facilities and there are at least two events each year that
utilize most of the curling surfaces in the community.
Tennis
There are three court areas in the community. There are courts located at Queen
Elizabeth Park, Stanley Park and the Recreation Centre. These courts are free for use
and are used to varying degrees throughout the summer.
Cross Country Skiing
At the times the trails were established, there was a ski club in the area. This club has
now ceased to exist although there are still a small number of citizens who use the trails
throughout the winter. There is another set of trails located in the Brandon Hills. In all
cases, these trails are free to use.
Along with the new skating oval, the Parks Department will also be constructing ski trails
along the Riverbank Corridor in the coming winter season.
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Options
There are a number of options that Council could consider in reviewing this issue. Each
option has its own merit, but it is important to note that aside from Option 1, they will
require a sizable amount of time and effort to implement the option that is finally
identified.
Option 1 – Status Quo
Council could decide to leave the Recreation Centre as it currently is with the existing
contractor.
•

Pros
All elements of the facility would remain •
intact. ie. Tennis Courts, Curling,
Toboggan Hill, Gold Course.
•
•

•

Cons
The City continues to have the financial
risk associated with flood damage.
Without a change in the formula for
funding capital projects, the course
could continue to deteriorate.
The City would be required to fund
shortfalls in revenue through the
elimination or reduction of other
services in order to deliver a balance
budget at the end of the year.
The facility would be required to
compete against other City priorities for
funds.

Option 2 – Manage the Recreation Centre Internally
Bring the management of the Recreation Centre back in house under the Parks Section
of the Public Work Department. This would involve hiring a manager for the facility and
investigating contract services related to a golf pro. Staff would be required to be hired
to fill positions in the pro shop, restaurant and curling club. The maintenance,
merchandising, utility and capital expenditures would all be directed and funded by the
City.
•
•
•
•

Pros
The City would have the greatest
amount of control over any other
scenario.
The City would establish the quality
and quantity of service.
The City would control the fees based
on the level of subsidy to the facility.
We own equipment that could be used
to make some of the drainage repairs
meaning that not all the funds required
would be in cash per se.
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•
•

•
•

Cons
City facility competing with local
businesses who claim we subsidize the
facility – unfairly keeping fees low.
There would be the need for an initial
outlay of capital dollars, but through
proper management and marketing
these funds maybe able to be
recovered over a period of time.
Less entrepreneurial freedom.
The facility would be required to
compete against other City priorities for
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•
•

All elements of the facility could remain
intact. ie. Tennis Courts, Curling,
Toboggan Hill, Golf Course
This City could look at different land
use options and fund improvements
through the disposal of some of the
land as part of an overall business
plan.

•
•

•

•

funds.
The potential for risk / loss (flooding,
etc.). (Although some of this could be
minimized by capital investment)
The City is required to fund shortfalls in
revenue through the elimination or
reduction of other services in order to
deliver a balance budget.
There is currently limited golf course
management knowledge and therefore
we would be required to purchase or
hire that expertise. Ie. Golf Pro, Course
Designer, etc.
There would be a loss in tax revenue
due to the City not paying taxes.

Option 3 – Sell the Recreation Centre
Sell the golf course to an outside interested party with or without restrictions related to
maintaining the existing types of recreation opportunities. Council could place
restrictions regarding the type of use as part of the sale, understanding that depending
on the type of restriction it may or may not limit the sale price.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Pros
The city would no longer have the
responsibility or risk related to
operating the facility.
The financial aspects of selling the
facility would provide a large sum of
money which could be used by Council
to fund other operating and capital
expenses.
The golf course and other operations
may flourish as they are not restricted
by the contract nor the political
problems of competing with other
courses or activities within the Brandon
area.
The economy and growth in the City
presently could result in a higher sale
price.
A new owner could look at various
options regarding membership. ie.
semi-private, etc.
Capital improvements would be driven
by the need to create revenue through
upgrading the facility.
A new owner could decide to conduct
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•

•
•
•
•

Cons
The city would have limited / no control
of the facility and its operation
(depending on restrictions) – re: fees,
management, and accessibility to the
public.
The public may oppose the sale as
they no longer have any say as to the
operation of the facility.
No control on the quality of the offering,
which could ultimately reflect on the
image of Brandon.
Accessibility over a period of time could
be an issue with service reductions or
fee increases.
The new owner could decide to remove
existing facilities (the buildings), thus
reducing the taxes it would pay to the
City.
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development on the site based on
restrictions that could add additional
tax dollars for the community.

Option 4 – Fully Lease the Facility to a Private Contractor / Co-op
The facility could be fully leased to a contractor or co-op with minimal revenue (example
- $1) being received by the City annually. The contractor or co-op would be responsible
for the operating and capital improvements for the facility. They would generate these
funds through the selling of shares, or through fees and memberships. The City would
not benefit from any proceeds, nor would they be required to pay for any shortfalls.
•
•
•

•
•

Pros
The land remains owned by the City for
future consideration.
The City would no longer have the
responsibility or risk related to
operating the facility.
Improvements should be easier to
make if the contractor or co-op has
money available initially to invest in the
facility.
A new operator or lease holder could
look at various options regarding
membership. ie. semi-private, etc.
Capital improvements would be driven
by the need to create revenue through
upgrading the facility.

•

•

•
•

Cons
The City would have limited / no control
on the facility and its operation
(depending on restrictions) – re: fees,
management, and accessibility to the
public.
The City would have no control on the
quality of the offering, which could
ultimately reflect on the image of
Brandon.
Accessibility over a period of time could
be an issue with fee increases.
There is a risk that a co-op could
struggle with management issues over
time and ask for the City to intervene.

Conclusion
One of the goals of the City is to ensure that recreation opportunities are available to all
citizens of the community. We ensure this happens through awareness, support,
partnerships, grants and in some cases provide it directly.
In most cases, the recreation services that we provide directly are free or at a reduced
cost to the user (ie. playgrounds, paddling pools, spray parks, youth activity centre).
Citizens subsidize these activities through their tax dollars in order to ensure the overall
health of the community. The challenge for council and administration is in balancing
the need for operating and capital dollars for maintenance and upgrading, with keeping
the costs at a level that is acceptable to the taxpayer in subsidizing these activities.
The Recreation Centre is a facility that is important to our community in the fact that it
does provide golfing, curling, tennis, skiing and tobogganing activities for our citizen.
Throughout the analysis it is evident that presently the amount of capital investment is
not at a level that will continue to sustain the facility. The risk associated with flooding
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only increases the financial burden in operating the facility and impacts other services in
those years when this occurs.
The questions that remain to be answered are:
• Who in our community is benefiting from the operation of this facility?
• Does the community consider the status quo acceptable?
• What level of increased subsidy, if any is the community willing to put into
continuing to operate the facility?
• Of the four options, which option has the most appeal to the community?
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Appendix A – 2000 Operating Contract Summary
In March 2000, a twelve year agreement was signed with Rich Bull and Gary Poole to
assume the operation of the Recreation Centre. The following is a summary of the
contract contents in terms of responsibilities and financial obligations for both parties.
Contractor Responsibilities
• Provide overall management direction and support for the facility including
the operation and maintenance of the Curling Rink.
• Maintain the operation of the Pro-Shop and supply all pro-shop staff, golf
course marshal(s), and merchandise required to operation the Pro-Shop and
Tennis Courts.
• Provide all rental equipment associated with the Golf Course and Tennis
courts with shall include clubs, pull carts, power carts and tennis racquets.
• Operation of the restaurant, lounge, snack shack refreshment cart, vending
machines and catering services.
• Provide, to the best of their ability, an indoor area for cross country skiers to
hold meetings and wax skis.
• Provide an area throughout the winter for the storage of the snowmobile and
other equipment to maintain the ski trails.
• Snow removal in the Facility parking lot.
• The Contractor has exclusivity at the Facility with respect to the sale of
merchandise, food, alcohol, and tobacco products, including the option to
permit another operator to issue said sales.
• Responsible for all hydro bills incurred from the Pro-Shop, Restaurant, Tennis
Courts, Curling Rink and Lower Cart Storage Compound.
• Responsible for all water bills incurred at the Facility.
City Responsibilities
• Designated City employees provide daily maintenance services to the Golf
Course and Tennis Courts under direction of the Manager.
• Curling rink equipment including the ice scraper, curling rocks and handles
and furnishings
• Maintenance of the cross country ski trails, trail lighting and toboggan hill.
• Provide for the continued maintenance and full clean-up of the facility in the
event of a flood.
• All maintenance costs of operating the Golf Course, Snack Shack, Upper
Cart Storage Compound including hydro bills.
• To perform all structural maintenance including carpentry, painting, electrical
and mechanical according to scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
requirements.
• Maintenance of the electronic security system including fire and burglar
alarms.
• Repair and maintenance of the Facility structures.
Funding Arrangements
• The City is responsible for the payment of salaries, benefits and maintenance
costs for the operation of the Golf Course, Tennis Courts, Ski Trails and
Toboggan Hill.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Contractor pays to the City 75% plus GST of the gross revenue
generated by individual green fees, punch cards, platinum cards or any
related green fee offers.
The Contractor may elect to distribute complimentary green fees to a
maximum of three percent (3%) of the annual rounds of golf.
The Contractor shall establish annual fees and rates for the use of the
Facility.
The Contractor receives all revenues generated from the sale of all
merchandise, excluding food, beverages and tobacco from the Pro-Shop,
Tennis Courts and Curling Rink.
The City receives 6% plus GST of the gross revenues, excluding taxes,
generated from the operation of the Restaurant.
The Contractor is to deposit two dollars plus GST per green fee plus all cart
storage revenues, and all trail fee revenues to a Capital Reserve Fund.
Contractor to pay municipal taxes, rates and assessments except during a
flood year. In that year the Contractor is responsible to pay one dollar per
green fee.
The contract may be terminated by either party upon sixty days of written
notice.

Schedule “B” – Capital Improvement Plan – Years 1 to 5
Capital Revenues
$2.00 Per Round
Storage Revenue
Trail Fees
Totals

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
$55,300 $58,066
$60,968
$60,968
$64,016
$19,350 $35,000
$35,100
$35,400
$35,400
$4,700
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$5,000
$79,350 $98,066 $101,068 $101,368 $104,416

Capital Summary
Capital Revenues
City's Input

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
$79,350 $98,066 $101,068 $101,368 $104,416
$40,250
$5,434
$3,832
$0
$0

The total of these projects is $464,550. The proposal is that the City pays for these
projects, and the Contractor pays it back with the capital revenue plan. The Contractor
estimates that the revenue from this plan will total $484,268 after 5 years.
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Appendix B – Capital Replacement Activity 2000 – 2005
Drainage & Pumps
Cart Paths
Cover for Upper Storage
Electricity to Lower Compound
Enlarge Deck and Window
Move Wall in Dining Room
Rotary Mower
Building Entrance Maint
2000 Total

$119,600

Cart Paths
Vacuum System
Dyke Upgrade
Tractor
Miscellaneous
2001 Total

$61,269

Cart Paths
Brine Pump
Greens Mower (Used)
Building Repairs
Bunker Rake (New)
Cart Storage Bldg (2002)
2002 Total

$59,248

Greens Mowers
Utility Vehicle
Drainage Work
2003 Total

$51,258

Drainage Work
Rotary Mower
2004 Total

$20,420

Cart Paths
Miscellaneous Course
Expenses
2005 Total

$17,813
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Appendix D – Recreation Centre Golf Course Master Plan – Introduction
The following is the introduction to the Recreation Centre Golf Course Master Plan
developed by Grant Golf in November 1997.

Introduction
The concept for renovation and remodeling of the Recreation Centre Golf evolved around two
central objectives; (1) to improve the playing conditions on the golf course and (2) to improve the
aesthetic and strategic interest of the golf course. After begin damaged by flooding in 1995, the
decision was made to rebuild 7 greens in the north-east portion of the property, effectively
accelerating a remodeling program which had reconstructed greens 4 and 7 in 1992 and 1994
respectively. A priority of the Long Range Master Plan is to rebuild the remaining greens to both
increase their size and to match the character of the recently remodeled green. The new greens
will be constructed to conform to USGA (United States Gold Association) recommendations for
putting green construction using a sand and peat seed bed mix over a pea gravel sub grade
drainage layer. The greens will be enlarged to an average size of 6,000 sq. ft. The larger green
size will increase the number of possible hole locations and help reduce wear and compaction of
the putting surfaces. Many of the renovated greens will feature chipping areas that will
encourage the use of pitch and run shots in addition to wedge play. These greenside areas will
require skill and imagination on behalf of the players to save par or perhaps gain a shot on the
hole.
Several of the remodeled holes will feature new forward tees or expanded hitting areas on the
existing tees. The change to the green and additional teeing area will greatly increase the
playability and enjoyment of the golf course for players of all abilities. Drainage issues specific to
each hole are also to be addressed. The regrading of troublesome areas will eliminate poorly
drained areas and improve the playing conditions on the golf course. All material excavated on
site will be used to construct new golf course features, such as mounding and the additional tees.
Holes will be further defined and separated through the use of mounding and tree planting. The
landing areas will be emphasized through contour mowing, which will add visual interest and
challenge to the holes. Ideal landing areas will be highlighted by wider areas and trouble spots
indicated with narrower fairways. Players adopting a conservative strategy can aim for the wider
areas, while those being more aggressive can opt for a more dangerous route, rewarding
themselves with a shorter second shot or approach shot into the greens is successful.
The Master Plan proposes to relocate the maintenance centre to the east, closer to the
eighteenth hole. This will reduce the length of the service drive and improve circulation and
access for the golf course staff.
Incorporated in the master plan is a new pump station and a large settling pond adjacent to the
eleventh hole and running through to the second tee. This new feature will be used for retention
and settling of irrigation water drawn from the Assiniboine River.
A key part of the Master Plan is the rerouting and redesign of holes 13 through 16. The change is
sequencing is desirable because it brings par to 72 and it improves the flow of the golf course.
The current situation with back to back par threes is undesirable as it slows play dramatically
during peak usage. The new routing plays to a par 5, par 4, and then a par 3. The course also
gains additional length with the new changes. These changes can be implemented with minimal
disturbance to play on the course through the use of existing holes and temporary greens during
construction.
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Appendix E – Capital Replacement Plan 2007 – 2016
General / Tennis / Curling
Capital Project
General Building Repairs
- Furniture Replacement
- Carpet Replacement
- Repaint Facility
- Interior Repainting
- Air Conditioning
- Roof Repairs
- Parking Lot Resurfacing
- Decking Replacement

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

$50,000

2015

2016

$50,000

$60,000
$15,500

Tennis Court
- Resurface Courts
Curling Rink
- Ice Scrapper
- Ice Plant Upgrades
- Locker Room Upgrades

Recreation Centre Overview July 2006
Operational Services Division

$25,000

$25,000
$60,000
$20,000
$50,000
$25,000

$7,000

$8,000

$35,000
$15,000

$10,000
$20,000

$20,000
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Appendix E– Capital Replacement Plan 2007 – 2016
Golf Course

Capital Project
Golf Course
- Upgrade Dyke
- Drainage
- Re-build #10 Green
- Re-build #13 Green
- Re-build #1 Green
- Re-build #12 Green
- Re-build #14 Green
- Re-build #15 Green
- Re-build #16 Green
- Re-build #17 Green
- Re-build #18 Green
- Equipment Replacement
- Tree Maintenance/Planting
- Irrigation Lower Nine Holes
- Irrigation Back Nine Holes
- New Maintenance Shop
- Re-locate Putting Green
- Paving Cart Paths
- Cart Path Rebuilding
- Expand #18,10,11,13 Tee
Boxes
- Snack Shack Roof
Replacement
Overall Totals

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

$20,000
$40,000
$60,000
$60,000
$60,000
$65,000
$65,000
$65,000
$70,000
$70,000
$40,000
$20,000

$40,000
$20,000
$200,000

$40,000
$20,000

$40,000
$20,000

$40,000
$20,000

$15,000
$20,000

$20,000

$40,000
$20,000

$40,000
$20,000

$40,000
$20,000

$70,000
$40,000
$20,000

$40,000
$20,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$200,000

$195,000

$140,000

$128,000

$200,000
$50,000
$20,000

$20,000

$20,000

$30,000
$15,000
$215,500
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$347,000

$430,000

$220,000

$290,000

$235,000
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Appendix D
Brandon Sportsplex Information

Sportsplex Swimming Statistics

City of Brandon Recreation Facilities Master Plan

SPORTSPLEX USAGE STATISTICS
#'s of Swimmers + Total # of hours - 2006
Public Swim
Aquafit *
Swim Lessons
Pool User Groups
Bluefins
Bluefins Swim meets **
Special Olympic***
Special O Swim meet

TOTAL

USER

37,671
6101
24,725
12,022
40,625
1,550
760
2,000

125,454

HOURS

2508.5
572.5
246.25
297
488.25
63
38
45

4258.5

* Aquafit hours were done seperately although they share the pool with most Public Swim/Programs
** Bluefins hours were done seperately although they share the pool with Sportsplex Programs
*** Special Olympics hours were done seperately, they share the pool with Sportsplex Programs

Recreation Facilities Master Plan

2006 Sportsplex Pool Usage Stats

Appendix E
Brandon Recreation Facilities Statistics

Arena Ice Usage
Swimming Lesson Consumption

City of Brandon Recreation Facilities Master Plan

ARENA ICE STATISTICS

FACILITY
Sportsplex - Youth
Sportsplex - Adults
Sportsplex - Lessons
Sportsplex - Occasional Users

HOURS BOOKED /
USED

Keystone Centre - Youth
Keystone Centre - Adults

TOTAL

PARTICIPANTS

1482.05
609.75
66
79.5
2,237.30

412
535
140
1975
3,062

2696.5
686.5

830
960

3,383

1,790

Notes:

Facility
Sportsplex
Keystone
Centre

2005/ 2006
Youth  100.00/ hr
Adult - $120.00/ hr
Youth - $103.00/ hr
Adult - $137.50/ hr

Recreation Facilities Master Plan

2006/ 2007
Youth  $101.50/ hr
Adult - $127.00
Youth - $115.00/ hr
Adult - $115.00/ hr

Notes:
50 min hr
60 min hr

2006 arena Ice Statistics

30 minutes

45 minute

VARIES

30 minute

45 minute

Leadership

30 minutes

45 minute

VARIES

30 minute

45 minute

Leadership

30 minutes

30 minutes

45 minute

VARIES

Pre-school

30 minute

45 minute

Leadership

Parent & Tot 30 minutes

30 minutes

Pre-school

Parent & Tot 30 minutes

30 minutes

Pre-school

NOTE:

TOTAL:

GRAND

TOTAL

45 minute

VARIES

45 minute

Leadership

3416

(per level)

3337

61
64
306
98
4
533

275
161
455
91
16
998
167
149
408
116
38
878
207
188
326
102
105
928

DESIRED
# of CLASSES

414

0.7
1.2
5.7
1.4
1.0
10

(per level per session)

27.5
26.8
75.8
11.4
1.3
145
16.7
24.8
68.0
14.5
3.2
129
20.7
31.3
54.3
12.8
8.8
130

(per level per week)

less popular sessions/days of week/times of day attract less registrants than average.

30 minutes

30 minute

RECORDED
# of REGISTRANTS

DESIRED

4.0
3.9
10.9
1.7
0.3
21
2.4
3.6
9.7
2.1
0.6
23
3.0
4.6
7.9
1.9
1.3
20

DESIRED

76

1
2
6
2
1
12

240

0.5
1.0
3.0
1.0
2.0
7.5

14.0
13.5
38.0
9.0
4.0
78.5
8.5
12.5
34.0
11.25
6.0
72.3
10.5
16.0
27.5
9.75
18.0
81.8

(per level per week)

# of HOURS OFFERED

page 1

(based on 1-week sessions) (per level per session)

(per level per day)

# of CLASSES

The YMCA did not run swimming lessons in the summer
Sportsplex summer lessons ran Monday-Friday on a 2 or 1 week basis (9 sessions in total).
The daily maximum capacity of both the YMCA and the Sportsplex based on any given time = 8 30-minute classes & 3 45-minute classes
Results are based on averages, keeping in mind more popular sessions/days of week/times of day attract more registrants than average, while

30 minutes

Pre-school

70
66
306
104
12
558

10
6
6
8
12

10
6
6
8
12

10
6
6
8
12

REGISTRANTS

280
162
456
96
24
1018
170
150
408
120
48
896
210
192
330
104
108
944

(capacity per class)

LENGTH

MAXIMUM
CONSUMPTION OF

10
6
6
8
12

of REGISTRANTS

CLASS

Parent & Tot 30 minutes

LEVEL

SUMMER Parent & Tot 30 minutes

TOTAL

SPRING

TOTAL

WINTER

TOTAL

FALL

SESSION

MAXIMUM #

BRANDON'S SWIMMING LESSON CONSUMPTION I

2005/2006 SEASON

Leadership

45 minute

30 minute

Pre-school

Parent & Tot

Leadership

45 minute

30 minute

Pre-school

Parent & Tot

Leadership

45 minute

30 minute

Pre-school

Parent & Tot

LEVEL

NOTE:

TOTAL:

GRAND

TOTAL

9

1
2
6

42

2

2

(per level per session)

13

13

15

15

12

12

DESIRED # of 2 HOUR

1
1

9
9

3
3

2
2

15

(per level per session)

(per week)

LEADERSHIP CLASSES
PER 2-HOUR BLOCK

CLASSES SCHEDULED

MAXIMUM CAPACITY OF

(measured in class per 2-hour block)

POOL SPACE

AVAILABILITY OF

page 2

64

164

94

4
4
35
16
11
2
6
4
1 DEPENDANT ON REGISTRANTS XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
22
41
20
3
4
35
18
10
3
6
3
1 DEPENDANT ON REGISTRANTS XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
21
41
21
3
5
35
19
8
2
6
4
2 DEPENDANT ON REGISTRANTS XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
20
41
23
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
1
2
35
26
6
2
6
4
1 DEPENDANT ON REGISTRANTS XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
12
41
30

PER 2-HOUR BLOCK

DAILY CLASSES SCHEDULED

MAXIMUM REQUIRED AMOUNT OF

less popular sessions/days of week/times of day attract less registrants than average.

358

(per level per session)

108

110
21
32
55

131
17
25
68

(per week)

(per week)

28
27
76

MINUTE CLASSES

DESIRED # of 30

MINUTE CLASSES

The YMCA did not run swimming lessons in the summer
Sportsplex summer lessons ran Monday-Friday on a 2 or 1 week basis (9 sessions in total).
The daily maximum capacity of both the YMCA and the Sportsplex based on any given time = 8 30-minute classes & 3 45-minute classes
Results are based on averages, keeping in mind more popular sessions/days of week/times of day attract more registrants than average, while

Leadership

45 minute

30 minute

Pre-school

SUMMER Parent & Tot

TOTAL

SPRING

TOTAL

WINTER

TOTAL

FALL

SESSION

DESIRED # of 45

BRANDON'S SSWIMMING LESSON CONSUMPTION

2005/2006 SEASON

Appendix F
Open House Presentation January 30th, 2007
Guiding Principles
Existing Recreation & Leisure Facilities
Proposed Recreation & Leisure Hubs
Facility Type Recommendations
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